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Report summary
In April 2014, BOP Consulting was commissioned by Arts Council
England to undertake the evaluation of their Catalyst programme.
Catalyst is a £68 million culture sector-wide private giving investment
scheme aimed at helping arts organisations build the capacity and
ability to fundraise, so they can access more funding from private
sources and eventually further diversify their revenue sources. This is in
line with Arts Council England’s long term ambition to support
organisational resilience in the cultural sector. The evaluation is
longitudinal and set to run until November 2016. This year 2 report is the
second published output from the evaluation.

Background and aims of the programme
Fundraising from private sources, philanthropy and endowments has
long been understood as an important income-raising approach in the
American arts and cultural sector and in other UK charity sectors.
However, awareness of this has only relatively recently gained traction
within the English arts and cultural sector. For Arts Council England, the
Catalyst scheme represents one of the key measures that it is putting in
place to ‘help create a more sustainable, resilient and innovative arts
sector’.
The programme consists of three ‘tiers’, each with differing
processes and emphases, and aimed at organisations with differing
levels of existing practice and expertise in engaging in philanthropy and
fundraising. The Arts Council England Catalyst programme aims to:
•

build the capacity and ability of arts organisations to fundraise

•

incentivise giving to the arts, particularly from new donors

•

support a long-term culture change/shift in arts organisations
towards fundraising

•

contribute to an increase in the diversification of income sources,
thereby increasing arts organisations’ resilience.

Methodology
As with year 1 of the evaluation, the second year has utilised a mixed
method approach to understanding the degree to which Catalyst has
met its objectives. This report includes wholly new areas of work.
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• The analysis of Arts Council England management data for tiers 1 and
2. Although tier 3 is not included in the data set (as it contains no data
on private giving), tiers 1 and 2 cover £60.5 million of the planned total
£68 million Catalyst arts funding. It is also the most complete and
consistent data set that is available to the evaluation in trying to
assess how much private money has been raised through the Catalyst
scheme and by whom.
• The inclusion of tier 1 organisations in the qualitative research –
individual interviews were undertaken with all 18 tier 1 beneficiaries
(x3 are included here as case studies).
• The inclusion of a small number of comparators within the arts that
did not receive Catalyst funding – four interviews were undertaken
with arts organisations that were unsuccessful in their Catalyst bids,
covering all three tiers.
These tasks are in addition to widening and deepening research with
organisations in tiers 2 and 3, gained from:
• a second round of case studies – some of them re-visiting
organisations from year 1 (x3), and some entirely new (x7), with more
emphasis on the experience of the smaller organisations involved in
tier 3
• material gained on the ground and through subsequent structured
feedback from the two learning events that BOP ran in February 2015
to facilitate peer-to-peer learning amongst Catalyst beneficiaries.
These events were attended by a just over 100 different arts
organisations in total
• consulting with a further small group of donors who had given to
Catalyst campaigns.
Each task has delivered either fresh insight, or a deeper and more
nuanced perspective on the year 1 findings.

1

Tier 1 endowments
The tier 1 endowment scheme will be looked back on as a once in a
generation experiment to try and stimulate a form of private giving that is
rare in the arts in this country. As with all good experiments, there has
been a lot of learning gained. Endowments are technical and not sexy.
Several tier 1 organisations struggled to communicate and convince
their boards about their value, let alone the general public. In making
endowments communicable and attractive, assigning them a specific
purpose and distinctly branding them were both used to good effect.
Arguably, endowments are also more suitable for certain types of
gifts (larger ones) and to certain types of donors, so targeting is very
important. In particular, tier 1 organisations reported the importance of
high net worth individuals within their giving strategy. Catalyst tier 1
experience does also suggest that the general public and lower level
donations can still be generated – but only through dedicated, high
profile campaigns and the previously mentioned strategies of branding
and purposing.
All of these challenges mean that the tier 1 organisations would
have faced much greater struggles in raising private funds if it were not
for the match funding component of the scheme. Organisations reported
that for those that could not grasp endowments, the idea that the
government would match it cut through as a core message that either
spurred them on to give more (if they were already a supporter) or to
give afresh as a new donor.
In terms of the performance against their financial targets, the
organisations in tier 1 raised £30,004,866. Although this was more than
the total raised by the much more numerous tier 2 organisations (£19.8
million), it was still £11 million below what was aimed for across tier 1. A
shortfall of such an amount might initially raise some alarm bells, but it
needs to be placed in context. Most importantly, almost half of the
shortfall (£4.5 million) was accounted for by one organisation that did
not raise or claim any funds in the scheme.
A more meaningful statistic to consider might be that only 50 per
cent of tier 1 organisations met their targets (compared with 84 per cent
in tier 2). This demonstrates how demanding the endowment scheme
has proved to be for the participating organisations. It is also notable in

the data that the organisations that were more cautious in the size of
their targets were also those that met them. But failing to be able to tick a
box stating that the fundraising target has been met should not detract
from the genuine achievements of those that did not, several of which
set the most ambitious targets (and therefore raised larger sums despite
not meeting their targets in full).
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For the individual organisations that participated, they have learnt
much and in the main, gained tremendously through their participation
in tier 1 of Catalyst. However, looking more strategically at the degree to
which Arts Council England has met the wider goals for the programme,
it is important to consider what the likely opportunity cost of the
endowments scheme has been. The nature of endowments means that it
was only ever going to be possible to make a small number of large to
very large investments. To this extent, it was never going to be possible
to equitably spread the Arts Council’s endowment investment, as it
would have been through a different scheme (and as it has in tier 2, for
instance). Also, endowments are intended to help secure the long term
future of arts organisations. In relation to this, even tier 1 beneficiaries
reported that some potential donors were put off from giving to
endowments because they wanted their gifts to have a more immediate
and direct impact.
Set against the issues that make endowments quite difficult is the
fact that endowment giving is the least practised and understood form of
private giving within the context of arts philanthropy in the UK. It is
therefore easier to make a case for government intervention to
incentivise it and study it as a policy experiment.
More pertinent perhaps would be to consider the timeframe and
composition of organisations within tier 1. Endowments were the first
element of Catalyst to start, despite the fact that they were the area
where least was known, as they were seen as the ‘flagship’ intervention
by the then government. It might be the case that had there been less
time pressure to recruit organisations and commence fundraising, the
composition of the tier 1 cohort might have been more optimised to
address the following issues.
• Half of the organisations within tier 1 already had direct experience of
an endowment, so this meant that the learning took place among a
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group of organisations that contained some of the already most
knowledgeable organisations.
• Two tier 1 organisations also had major ongoing competing
fundraising campaigns that meant they found it hard to prioritise
Catalyst and one further organisation which did not raise or claim any
funds in the scheme.
• While difficult to achieve for such a small and specific scheme, the
preponderance of music (11 of 18) and London-based organisations
(nine of 18) in tier 1 has meant that potential learning regarding
endowments across other artforms and regions has been less than it
might otherwise have been.
In conclusion, Catalyst tier 1 has been a very useful experiment
and the participating organisations can point to many more pluses than
minuses. Taken as a group, the tier 1 organisations’ experience has
shown that endowments will never be appropriate for all arts
organisations, but they can be relevant for many larger arts
organisations. In this, Catalyst has acted as a demonstrator programme
and it has gone some way to ‘normalising’ endowments within the arts
sector to show that, for the right organisations, at the right time, they can
be a valuable and distinct element within an organisation’s funding mix.

Distribution of Arts Council England’s investment
In terms of how the Arts Council distributed the investment in Catalyst,
tier 1 was always going to be difficult to achieve a ‘balanced’ portfolio,
but it was particularly uneven in terms of artform. In contrast, analysis of
the much larger tier 2 cohort shows that this was relatively well balanced
in terms of artform, geography and size.

Raising private giving income
Overall, tier 1 and tier 2 organisations have collectively raised an
estimated £49.5 million, slightly more than the eventual Arts Council
England investment in these organisations (£48.5 million). Large

1
In particular, tier 1 had more highly geared match funding ratios and tier 2 also contained
approximately £12 million of Arts Council money that did not have to be matched as it was
specifically designed to build the capacity of organisations to fundraise, as with all of tier 3.

individual sums were raised by organisations in tier 1 (an average of £1.6
million over the three years), whereas the average sums raised by tier 2
organisations were much smaller (£115,600). It should be noted that all
figures are estimates and that they do not consider other types of noneligible fundraised income that might have been raised simultaneously
by Catalyst beneficiaries. The big difference in the amount raised by tier
1 organisations versus tier 2 organisations is reflective of both existing
internal factors (e.g. greater existing experience and capacity regarding
fundraising in tier 1 beneficiaries) and the different characteristics of the
two programmes1.
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But it should also be remembered that these sums were raised
with the added incentive of Arts Council match funding. For tier 2
organisations, the modest average sums raised (in the region of £30–
40,000 per year) suggest that fundraising in the arts remains hard work
for many organisations. It could also be construed that the cost benefit
of, for example, employing dedicated full-time fundraisers is likely to be
negative or marginal for some arts organisations. But equally, it should
be remembered that moving towards a more diversified revenue mix,
with a greater component of private giving income, is a long term
process and one in which many arts organisations are still in the early
stages. Also, both this year’s report and year 1’s provide evidence that a
simple financial bottom line calculation does not capture all of the
benefits from having greater private income streams. In this report,
organisations cite greater flexibility, artistic freedom and risk taking as
non-financial outcomes of generating more private income.

Factors affecting the ability of arts organisations to
fundraise
The analysis by artform of tier 2 organisations’ fundraising challenges
some preconceptions. On average, dance organisations raised the
highest amount of private funds (£126,000) and literature organisations
(£119,000) also performed above the overall average and better than
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many other artforms. Both dance and literature have previously been
thought of as difficult to fundraise for.
However, overall across both tiers the analysis of the Arts Council
Catalyst management data provides empirical support to previous
evidence that suggests a) being based in London and b) being larger in
size is associated with a greater ability to raise private giving income.
Regarding geography, there are still some caveats to the overall
picture of the research backing up existing views on arts fundraising.
Specifically:
• organisations in the South East are not prominent in terms of either
the total amount or the average amount raised in tier 1 or 2
• the largest average amount raised in tier 2 was by organisations
based in the North West (£126,000) and the East of England
(£123,000), ahead of London (£123,000).
Size seems a more unequivocal factor in influencing outcomes.
• The larger organisations in tier 1 were also the most successful at
fundraising – while only accounting for 27 per cent of tier 1,
organisations with 120+ staff generated £11.9 million or 40 per cent of
the total private income raised through tier 1.
• In tier 2, the smaller organisations raised the smallest average sums
(between £96–104,000), compared to an overall average in tier 2 of
£115,000. They also generated a smaller proportion of private income
than would be expected on the basis of their representation within the
programme: just over 50 per cent of the organisations within tier 2 had
fewer than 20 staff, and this group of organisations generated only 40
per cent of total private income across tier 2.
Going further, the econometric analysis proves that there are
statistically significant correlations between larger size and a location in
London and the South East and private giving income raised. However, it
should be stated that correlation does not equal causation. Indeed,
when tested for, size and geography also account for relatively little in
terms of the variation in private income raised (approximately 20 per
cent), despite the correlation. This points to the importance and
influence of other factors in the achievement of private income. The year

1 and year 2 report contains plenty of qualitative evidence on what other
organisational factors are important in the ability of arts organisations to
fundraise.
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A more nuanced picture across tiers 2 and 3
At the learning events, some of the more challenging aspects of
fundraising were surfaced – in addition to the successes, tips and best
practice. It was clear that even within some Catalyst organisations, there
is a resistance to certain elements of fundraising, particularly in smaller
organisations and particularly regarding the involvement of boards.
Specific challenges were also highlighted regarding certain artforms or
categories of organisation such as touring companies or umbrella
organisations. The events also showed a relatively low awareness and
understanding of the potential of technology to help organisations to
innovate in their fundraising strategies. This year’s case studies similarly
present very mixed outcomes for the organisations that used technology
to support their fundraising efforts.
More strategically, many Catalyst organisations have tended to
target existing arts philanthropists and trusts and foundations, leading
to a realisation that the latter will become ever more over-subscribed
and the pool of existing arts philanthropists will soon be saturated. As in
year 1, some organisations reported that the small pool of arts donors
signals a bigger problem: the lack of a major public campaign that
communicates to the public the need to give to the arts.

Insights from non-Catalyst organisations
The four organisations in the research that were not successful in their
Catalyst application provide a limited perspective on the ‘counter
factual’, i.e. what might have happened anyway within beneficiary
organisations without Catalyst support. Overall, the findings suggest
that Catalyst has made a difference to organisations (over and above
what would have happened regardless), in particular through:
• greater ability to plan and think long-term, by providing resources that
free up capacity

4

• dedicated time to identify and approach new donors – as opposed to
relying on more reactive and opportunistic approaches from existing
donors
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• opportunities to develop fundraising expertise through training and
the use of consultants that are otherwise hard to justify financially.
This evidence builds on the picture established in the year 1 survey on
the extent to which Catalyst has made a difference to its beneficiaries in
relation to prior processes, structures and strategies. The final year of
the evaluation will re-visit and explore this issue quantitatively.
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1. Introduction
In April 2014, BOP Consulting was commissioned by Arts Council
England to undertake the evaluation of their Catalyst programme.
Catalyst is a £100 million culture sector-wide private giving investment
scheme aimed at helping cultural organisations diversify their income
streams and access more funding from private sources. The scheme is
made up of investment from Arts Council England, Heritage Lottery Fund
and the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). Arts Council’s
total investment in the scheme amounts to £70 million, including a
commissioned grant of £2 million allocated to the Arts Fundraising and
Philanthropy training programme.
The evaluation is longitudinal and set to run until November 2016,
which will be over a year after the completion of the final projects in the
Catalyst programme. The post-Catalyst period will be very valuable in
helping to assess what the legacy of the programme has been, and how
sustainable are the organisations’ approaches.
This year 2 report is the second published output from the
evaluation and follows on from our previous year 1 report published in
February 2015. In this document, our research covers the entire Catalyst
Arts programme. We return to look at tiers 2 and 3, updating our previous
work with new case studies. We have also undertaken research with tier
1 and a new chapter is devoted to looking at their work with
endowments. We have also spoken to a new set of donors to gain their
insights.
The bulk of our research coincided with the end of the
programme and provided organisations with an opportunity to look at
back at what had been achieved through the programme. The main body
of the work deals with the new findings from our research this year.

2

Invitation-to-Tender (ITT) for the Catalyst Evaluation, produced by Arts Council England.
The Transforming Arts Fundraising programme (a £2 million grant for skills development
and knowledge sharing across the sector) is also a part of Catalyst, but it is a commissioned
3

However, where appropriate, we return to our previous findings from
year 1, updating the themes.
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Background and aims of the
programme
Fundraising from private sources, philanthropy and endowments has
long been understood as an important income-raising approach in the
American arts and cultural sector and in other UK charity sectors.
However, awareness of this has only relatively recently gained traction
within the English arts and cultural sector. The introduction of a new
coalition government in May 2010 in particular has given a new policy
impetus to the agenda, with the DCMS announcing a 10-point plan in
February 2012 to boost philanthropy across the sector. The overall
Catalyst programme (i.e. across both the arts and heritage) is a key
element of this plan and the Department has funded the endowment
component of Catalyst.
For Arts Council England, the Catalyst scheme represents one of
the key measures that it is putting in place to:
‘help create a more sustainable, resilient and innovative arts
sector – one of the five goals set out in Achieving great art and
culture for everyone, our 10-year framework for the arts.’2
The programme consists of three ‘tiers’3, each with differing processes
and emphases and aimed at organisations with differing levels of
existing practice and expertise in engaging in philanthropy and
fundraising.
•

Tier 1: Endowments – these were the first Catalyst awards to be
announced in 2012, with 18 arts organisations granted £30,500,000
in total. The Arts Council England contribution provides match
funding to arts organisations with a successful track record of
fundraising to help them build endowments that will ultimately

grant and has a separate evaluation and therefore will not be covered in the scope of this
evaluation.
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provide an annual income over the medium to long term (the
expendable endowments are required to be managed for a
minimum of 25 years, i.e. to 2027).
•

•

Figure 1: Arts Council England Catalyst programme strands and grant recipients
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The Catalyst Scheme

Tier 2: Capacity building and match funding – the scheme is
intended to support organisations in building their fundraising
capacity and capability over a three-year period. The awards are
designed to be invested in organisations that are ‘committed to
making a step change in their approach to fundraising so that they
become more financially and organisationally resilient’. This tier was
designed for organisations with some existing experience in
fundraising that were committed to wanting to ‘raise their game’.
The first year funds were dedicated to gearing up resources and
building capacity, with the money in years two and three
increasingly to be used as match funding to incentivise donations.
Tier 2 organisations also had to demonstrate that Catalyst funding
would enable them to undertake additional artistic activity.
Tier 3: Building fundraising capacity – this strand of Catalyst is
intended to increase capacity and expertise for arts organisations
with an underdeveloped fundraising model. Unlike tier 1 and tier 2,
the award is given to a consortium of organisations to work together
collectively in the belief that ‘learning and skills will be embedded
and reach more organisations if collaboration is at the heart of this
scheme’.

Figure 1 below illustrates how the funds have been disbursed
across the three tiers, and how many organisations are in receipt of
funds within each tier. As can be seen, the programme is large and
ambitious, accounting for £68 million of investment from Arts Council
England between March 2012 and August 2015 across 253 grants in
three schemes and one commissioned grant.

Arts Council grant recipients

£55 million
(ACE, HLF, DCMS)

with £30.5m from Arts
Council
£30 million
(Arts Council)

£7 million
(Arts
Council)

18
organisations

173
organisations

62 consortia benefitting
217 organisations

Source: BOP Consulting (2014)

In summary, the Arts Council England Catalyst programme aims
to:
•

build the capacity and ability of arts organisations to fundraise –
with arts organisations adopting a range of tools and approaches to
build capacity, fundraise and develop individual giving

•

incentivise giving to the arts, particularly from new donors – with the
aim that match funding and the adoption of new fundraising
approaches from organisations provides a new spur to donors to
give to the arts

•

support a long-term culture change/shift in arts organisations
towards fundraising

•

contribute to an increase in the diversification of income sources for
the arts (through fundraising and endowment income as
appropriate), thereby contributing to their resilience and their
capacity to deliver great art and culture in the long term.
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Aims of the evaluation
The purposes of the evaluation can be summarised as follows:
•

understand the impact of Arts Council England’s investment
through the Catalyst scheme

•

support Arts Council to develop a future funding programme

•

disseminate the resulting learning and knowledge.

And by doing all of the above:
•

deepen knowledge of philanthropy in the arts in the UK

•

improve Arts Council England’s and others’ policy and programme
delivery in this area in the future.

In turn, a more detailed set of research questions were set by Arts
Council England in the brief for the evaluation. These can be grouped
into three sets of questions:
•

‘Distributional’ research questions: identify the impact of Catalyst in
different regions and identify trends in the use of these tools and
approaches by other key characteristics (e.g. size, artform, stage of
development, organisation type, etc.)

•

‘Diagnostic’/learning questions: what have been the key challenges
and successes? Which tools and approaches seem most effective,
in which context? What factors have enabled or hindered culture
change? Were there any other factors that might have
supported/hindered progress in fundraising?

•

Dissemination/policy questions: how transferable are the lessons
learned? Are there any lessons for Arts Council in improving
investment in fundraising?

Methodology
The evaluation takes a mixed method approach. Our year 2 research is
based on the following tasks:

the Catalyst programme. These guided group discussions focused on
activity supported through the programme, what had been achieved
and how the programme could be adapted. The discussions were
conducted under the ‘Chatham House Rule’
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• Interviews with tier 1 organisations – qualitative interviews were
carried out with all 18 organisations that developed endowments
using Catalyst funding. The participants involved in the interviews
included those who were leading the Catalyst work (this included
senior development and fundraising staff, finance directors, directors
or chief executives). To deepen our understanding of the tier 1
scheme, we have also held two interviews with tier 1 supporters
• Case studies with Catalyst recipients – interviews with 11
organisations from tier 2 and tier 3. The interviews covered what the
organisations had done through their projects as well as the
challenges they had faced, what results they had achieved and what
they felt they had learnt through the programme. As this is a
longitudinal study, we revisited four case study organisations from
year 1. We also interviewed seven new organisations. This sample of
organisations comes from a range of artforms and from across
England representing the diversity of the programme
• An analysis of Arts Council England management data for tier 1 and
tier 2 – to understand the drawdown of funding, how much had been
raised through the programme and how other variables (such as
geography) affected this. This comprised two main types of analysis:
– descriptive statistical analysis: to quantify the main features of the
financial data related to the Catalyst programme and provide
breakdowns by artform, geography and size across the two tiers
– regression analysis: a multiple linear regression looks at the link
between the amount of private funding raised and factors that the
literature suggests might influence this. In particular, the size of
organisations and their geography.

• Data gathered from two learning events – held in Manchester and
London to bring together tier 2 and 3 organisations participating in
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Evaluation framework
Although the activity taking place in the Catalyst programme varies, it
does have clearly articulated overall aims. One of the first tasks of the
evaluation has been to work backwards from the expressed aims of the
programme to understand exactly what the activities are and the
processes of change that need to take place – with the support of
Catalyst – in order for arts organisations to successfully realise the aims
of the programme (such as greater diversification in revenue streams, or
a culture change in arts organisations towards fundraising).
The evaluation framework designed in year 1 unpacks what
‘capacity building’ and ‘improving the ability of arts organisations to
fundraise’ mean for Catalyst recipients. This is illustrated below in the
‘logic model’ that has been developed for the evaluation (Figure 2). A
logic model sets out a pathway of change that shows how the range of
activities that organisations undertake through their Catalyst project are
linked to positive organisational outcomes in the short to medium and
long term. At the outset of the evaluation, the logical pathway is purely
hypothetical (based on the programme’s aims and existing knowledge
of the subject area). The job of the evaluation is to test whether the
outcomes are actually achieved through the programme and whether
the logical relationships between the different stages of the model can
be demonstrated in practice.
Expressed most simply, the core proposition is that the Arts
Council England Catalyst programme enables:
1.

a range of tools and approaches to improve fundraising to be used
by arts organisations, which leads to

2.

organisations developing greater fundraising capacity and
expertise that, in the short term, enables them to

3.

diversify their revenue streams and, in the medium to long term,
become more financially resilient.

•

•

the Catalyst programme design specifies to some extent the project
activities that are undertaken (particularly with regard to tier 1), but
little else, and
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as time progresses, the influence of other, larger factors (e.g. macroeconomic conditions, the decisions of other public funders,
changes in personnel and leadership, etc.) will become increasingly
important.

As this suggests, the impact that can be most closely attributed to
Catalyst therefore decreases with time (in most cases).
In year 1, an evaluation framework was developed for the Catalyst
programme. This evaluation framework is consistent with the new work
undertaken this year and as such remains the same.

Structure of the report
The report is structured into sections. In the next section, an analysis of
financial data related to the programme is summarised. Following this is
a chapter detailing the experiences of tier 1 endowment organisations.
We will then proceed to outline year 2 insights from tier 2 and tier 3
organisations. We then look at the experience of non-Catalyst
organisations. Before we come to the conclusions section, we address
perceptions of the Catalyst programme. In the appendix we provide 13
detailed case studies offering key learning points.

As with all logic models, the relationship between Arts Council England’s
investment and any related positive or negative changes becomes
weaker the further along the chain. This is because:

9

Figure 2 Logic model for the Catalyst evaluation
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Next steps of the evaluation
This report marks the end of the second year of BOP’s evaluation.
Research will however continue until December 2016 and our year 3
research will kick off during the summer of 2016. Year 3 will investigate
the nature and the scale of Catalyst’s legacy with a key focus on how its
beneficiaries have gone about sustaining the capacity and the knowhow gained during the programme.

Catalyst Evaluation Year
Two
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Key steps in the evaluation of Catalyst year 3 will include:
• the set-up of Catalyst beneficiaries’ peer-to-peer learning events in
July 2016
• a second evaluation survey of tier 2 and tier 3 organisations
• further interviews with Catalyst beneficiaries and Catalyst donors.
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2. Analysis of Arts
Council England’s
management data

Catalyst Evaluation Year
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Factors affecting the ability of arts organisations to
fundraise
Main findings: the existing evidence is by turns challenged and
supported
1. Existing evidence is challenged when considering artform,
with both dance and literature performing above average.
2.

Existing evidence is supported when considering size and (to
a lesser extent) geography. Being based in London and being
larger in size is associated with a greater ability to raise private
giving income.

3.

However, the econometric analysis suggests that other factors
are more important in determining organisations’ fundraising
ability.

Distribution of Arts Council England’s investment
• Given the small number of grants tier 1 was always going to be
difficult to achieve a ‘balanced’ portfolio, but it was particularly
uneven in terms of artform.
• The much bigger tier 2 cohort was balanced in terms of artform,
geography and size.

Raising private giving income
• Overall, tier 1 and tier 2 organisations collectively raised an
estimated £49.5 million, slightly more than the eventual Arts
Council England investment in these organisations (£48.5
million4).
• Large individual sums were raised by organisations in tier 1 (an
average of £1.6 million over the three years), whereas the
average sums raised by tier 2 organisations were much smaller
(£115,600).
• For tier 2 organisations, the modest average sums raised (in the
region of £30–40,000 per year) suggest that fundraising in the
arts remains hard work for many organisations.

4
This figure is smaller than the planned total investment in Tiers 1 and 2 (£60.5m) as there
was a net shortfall in the amount of private funds that organisations raised against their
match funding targets, so not all the money that had been allocated to the match funding
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Artform: dance and literature performed above average
On average, dance organisations in tier 2 raised the highest
average amount of private funds (£126,000). Literature
organisations (£119,000) also performed above the overall tier 2
average. This challenges some preconceptions as both dance and
literature have previously been thought of as difficult to fundraise
for.
Geography: some caveats to the existing evidence
• Organisations in the South East are not prominent in terms of
either the total amount or the average amount raised in both
tiers 1 and 2.
• The largest average amount raised in tier 2 was by organisations
based in the North West (£126,000) and the East of England
(£123,000), ahead of London (£123,000)

component of the Catalyst scheme by Arts Council was actually drawn down by the
beneficiary organisations in tier 1 and tier 2.
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Size: the existing evidence is confirmed
Size seems a more unequivocal factor in influencing outcomes:
• the larger organisations in tier 1 were also the most successful at
fundraising – while only accounting for 27 per cent of tier 1,
organisations with 120+ staff generated £11.9 million or 40 per
cent of the total private income raised through tier 1
• in tier 2, the smaller organisations raised the smallest average
sums (between £96–104,000), compared to an overall average
in tier 2 of £115,000.
It is worth noting that many charitable trusts give funds in
proportion to the scale of the recipient organisation. This has the
inadvertent effect of perpetuating differentials in size between
organisations and this might be influencing the results.
Geography and size are related to the ability to raise private
giving funds
The econometric analysis also proves that there are statistically
significant correlations between both larger size and a location in
London and the South East, and the amount of private giving
income raised.
However other factors are more important than geography and
size
Despite the positive correlation, size and geography still account
for relatively little in terms of the variation in private income raised
(approximately 20 per cent). This points to the importance and
influence of other factors, not present in the data, in fundraising.
Factors which we have identified in other areas of the research
include: fit for purpose governance and management structures;
appropriate fundraising strategies and the supporting ICT
infrastructure; and the attitudes, skills and behaviours of staff
towards fundraising.

Additional benefits
It is also worth highlighting that a simple financial bottom line
calculation does not capture all of the benefits from having larger
private income streams.

www.bop.co.uk

In this report organisations cite greater flexibility and artistic
freedom and risk taking as non-financial outcomes of generating
more private income.

Introduction
This section is based on an analysis of the data returns made to Arts
Council England by the Catalyst beneficiaries in tiers 1 and tier 2. As
these tiers were in receipt of match funding from the Arts Council, they
had to provide evidence to the Arts Council that they had raised private
funds that qualified within the parameters of the scheme, in order to
draw down the Arts Council’s match funding. As there was no match
funding component of the awards made to tier 3 beneficiaries and no
requirement to fundraise, these organisations did not report to Arts
Council England how much income they have raised via the scheme so
we have not included these organisations within the analysis.
The data returns made to the Arts Council represent the most
complete and consistent data set that is available to the evaluation in
trying to assess how much private money has been raised through the
Catalyst scheme and by whom. Further, with the addition of
supplementary data on the size and geography of the Catalyst
beneficiaries, it is also possible to look at distributional questions
regarding how the ability to raise voluntary or philanthropy income
might be affected by these structural characteristics. The first stage of
analysis provides descriptive statistics on the data followed by some
econometrics analysis using a multiple regression to investigate
characteristics that might be influencing organisations’ ability to
fundraise.
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Before proceeding with the analysis, it is important to
contextualise the data and to make transparent how it has been handled
within the proceeding analysis.
• First, the amount of private money raised by the organisations is only
that which qualified for Arts Council England match funding.
Organisations could also (and did) simultaneously raise private
income from sources that were not eligible to be match funded under
the terms of Arts Council England’s Catalyst contracts. Subsequently,
the Arts Council’s management data does not contain any information
on this income. As there are only a small number of beneficiaries for
tier 1, it has been possible to independently gather information on
how much additional funds were raised at the time that were not
permissible to be matched. This data is included in Error! Reference
source not found. in the data appendix below.
• Second, tier 1 organisations had a clear target for the private
fundraising (which was the level of match to be provided by Arts
Council England). This was also true of the match funding element of
tier 2 awards, but tier 2 awards also included a ‘Capacity building’
element which – as with all of the tier 3 Capacity building awards – had
no targets for private fundraising attached to it.
• Third, the econometric data analysis only covers the period June 2012
to June 2014. This is because after June 2014 the tier 2 match ratio
changed from 1:1 to 1.5 to 1. However, after June 2014 organisations
were still able to draw down match funding related to funds raised
before June 2014 (under the previous ratio of 1:1). Hence, it is not
possible to know from the aggregate dataset how much money in the
final year was paid out under the new ratio versus how much was paid
out under the old ratio. So rather than estimate we have excluded the
final year of data from the analysis.

•

5

For all of the above reasons, it is important that the figures that are
presented below on private income raised are understood as estimates,
based on the available Arts Council England management data.
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Basic characteristics of tier 1 and tier
2 beneficiaries
In terms of numbers, the data returns analysed are dominated by the 1715
tier 2 organisations, compared with the small number (18) of
organisations in tier 1. However, it is important to note that as the tier 1
scheme was dedicated solely to building up endowments, the sums
invested per organisation were many times larger than for tier 2. Thus
Arts Council England allocated £30.5 million to the 18 organisations in
tier 1 and a comparable amount (£30 million) to the 171 organisations in
tier 2.

Tier 1
The small numbers of organisations in tier 1 makes the distribution when
analysed by two of the characteristics look uneven and idiosyncratic.
For instance:
• 11 of the 18 organisations are music organisations, such as the Halle
Concerts Society and Aldeburgh Music
• nine, or half, the organisations are based in London.
As the population of organisations is small, the full tables for tier 1 by
artform and geography are only included in the data appendix.
Perhaps surprisingly, the only characteristic in which the
organisations are relatively evenly distributed is by size, as shown by
Figure 3 below. The largest organisation in Catalyst – the RSC – has

A small number (four) of tier 2 organisation’s fundraising totals were still being

finalised at the time of this research, and so are omitted from the econometric
analysis.
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equivalent to 900 full-time staff, whereas the smallest organisation in tier
1, The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, has less than 20.
Figure 3: Tier 1 Catalyst beneficiaries by size (number of permanent
employees), 2012–15
Size band (number of
permanent staff)

No of
organisations

0-9

0

10-19

1

20-29

0

30-49

4

50-69

3

70-89

1

90-119

3

120+

5
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Tier 2
As would be expected given the much larger number of tier 2
beneficiaries, the distribution of tier 2 beneficiaries by artform is far more
even than in tier 1. Although a quarter of organisations work in theatre,
there were also sizeable representations from across the combined arts,
visual arts and music.
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Figure 4: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries by artform, 2012–15
Artform

No of organisations

%

Theatre

44

26%

Combined arts

32

19%

Visual arts

30

18%

Music

26

15%

Not artform specific

14

8%

Dance

13

8%

Literature

12

7%

171

100%

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Total
Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Similarly, while London accounts for approximately one quarter of
the beneficiaries, the geographical spread is much more balanced than
for tier 1, with five regions each being the base for 10 per cent or more of
the beneficiaries.
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Figure 5: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries by region, 2012–15
Region

No of
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%

organisations

No of permanent

London

45

26%

South West

23

13%

Yorkshire

19

11%

West Midlands

18

11%

North West

17

10%

South East

14

8%

East Midlands

13

8%

East

11

6%

North East

11

6%

171

100%

Total

Figure 6: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries by size (number of permanent
employees), 2012–15

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

No of organisations

%

0-4

12

8%

5-9

30

20%

10-19

35

23%

20-29

20

13%

30-49

19

13%

50-69

10

7%

70-89

9

6%

90-119

8

5%

120+

9

6%

Total

152

100%
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staff

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Once again, the widest distribution pattern is by size. As tier 2
awards were intended for arts organisations that already had some
fundraising experience, it might have been expected that the smallest
arts organisations would not have been able to access this tier of
investment. However, the data shows that 28 per cent of the tier 2
awards were made to arts organisations with fewer than 10 permanent
staff and more than half the awards went to organisations with fewer
than 20. Interestingly, some of the larger organisations in the sector
were also awarded tier 2 funding which, as it included a capacity
building element, suggests that not all large arts organisations can be
assumed, a priori to have the requisite skills and capacity to be engaging
successfully in private fundraising.

Private money raised against Arts
Council England match funding
Overview
As noted above, the money set aside by Arts Council England to invest in
tiers 1 and 2 of the Catalyst scheme was a little over £60 million over the
three years of the programme. However, not all of this money was
actually spent across both tiers as not all of the arts organisations hit
their targets for drawing down match funding. The biggest shortfall was
in tier 1, where £11 million was not claimed by the Catalyst beneficiaries.
More discussion of this is provided in the tier 1 section of the report
below, but it is important to mention here that almost half this sum was
accounted for by one tier 1 organisation who did not raise or claim any
funds. The amount not claimed by tier 2 beneficiaries was more modest
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– a total of £1.1 million – and distributed across a wider number of
organisations. Thus when the match funding shortfalls are taken into
account, Arts Council England invested £48.5 million in tier 1 and tier 2
organisations.
Against this, the data reported by Catalyst beneficiaries to the
Arts Council shows that an estimated £49.5 million of private giving
income, that met the criteria of the scheme, was raised through the
programme across the two tiers. The total amount raised is slightly more
than the sum invested by the Arts Council in these organisations. Again,
it should be remembered that this is an estimate and also does not
include funds that arts organisations might have generated as a result of
their Catalyst campaigns, events and activities (e.g. corporate
sponsorship or investment from other public sector sources) that were
not eligible for match funding by Arts Council England.
Figure 7: Total private income secured by arts organisations and Arts
Council England investment in tier 1 and tier 2 of Catalyst, 2012–15

Tier 2 - Total private funding
raised
Tier 1 - total private funding
raised
Arts Council England total
investment

£19.8m

• Match funding ratios – tier 1 had an upper limit for which each £1
raised in private giving up to the agreed target sum would be
matched by £1 of Arts Council England investment, but this was not
fixed across all the awards. Indeed, a third of the tier 1 organisations
agreed lower match funding ratios of 2:1 or 3:1. Tier 2 was organised
differently in that the ratio was the same for every award. For the first
two years, this ratio was set at 1:1 but then for the final year (2014/15),
this was ratcheted upwards slightly to £1.5 of private giving income to
£1 of Arts Council match funding.
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• Tier 2 Capacity building element – only £17.9 million of tier 2 Arts
Council investment was dedicated to match funding, the remainder
(circa £12 million) was designed to help build greater fundraising
capacity within these organisations and no private giving targets
were attached to this element of funding (so organisations were not
required to report on this beyond what was agreed in their match
funding component).
These two different characteristics partly explain why tier 2
organisations raised less money in aggregate than tier 1 organisations –
in addition to the more obvious factor in that by being in tier 2, they were
likely to be less experienced in fundraising than organisations in tier 1.

Artform

£29.7m

£48.5m

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

As can be seen in Figure 7, the 18 organisations in tier 1 raised
considerably more private income than the 171 organisations in tier 2.
This is illustrated well in the comparison between the average amount
raised per organisation in tier 1 (£1.6 million) and tier 2 (£115,600). When
looking at what might account for such a large difference, it is worth
pointing out two different structural characteristics within the two tiers.

As noted above, music organisations dominated the tier 1 awards and
this can be seen in the allocation of Arts Council funding. Music
organisations in tier 1 were able to draw down £14.6 million in Arts
Council match funding – 75 per cent of all Arts Council match funding
drawn down in tier 1.
Theatre organisations were the largest beneficiaries in tier 2
(Panel B in Figure 8 below), accounting for £7.9 million (27 per cent) of
Arts Council England match funds, although combined arts, visual arts
and dance were all able to draw down more than £4 million in match
funding from the Arts Council.
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Figure 8 Total private giving income raised through Catalyst and
Arts Council England match funding, tier 1 and 2, by artform,
2012–15
Panel A: tier 16

Private income raised
Figure 8 also includes data related to the amount of private funding
raised across the two tiers by artform. As discussed immediately above,
organisations in tier 1 raised greater sums than in tier 2 overall and the
distribution follows that for match funding (unsurprisingly given the
integral link between these two funding sources).
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Music organisations raised by far the largest sums of private
income – close to £23 million, a figure that was also considerably in
excess of the Arts Council match funds that were provided to these
organisations (£14.6 million). Theatre organisations in tier 1 were the
only other artform (in both tiers) that, in the aggregate, generated more
private funds than were drawn down from the Arts Council.
This is not the case for the much larger tier 2 cohort. Here, dance
organisations raised, on average, the highest amount of private funds
(£126,000), followed by theatre (£123,000), literature (£119,000),
combined arts (£115,000) and music (£112,000), with the averages for all
artforms in excess of £105,000. It is worth noting that this is an important
finding as dance, together with literature, is more usually thought of as
one of the harder artforms for which to fundraise. Sadler’s Wells, Wayne
McGregor/ Random Dance and Balletboyz all raised more than £150,000
through their Catalyst awards. As these sums were raised over three
years, the averages for organisations in tier 2 broadly equate to
somewhere between £30–40,000 per year.

Panel B: tier 2

Combined arts

£2.1m
£1.4m
£2.3m
£1.5m
£1.9m
£1.6m
£4.4m
£3m
£4.8m
£3.2m
£5.5m
£3.7m

Theatre

£5.4m

Literature
Not art form specific
Dance
Music
Visual arts

£7.9m

Private funding

Arts Council
match funding

Geography
As noted above in the description of the composition of the
organisations that participated in tiers 1 and 2, fully half of the small tier 1
cohort consisted of organisations based in London.

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

6

Combined arts and Non-specific artform do not feature in this table as the amount raised
was nil.
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Figure 9 Total private giving income raised through Catalyst and Arts Council England match funding, tier 1 and 2, by geography, 2012–15
Panel A: tier 17

Panel B: tier 2

£1m
East of England

£1m

South East

£1m
£1m

Yorkshire and The
Humber
North West
West Midlands

£2.9m
£1.3m
£1.9m
East Midlands £1.3m
£1.9m
East £1.4m
£2.1m
South East
£1.5m
£3m

£0.6m
£1.3
£1.3m
£1.3m

West Midlands

£2.6m
£2.6m

Private funding

£2m

South West

£3.3m
£2.1m
£2.9m
£2.1m
£3.9m
£2.6m

London

£5.5m

Yorkshire
North West

£4m
£10.8m

£7.8m
£18.4m

London
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North East

£2m
North East
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Arts Council
match funding

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Unsurprisingly then, the largest amount of Arts Council match
funding in tier 1, £10.8 million or 56 per cent, went to organisations based
in the capital.
Again, in tier 2, the allocation of Arts Council combined match
funding and capacity building investment was similar to the
geographical distribution of the organisations that were successful in

7
South West does not appear in this table as no Tier 1 organisation was based in South
West.

applying to the scheme. That is, the 26 per cent of tier 2 organisations
from the capital drew down 27 per cent of tier 2 Arts Council funds and
the 13 per cent of organisations from the South West accounted for 14
per cent, and the 11 per cent of beneficiaries from both Yorkshire and the
West Midlands also accounted for 11 per cent of Arts Council tier 2 funds
each.
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Private income raised
The literature review in the Catalyst evaluation year 1 report recounted
the existing evidence on private giving in the arts in the UK. To date, this
suggests that organisations in London and the South East are able to
generate a disproportionately large share of private giving income in the
arts. Given this, one might anticipate that organisations from London in
particular within Catalyst have been able to generate a greater share of
the total amount of private income raised than their share of Arts Council
England investment. And indeed, the data supports the hypothesis to
some extent.
Thus, while London organisations accounted for 50 per cent of all
tier 1 organisations and 56 per cent of match funding investment from
the Arts Council, they generated 62 per cent (£18.4 million) of all the
private income raised through tier 1. However, this performance is not
repeated for arts organisations in the South East. In fact the region that
accounted for the second largest sum (£4 million) and share (13 per
cent) of total private giving income was the North East. This is a perhaps
surprising result given that other regions had greater sums of Arts
Council match funding, but as tier 1 is so small, this outcome in fact
reflects the performance of just one organisation (Sage Gateshead).
Looking across the larger and therefore more representative tier
2, the ‘over performance’ of London-based organisations is less
pronounced: £5.5 million or 28 per cent of total private giving income
compared with 27 per cent of Arts Council investment and 26 per cent of
organisations participating in tier 2. Organisations in four other areas
(South West, North West, Yorkshire and West Midlands) collectively
brought in £2 million or more of philanthropy income to the arts in their
regions over the three years of the Catalyst programme. As with tier 1,
the group of tier 2 arts organisations based in the South East are not
particularly prominent in terms of the amounts of private income they
generated, having raised only £1.5 million (see Panel B in Figure 9
above).
Digging deeper, the average amount raised by organisations in
tier 2 (see Figure 17 in the data appendix), also shows a more nuanced
picture. On average, arts organisations in the North West raised the
largest amount of private giving income (£126,000), followed by those in

the East of England (£123,000), London (just under £123,000) and the
North East (£114,000).
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Size
The size breakdown of the composition of both tier 1 and 2 of Catalyst
shows that a wide range of organisations, as measured by the number of
permanent staff, participated in these two strands of the programme.
Looking at tier 1, the five largest organisations (those with 120+
permanent staff) were able to draw down £6.7 million of Arts Council
match funding (35 per cent of the total), despite the fact that they only
accounted for 27 per cent of the tier 1 organisations. However, it should
be remembered that tier 1 represents a very small cohort of
organisations and therefore, as with the geographic analysis, this is
likely to affect these figures.
Certainly, the size distribution of Arts Council match and capacity
building funds in tier 2 diverges from this picture of the largest
organisations getting a disproportionate share of total funds. Instead, as
Figure 10 below illustrates, the largest sums were invested in the more
numerous group of smaller organisations:
• £5.5 million was invested in organisations that employed 10–19
permanent staff
• £4.3 million was invested in those that employed 5–9 staff
However, looking at what proportion of Arts Council tier 2 funds this
represents shows that the smaller organisations were able to bid for and
draw down a share of total tier 2 funds that was not quite proportionate
to their representation within the programme overall. While 28 per cent
of the organisations in tier 2 had fewer than 10 permanent staff, this
group of organisations was able to benefit from 22 per cent of the Arts
Council tier 2 funding. Analysis of the average size of tier 2 organisations
that received Arts Council investment shows that the largest average
distributions were made not to the very largest organisations in the
cohort, but to those in the mid to large categories (see Figure 19 in the
data appendix).
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Figure 10: Total private giving income raised through Catalyst and Arts Council England match funding, tier 1 and 2, by size (number of permanent
staff), 2012–15
Panel A: tier 1

Panel B: tier 2

£6.7m
120+
90-119

£11.9m
£3m
£3m
£2.9m

70-89
50-69

£5.9m

70-89
50-69

£3.3m
£3.3m

£1.7m
£1.4m
£1.5m
£1.1m
£1.9m
£1.4m
£.2.1m
£1.5m
£3.2m

30-49

£2.3m
£3.5m

20-29

20-29

£0.5m
£0.5m

£2.5m
£5.5m

10-19

£3.5m
£4.3m

5-9

5-9

£3m
£1.9m

0-4
N/A

120+
90-119

£1.8m
£1.8m

30-49

10-19
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0-4

£1.1m
£3.3m

Private funding

£1.2m
£3.1m

N/A

£1.9m

Arts Council
match funding

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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Private income raised
Similarly to geography, the existing evidence discussed in the literature
review in the Catalyst evaluation year 1 report suggests that larger
organisations are better equipped to raise private giving income than
smaller arts organisations. Explanations for this greater fundraising
ability suggest both greater skills and capacity of management teams
within larger arts organisations as well as work, venues and brands that
are potentially higher in profile and more attractive to donors.
Analysis of the private giving income raised through tier 1 and tier
2 of the Catalyst programme, by size of organisation, provides some
further support to the existing evidence base. Within tier 1, it is clear that
the largest organisations were also those that were more successful at
fundraising. While only accounting for 27 per cent of tier 1, organisations
with 120+ staff generated £11.9 million or 40 per cent of the total private
income raised through tier 1. When looked at by the average amount
raised (see Figure 18 in the data appendix), the highest averages are
recorded by those with 70–89 staff (£6 million), 120+ staff (£2.4 million)
and 90–119 staff (£1 million).
However, as we continue to re-iterate, tier 2 provides a better
cohort in which to test out distributional questions given its much
greater size. As with the distribution of Arts Council investment, the
generation of private giving income when looked at by size is more
nuanced within tier 2.
Although just over 50 per cent of the organisations within tier 2
had fewer than 20 staff, this group of organisations generated only 40
per cent of total private income across tier 2. But this still means that
approximately £7.6 million in philanthropy revenues was raised across
tier 2 by organisations with less than 20 permanent staff. When looking
at the average amount of private giving income raised by arts
organisations (Figure 19 in the data appendix), smaller arts
organisations also predictably raised the smallest average sums.
However, there is not that much difference in the averages raised by
organisations in tier 2 that were between 0–4, 5–9, and 10–19 members
of staff, as the averages for each of these size bands ranged from
£96,000 for 5–9 to £104,000 for organisations with 0–4 staff. The

averages then jump to £120–125,000 for organisations with between 20–
49 staff, before a more incremental increase up to a maximum of
£157,000 for organisations with 70–89 staff.
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Factors affecting arts organisations’
ability to fundraise
The descriptive statistics presented above suggest that, as much
anecdotal evidence and some existing empirical research shows,
organisations that are located in London and are larger in size find it
easier to raise private giving income in the arts in the UK. However, the
average sums raised by both dance and literature organisations in tier 2,
challenges some preconceptions about which artforms are easier or
more difficult to fundraise for.
In order to investigate the relationships between fundraising, size
and geography in the Catalyst Arts Council management data more
rigorously, we looked at them using econometric analysis.
One of the key advantages of econometric analysis is that it can
help to disentangle the effect of different explanatory factors. For
instance, while it has been observed that arts organisations in London
are better at fundraising, many of the largest arts organisations in the
country also happen to be based in London – meaning that it is not clear
to what degree any ‘London’ effect may in fact simply be a large size
effect, and vice versa. Econometric models can help here by controlling
for other variables.
As noted in the introduction earlier, the econometric analysis was
only run on the first two of the three years of Arts Council management
data. Using this, a multiple linear regression was run on a dataset that
combined all organisations in Catalyst tiers 1 and 2. This ensured that
there were a sufficiently large enough number of observations to run the
model. In the model, the dependent variable was the amount of private
giving income raised and two independent variables were run:
• size (as measured by number of permanent staff)
• geography (measured as London and the South East versus any other
English region)
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For the purpose of the regression analysis, the regions were
coded into a dummy variable, where 0 stands for London and South East
and 1 for the remaining English regions. The results presented below in
Figure 9 provide evidence that both size and location are correlated with
raising private giving revenues8.
Figure 11: Econometric analysis of the influence of organisational
size and geographical location on amount of private income raised
by tier 1 and tier 2 Catalyst arts organisations, 2012–14
Dependent variable: private funding raised,

size and location relative to London and South East are important and do
explain some of the difference between organisations’ fundraising
performance, other ‘confounding’ factors are more important in
determining this outcome. As looked at later in this document – as well
as in the Catalyst evaluation year 1 report – the other factors are likely to
be a contingent and complex configuration of: fit for purpose
governance and management structures; appropriate fundraising
strategies and the supporting ICT infrastructure; and the attitudes, skills
and behaviours of staff towards fundraising.
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Coefficient P>|t|

tier 1+ tier 2
Independent variable 1: Size (number of

2301.162

0.000

-156140.5

0.007

permanent staff)
Independent variable 2: Geography (London and
South East vs all other English regions)

Number of observations

167

Prob > F

0.0000

R-squared

0.2040

Adj R-squared

0.1944

Root MSE

3.6e+05

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

However, it should be stated that correlation does not equal
causation. Indeed, while both variables are statistically significant, the
analysis shows that they also explain relatively little of the variation in
private income raised across the data set (as the low R-squared value
shows, this accounts for approximately 20 per cent). What this
demonstrates is that for the Catalyst beneficiaries in tiers 1 and 2,
although the two important structural characteristics of organisational

8

The geography variable is negatively correlated because the London and South East
option is represented by 0.
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3. The experience of tier
1 organisations

• City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra

Catalyst Evaluation Year
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• London Symphony Orchestra
• Serpentine Galleries (The Serpentine)
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• Opera North
This section of the report analyses the experience of organisations
which received an award to create an endowment from the Catalyst Arts
programme. This group of organisations are collectively known as tier 1.
As with the other parts of the Catalyst programme, the
programme for this tier was intended to strengthen organisational
resilience by developing private giving income streams. It is aimed at
arts organisations that already had an established and successful track
record of fundraising from private supporters and could demonstrate
that they have access to the financial management expertise needed to
operate an endowment.
This section draws heavily on the insights gained through the indepth one to one interviews undertaken with all tier 1 organisations:
• Philharmonia Orchestra (Philharmonia)
• The Wigmore Hall Trust (Wigmore Hall)
• Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC)
• The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
• Hallé Concerts Society (Hallé)
• Birmingham Royal Ballet (BRB)
• Whitechapel Gallery
• Wordsworth Trust
• London Philharmonic Orchestra
• The Old Vic Theatre Trust 2000 (Old Vic)

9

The exception here is Turner Contemporary. As described in the Turner Contemporary’s
individual case study (appendix), the organisation had limited fundraising experience at the
time of applying to Catalyst. This was largely due to the fact that Turner Contemporary is a

• Turner Contemporary
• North Music Trust (The Sage)
• Aldeburgh Music
• English National Opera (ENO)

Background: before Catalyst
Before looking closer at the experience of tier 1 organisations in relation
to the Catalyst endowment, it is important to understand the
organisations’ size, capacity and fundraising experience prior to
receiving the Catalyst endowment award.
The organisations within the tier 1 programme share many
common traits. All of them have a turnover of over £1.5 million and, as
such, may all be classifiable as ‘large’ arts organisations. Almost all of
them have extensive fundraising knowledge and skills9, and all of them
held at least two dedicated fundraising posts at the time of applying to
Catalyst.
But they do also vary significantly in terms of their capacity and
turnover. Firstly, it is useful to highlight that while the smallest turnover
was just over £1.5 million, the largest was over £61 million. Similarly,
while the smallest organisation has 12 full time staff the largest has over
300.
In this sub-section we focus on those aspects that are strictly
relevant to tier 1 of the Catalyst scheme, and therefore to the set up and
management of an endowment. These are:

relatively young organisation compared to the rest of the group (the gallery was not fully
functional until 2011).
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• Familiarity with endowments: how familiar was the organisation with
the concept and the practice of endowments?
• Level of board engagement: how engaged was the board in
fundraising and in the organisations’ decision to set up the Catalyst
endowment?
• Ongoing fundraising activity: what kind of fundraising activity was
taking place in parallel to the endowment?
• Capacity and skills: to what extent were in-house capacity and skills
adequate to set up and manage the endowment?

house fundraising expertise but had never set up an endowment.
Whitechapel also had high level in-house expertise and had set up
endowment funds in the past, however these had not been made a
fundraising priority. Other organisations were beginning to put plans in
place to develop this part of their fundraising at a time which coincided
with Catalyst (such as Birmingham Royal Ballet).
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However, many of the current staff of these organisations had
never been through the process of setting up an endowment, and
several organisations reported that this was challenging.

Support from the board

Familiarity with endowments
Before applying to Catalyst, tier 1 organisations held different levels of
confidence and familiarity with endowments. When considering this
degree of familiarity the organisations can be grouped into two kinds of
organisation.

Confident with both concept and practice
Half of the tier 1 organisations had already set up an endowment in the
past. Within this category, there were differing levels of activity in
relation to their pre-Catalyst endowments. Some were very active, with
the proactive development of an endowment a priority, such as Opera
North with its Future Fund. Others, such as the Philharmonia Orchestra
and the Hallé Orchestra, had an existing endowment they operated with
a lower profile. Some of the remaining group had existing endowments
set up previously, but these were not being proactively developed.
However, they still yielded an income to the organisation annually, albeit
a small one in comparison to the overall turnover of the organisation.
These are: Sage Gateshead, the Royal Shakespeare Company, the
London Symphony Orchestra, the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra and Aldeburgh Music and The Wordsworth Trust.

The level of support and engagement from the board also differed. Tier 1
organisations reported an almost equal split between:
Organisations whose board was supportive of the idea of
setting up a Catalyst endowment. Often this was because an
endowment had already been envisaged as the ‘next stage’ of
organisations’ fundraising strategies and they were keen to embrace it
as an approach for the future. Unusually in one case (English National
Opera), the impetus to establish an endowment actually came from the
board.
Organisations whose board raised some concern and
scepticism around the idea of setting up a Catalyst endowment.
Conversely, several boards initially questioned the appropriateness of
investing a significant amount of fundraising resources and expertise in
an endowment.

Our Board of Trustees was sceptical. It took a lot of
persuasion to explain how it would work and how it
would benefit us.
(Victoria Pomery, Director, Turner Contemporary)

Confident with the concept but not the practice
Other organisations were familiar with the concept of an endowment
and understood its potential. Some of these organisations, such as the
Old Vic, English National Opera and Wigmore Hall had high levels of in-
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Ongoing fundraising activity
An important factor to consider in relation to the set-up of the Catalyst
endowment was the level of revenue and capital fundraising activity
ongoing before and during the Catalyst scheme. Although almost all
organisations had a significant level of ongoing fundraising, there was a
clear distinction between:
Organisations that decided to prioritise the Catalyst endowment
over other fundraising activity
These were often organisations at the smaller end of the spectrum and
with more limited fundraising experience (e.g. Turner Contemporary).
These organisations saw the tier 1 endowment scheme as an
opportunity to gain transferable fundraising skills for the benefit of their
fundraising strategy as a whole. However, organisations in this category
have also been those organisations for whom the endowment
represented a strategic priority and for whom the timing was particularly
right. For instance, this was the case of Sage Gateshead:

We were coming up to our 10th year birthday, we
had a core bunch of donors who gave us money 10
years before for our previous endowment, and had
a strong relationship with our Chief Executive at the
time, who was just about to leave. It strategically
and historically worked really well for us. We called
our Catalyst campaign our ‘10 Year Anniversary
Campaign’.
(Dominic Parker, Director of Development and Communications,
Sage Gateshead)

Organisations that sought to balance the Catalyst endowment with
other fundraising activity
These were, in fact, the majority of the organisations. For example,
Birmingham Royal Ballet was managing its endowment campaign
alongside a considerable amount of revenue and capital fundraising. In
this case, the organisation still dedicated substantial time and resources

to its endowment campaign, but the Catalyst endowment was not the
absolute priority. Other examples in the same vein include the
Whitechapel Gallery, Hallé Concerts Society, English National Opera and
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment and the Wordsworth Trust.
Finally, Aldeburgh Music sought to balance fundraising for their Catalyst
endowment through phasing it in gradually after fundraising for their
Britten centenary year had been completed.
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Organisations which needed to prioritise other fundraising activity
over the Catalyst endowment
Contrasting with the experience of Sage Gateshead, for some
organisations the Catalyst scheme did not happen at the ideal time for
them to maximise the opportunity. Even though these organisations
chose to apply to Catalyst and set their own ambitions they were not fully
able to reap the benefits of the scheme. Often this was because their
plans and capacity changed after receiving their Catalyst award. As
such, these organisations had to prioritise other ongoing fundraising
activity over their Catalyst endowment. For example, The Serpentine
Galleries needed to invest all its effort into its capital campaign to build
the new Sackler Gallery. The Royal Shakespeare Company also had
three other ongoing capital campaigns and so only limited resources
could be invested in raising funds for the Catalyst endowment.

Capacity and skills
The research identified considerable differences in the skills and
capacity of tier 1 organisations. In terms of capacity, the organisations’
fundraising team size ranged between nine full time members (London
Symphony Orchestra) and two and a half full time members
(Wordsworth Trust), with the majority of organisations employing a team
of four to six people.
With regard to adequate skills to undertake an endowment
campaign, endowments require a diverse set of skills, from legal, to
financial, to fundraising and communications. Most of the organisations
that already had an endowment set up reported a strong skillset at the
time of their application. In particular, an important skill that the
development professionals within the organisations brought was their
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ability to develop the endowment fundraising as a distinct, managed
campaign.

• Philharmonia decided to focus on educational and regional touring
outside London.

Catalyst Evaluation Year
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The support of the board was also very important to the success
of the work, especially when the board included a diverse set of
knowledge and skills. For example, London Philharmonic decided to
undertake a board restructuring to increase the diversity of skills within
the board at a similar time to the Catalyst endowment and this was seen
to have some bearing on success.

• Turner Contemporary focused on a number of support areas
including: commissions in the public realm; events outside the
gallery; residency programmes; supporting acquisitions in Kent; and
activity to increase Turner Contemporary’s audiences.
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Out of the organisations that had not previously set up an
endowment, there was a broadly equal split between organisations that
had the necessary set of expertise and experience, and those that did
not. Some of the organisations in the latter category have invested in
and engaged external support to help address these issues.

Activities: fundraising for a Catalyst
endowment
Interviews with tier 1 organisations enabled the identification of a
number of common activities, which were undertaken by most tier 1
organisations. Though the types of activities undertaken were similar,
the way that they were implemented or set about differed.

Set up of the endowment
The chosen governance structures for the Catalyst endowments
differed, although a majority have used an independent development
trust or charity structure as a vehicle to oversee the endowment which
then grants money back to the core organisation.

• Birmingham Royal Ballet focused on a fund to support emerging
dancers to enter the professional arena through supported
placements and coaching.
• Aldeburgh Music also focused on talent development and new work,
as well as increasing the artistic ambition of the Aldeburgh festival.
• The Old Vic focused on productions, maintenance of the building,
and education and engagement (‘Old Vic New Voices’).
• OAE set up its endowment to support green, ‘eco’ touring, as well as
education work.
• The London Symphony Orchestra focused its ‘Moving Music’
endowment on supporting ground breaking new projects in the field
of digital technology.
• English National Opera branded their endowment ENO Create and
structured it as an innovative financial product that partly invests in
their own productions – those that have strong commercial potential
(via revivals and digital transmission). The endowment that owns a
percentage stake in the productions it invests in and re-invests any
profits that accrue to its stake back in the endowment.

Branding the endowment
Assign a specific purpose to the endowment
A condition of the Catalyst Arts endowment programme was that the
income from the endowment should be used to help create additional
artistic activity. To help this happen and to give the endowment a
tangible and distinct role, several organisations have assigned a specific
purpose to their endowment. For example:

Some organisations worked very hard on developing clear and
consistent messaging about their endowment. They often approached
the endowment fundraising as a campaign in itself and pitched it as
such. Many organisations branded their endowment very specifically, to
good effect. For example:
• Sage Gateshead developed a 10-year birthday campaign as a shop
window for the endowment fund.
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• London Philharmonic’s ‘Sound Futures’ endowment campaign was
marketed as a way of helping the organisation create distinct and new
work.

Some organisations targeted a more diverse mix of donors,
reaching out to lower level donors too. These were usually the
organisations that developed major campaigns, such as London
Philarmonia and Sage Gateshead.

Donor targeting strategy

The London Symphony Orchestra noted the challenge of keeping
up the momentum over three years and the need to find new ways of
marketing the endowment opportunity. As well as mitigating the loss of
momentum, the London Symphony Orchestra also realised they needed
an easy way to communicate their digital work. They developed a short
video to help donors understand how it would work.

Most organisations prioritised and actively targeted a category of
donors over others, though their priorities differed. Some organisations
decided to primarily focus on high net worth individuals. This is the case
for organisations such as the Wordsworth Trust, Whitechapel Gallery,
Philharmonia and the Royal Shakespeare Company. These
organisations decided that lower level fundraising was going to be kept
as the focus of revenue fundraising, whilst high net worth individuals
were going to be the focus of their endowment campaigns. For instance,
English National Opera undertook a major wealth screening and
segmentation exercise of their existing donors and ticket buyers and as
a result, approached hundreds of high net worth individuals. Ultimately,
only one of these existing donors gave to the endowment as many
others preferred to give to specific productions, talent or learning
projects.
Going deeper still, some organisations targeted groups of high
net worth individuals, such as donors from the United States and those
working in the banking and finance sector. These donors had a greater
understanding of endowments and of the types of benefits they can
yield.

There were two types of donor who seemed most
receptive to the idea of endowment. The first were
US citizens – for example, one of our biggest donors
made the approach to us and said ‘this is what I am
thinking of doing…’ And the second were financial
professionals. At the public appeal level, the match
funding argument alone was often sufficient.
(Mark Bains, Development Manager, Wordsworth Trust)
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The engagement of trusts and foundations varied within Catalyst
tier 1. Some did not want to engage in the process, not wanting to tie up
their own capital in the assets of another organisation. However, a few
trusts and foundations did support the endowments. This included one
of the main national foundations in the arts, the Esmeé Fairbairn
Foundation, which supported English National Opera as they were
interested in the distinctive investment model that had been chosen for
their endowment. Other trusts that did give to Catalyst endowment
beneficiaries included those that are linked to an individual/individual
family who were properly engaged in the process, did support the
endowments. Birmingham Royal Ballet, for example, engaged directly
with trusts associated with the Cadbury family, who provided the
majority of the private funds they raised. These donors were particularly
motivated by the nature of the programme of work that the endowment
would support. In this case, it was targeted at young and emerging
dancers making the transition to becoming professional dancers.

Communicating the what and the why of an endowment
Endowments are still a relatively emergent practice in arts philanthropy
in the UK. In some instances organisations had to explain to both donors
and colleagues what an endowment is and why it would be a good
fundraising tool for the long term.
A minority of organisations reported that the process was
straightforward and relatively smooth. If donors bought into the concept
of long term support for the organisation, then it was easier to raise
money for the endowment. The right communication around this helped
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– stressing this as a long-term goal rather than a substitute for ongoing
revenue fundraising.
However, a greater proportion of tier 1 organisations reported
that this process was far from easy or straightforward both internally and
externally. For example, when attempting to communicate the ‘what’ and
‘why’ of their endowments internally to the wider organisation, one of the
organisations reported:

The scheme was difficult to grasp internally, so
there was a struggle to communicate it externally.
The fact they [the fundraising team] didn’t know
how to communicate the endowment became a key
issue. The detail of endowments is really financial
and specific and that is a challenge for
organisations without a strong history in this area.
(Darryl de Prez, Director of Development, The Whitechapel Art
Gallery)

The word endowment is hardly sexy. It reminds you
of mortgages…we decided to focus our message
on the match funding, which worked really well.
(Victoria Pomery, Director, Turner Contemporary)

I feel we under-estimated the effort needed to come
up with a compelling case statement. After looking
at how our previous endowment fundraising
proposition compared against other fundraising
communications (generally, not just in the cultural
sector), we really challenged ourselves to explain
why the Wordsworth Trust as an organisation that
has been trading since 1891 – and that has a large
property portfolio – needs an endowment. We came

up with a case statement that was much more
concise and more focused on beneficiaries and
outcomes than we’ve had in the past, and it should
continue to serve us well, but I didn’t anticipate how
long it would take to get there.
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(Mark Bains, Development Manager, Wordsworth Trust)

Communicating the endowment externally also took careful stewardship
of donors and directing the right kind of donations into the endowment
in order to maximise income for the organisation as a whole. This was
done to attempt to ensure that existing revenue fundraising from private
sources was not affected. However, for some, this was unavoidable.
Turner Contemporary and Sage are both examples of organisations that
experienced some negative knock-on effects to their existing revenue
fundraising.
Ensuring awareness of the characteristics of the endowment (e.g.
longer term and smaller yields) was important. Some organisations
found that donors were not convinced by the model and wanted to see a
more direct and immediate use of their money. Halle, City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra and Turner Contemporary are all examples of
organisations who referenced this challenge when interviewed.

Outcomes: what have organisations
achieved through their Catalyst
endowments?
Overview of tier 1 organisations’ performance
Out of the 18 organisations taking part in tier 1, nine achieved their
endowment target in full. These include most of the organisations that
set smaller targets (£1 million or £2 million). Out of the organisations that
had set higher targets (£6 million, £9 million and £20 million), only one
tier 1 organisation met its target in full, although two organisations with a
£9 million target reported a very small shortfall.
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It should also be highlighted that some of the tier 1 organisations
that did not meet their ambitious targets still achieved considerable
results. For example, The Old Vic Theatre was unable eventually to meet
its target as a transformational gift that they expected to receive never
materialised. None the less, they were still able to raise over £4 million
(plus match). This is likely to significantly contribute to the future
development of the organisation.

We feel very positive about the scheme. It was a
very good experience…For us it has acted like a
catalyst because we approached people we would
have never approached otherwise.
(Victoria Burton, Head of Trusts and Foundations, Old Vic
Theatre)

Similarly, although English National Opera undershot their match
fundraising target by 15%, they also feel that their endowment has been
a success:

It’s been a challenge, but a worthwhile one. It’s
added a new element in our mixed economy model;
a new stable source of income.
(Andrew Given, Head of Trusts, Research and Operations, English
National Opera)

English National Opera estimated that the bulk of the endowment that is
invested in equities would generate a return of 3% per annum but it has
made closer to 9% to-date. Also, the investments into their own
productions has also started to produce small returns back into the
endowment.

their recent experiences of private fundraising, the majority of
organisations have proactively achieved an uplift in their fundraising as
a whole. Much of this coincided with Catalyst, though they do not
directly attribute it to the programme. For example, over the last five
years, the London Philharmonic Orchestra and City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra have more than doubled their annual private
incomes (including support to the endowment).
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The type of donors that donated to the Catalyst endowments are
also those whom the organisations targeted – suggesting that their
strategies were largely successful.
As discussed in the earlier section (3.2), the first most prominent
category of endowment donors was high net worth individuals, with
almost all organisations securing a number of large gifts. These gifts
often came from existing supporters that were able to give a little more
to the Catalyst endowment appeal, as in the case of the Royal
Shakespeare Company. They also included new donors who wanted to
give a larger one-off donation as in the case of Turner Contemporary and
the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. These large gifts were often
made by financiers and US donors, who showed a better understanding
of endowments.
The second regular category of donors reported by the tier 1
organisations was the general public – lower level donors that
responded to those organisations which launched more far-reaching
appeals, often utilising branding and highlighting the match funding
element of the programme. Income generated by this category of donors
has at times exceeded the expectations of some tier 1 organisations. For
example, Sage reported that out of the 787 donors reached during their
Catalyst endowment campaign, a substantial number were lower level
donors.
Several organisations (e.g. the Whitechapel Gallery, Philharmonia
and the RSC) noted that overall, the Catalyst donors were not
significantly different from their usual profile of supporters.

For some organisations, the Catalyst endowment was an
important part of their bigger private fundraising journey. Reflecting on
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Impact of the endowments on overall fundraising
strategies and capacity
Balancing fundraising for the endowments with existing
fundraising commitments
A clear tension for tier 1 organisations was managing the potential
negative impact of Catalyst on ongoing revenue fundraising. For many
organisations, this meant ensuring that the endowment fund was
managed as a specific route for giving, and the right donors were
stewarded towards it. However, in some circumstances the negative
impact on revenue fundraising was unavoidable and they experienced
some annual falls in revenue support from private givers (e.g.
Philharmonia and Turner Contemporary).
The organisations that reported less impact on revenue
fundraising were those that set a clear distinction between the types of
donors targeted by the specific fundraising streams. These
organisations only included large donations in their endowment and
kept the lower revenue donations within their revenue fundraising
stream. This was the case for Whitechapel, Birmingham Royal Ballet, and
the RSC.

We found it really helpful to set guidelines and
priorities. For example, if a donor could not give a
significant amount we would maintain the focus on
revenue. The endowment was targeted at larger
donors.

Supporting the management of larger gifts
Whether targeting a mixed range of donors or a more selective set, the
large organisations have tended to view their endowment as an effective
tool to manage larger gifts. Due to its longer term nature, endowments
are particularly apt for managing larger sums (e.g. legacies). By their
nature, these types of gifts are more difficult to predict, but developing a
tool to manage them is important. However, organisations did express a
concern about having too many gifts with particular terms and
conditions placed on them, which would require the creation of multiple
funds which needed individual care. This is a key reason why
endowments with specific purposes were important.
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Reaching new supporters
Although many organisations worked with their existing supporter base,
tier 1 organisations did gain new supporters and donors as a result of
their Catalyst work. For example Sage Gateshead received support from
486 new donors. Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment achieved the
bulk of their endowment through a set of new high net worth individual
givers. A common challenge for organisations, regardless of the size of
the donation, is now keeping these new givers engaged and finding a
level of donation that is suitable for them.

Our Catalyst donors were mainly new givers and it
will take time to see whether we can sustain these
relationships.
(Emily Stubbs, Development Director, Orchestra of the Age of the
Enlightenment)

(Darryl de Prez, Director of Development, The Whitechapel Art
Gallery)

Broadening and deepening fundraising expertise
As reported above, organisations had to have significant experience of
fundraising to qualify for tier 1. Also, many of the organisations already
had prior endowments pre-Catalyst. To this extent, the strengthening of
skills within the organisations’ development teams were limited,
although there were occasional examples of this. For instance, the
Wordsworth Trust reported that their Catalyst journey resulted in them
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feeling better equipped to run their first public appeal for a capital
project.
However, it was notable that the experience of the Catalyst
endowments enabled some organisations to spread the responsibility of
fundraising more broadly across their organisations. One feature of
these efforts has been to engage artists in promoting the endowment
opportunity to audiences to build a new type of support. Two orchestras
in particular, the London Philharmonic Orchestra and City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, have done this, getting their musicians to stand up
before and during concerts to encourage the audiences to make
pledges to secure the long term future of the organisation. Birmingham
Royal Ballet also involved their young artists in fundraising activity,
facilitating interaction with their donors.

Impact of endowments at the organisational
level
There are a few notable examples of how Catalyst has impacted on the
wider culture of organisations in tier 1. Turner Contemporary used the
endowment as a way to be proactive in fundraising and to put across a
clear message about giving to the organisation.

We were very clear from the beginning that this
[fundraising for the Catalyst endowment] was going
to be a joint effort. Everybody in the team needs to
be a fundraiser – not just the people in
development. And this really helped the
organisation to grow and develop. We have been
working on driving a shift towards a culture of
income generation and fundraising...Catalyst has
been an important trigger for this change.
(Victoria Pomery, Director, Turner Contemporary)

Securing the future
Another area of opportunity created by the endowment activity was
starting a dialogue about the longer-term future of the organisation.
Alongside the perennial challenge of ongoing fundraising, many
organisations have found ways to talk to donors about the future,
particularly aspects of their work that could be shored up for a longer
period of time (for example education work or touring to new parts of the
UK). The Wigmore Hall used it as way to continue to build on previous
fundraising to secure the longer-term future of the organisation.
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Another interesting outcome for some organisations has been the
ability to develop both new areas of work and new ways of working. For
example the London Symphony Orchestra, which had set the focus of its
endowment on digital education, has been able to use the endowment
to take more direct control of the production of filming and content. The
Orchestra of the Age of the Enlightenment has been able to bring its
eco-touring project to a new level.

Board development
There have been some notable differences in the role of boards during
the work on developing endowments. Some organisations felt that their
board were still not engaged with longer term fundraising, leaving their
development trust or charity to consider this instead. Others used the
opportunity around building an endowment to invigorate their board in
relation to fundraising. For example, when undergoing a process of
board restructuring, the Philharmonia leveraged Catalyst to grow a
stronger culture of fundraising with the board, design new roles and
recruit new members.

We have now completed the scheme but we are still
reaping the benefits, because these new board
members are still with us. So actually, beyond the
money there is a much longer lasting legacy.
(Jonathan Kuhles, Development Director, Philharmonia)
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Similarly, at the start of the Catalyst programme, the London
Philharmonic Orchestra had recently welcomed new non-musician
members to its board for the first time. They used the endowment as a
way to get the board thinking about fundraising for the organisation
more generally.

The future

private fundraising challenges and commitments, will continue to grow
their endowments through stewarding specific gifts and legacies
(should they become available). The challenges around building
stronger support for their annual revenue fund from private sources will
remain a priority going forward.

The programme was generally well received and well thought of.

1.

A large portion of tier 1 organisations spoke very positively about
the support received by Arts Council England relationship managers
before and during Catalyst. In some instances relationship managers at
the Arts Council encouraged organisations to set more ambitious goals
for themselves. For example, Turner Contemporary originally set out to
apply to Catalyst tier 2: capacity building and match funding, but instead
applied for the endowment fund and was one of the first tier 1
organisations to meet its target in full.

Some organisations will continue to use their endowment as a focal
point for fundraising going forward. Wigmore Hall and London
Philharmonia are two examples of organisations that will continue to
drive forward their endowments and keep campaigning for them,
endeavouring to maintain the momentum they have achieved through
Catalyst.
2.

Application and guidance
The logistics at the beginning were thought to be rapid and
straightforward. Only a small minority of organisations reported
experiencing any issues at the time of application.

Endowments are used as one distinctive fundraising strand

Other organisations will continue to proactively promote their
endowment to supporters where the particular purpose that they have
given their endowment resonates with donors. Examples here include
the London Symphony Orchestra, with its digital education focus, and
the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, with its extended green
touring offer. Opera North’s Future Fund, which pre-dated Catalyst, will
also continue to be proactively grown.
3.
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Views on the Catalyst programme

All organisations were committed to continuing to grow their
endowments in the future. However, each organisation involved in tier 1
has their own challenges going forward which influence their approach.
Broadly, the intentions of organisations in tier 1 towards the future
management of their endowments can be subdivided into three
categories:
Endowments are used as the lead component of a fundraising
strategy

Catalyst Evaluation Year
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Endowments are not prioritised but are retained as a useful
vehicle for large gifts

Lastly, some organisations (such as the London Philharmonic Orchestra,
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and Hallé), with large ongoing

We have found it [the application process] to be a
very good and useful process. We think the
standards were higher than usual.
(Dominic Parker, Director of Development and Communication,
Sage Gateshead)

It was noted that there were some uncertainties about the timeline and
eligibility of some types of income. Some organisations saw this as
reflecting the level of familiarity with endowments in the UK.
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Design of the programme: positives
The majority of organisations recognise that endowments are valuable
tools, which provide them with a valid legacy for the future and a more
sophisticated private fundraising infrastructure.

We would absolutely do this again!
(Jonathan Kuhles, Development Director, Philharmonia)

The match funding approach was unanimously welcomed by
organisations involved in the programme. It appealed to donors who
liked that the match would maximise their gift and it encouraged them to
give more. It was noted by some organisations that the match funding
was the deal clincher for some donors and supporters. In these cases
the donors expressed that they would not normally have given to an
endowment, but felt it was an opportunity not to be missed. The match
funding also created a sense of the work being a time-limited campaign.
It helped focus organisations’ efforts and sell the opportunity to donors.

The match funding was certainly a very strong
element of the programme. It is great to be able to
say: the UK government will match your gift on 1:1
ratio. This is a very strong message for non-UK
donors too.
(Darryl de Prez, Director of Development, The Whitechapel Art
Gallery)

Design of the programme: suggested improvements
However, some organisations felt that more flexibility would have been
useful. If the programme was about supporting increased resilience in
the sector, then a more diverse approach to fundraising could have
worked. For example, could there have been a non-endowment element
recognising the corporate support potential that some organisations
had been developing? This very much echoes comments made by some

tier 2 organisations that were contained in the Catalyst evaluation year 1
report.
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Why just endowments? Could the programme not
look at other types of fundraising too?
(Kath Russell, Director of Development, Hallé Orchestra)

In addition to the flexibility of the particular fundraising
mechanism, organisations also expressed a strong view about
increasing the flexibility of the matching parameters. Almost all tier 1
organisations felt that, by only recognising cash in the bank and not
written pledges, the Catalyst scheme disadvantaged organisations as
most major donors favour donating in instalments over a number of
years. Further still, other gifts were tied up in probate. The ineligibility of
pledges also runs contrary to arts organisations’ experience of capital
fundraising campaigns.
Organisations also reported that it was problematic that the
scheme did not allow for fundraising costs to be covered, again, as has
previously been the case with regard to capital programmes.
Another echo of the year 1 findings from organisations in receipt
of tier 2 and tier 3 awards was a range of opinions expressed regarding
the timescale of the programme. Some felt that a tight timeframe helped
to create momentum. Some felt that three years was too short to develop
support. Others felt it was a long window to maintain support. Some
experienced very pronounced peaks and troughs over the time frame.
These responses reflected the position and range of challenges the
organisations were facing.

Catalyst gave us an opportunity, a need and an
urgency to do it, but three years is a short time to
change giving culture.
(Kath Russell, Director of Development, Hallé Orchestra)
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Arts philanthropy policy and support
A variety of views on policy in relation to arts philanthropy and
fundraising were shared by organisations taking part in the research. A
summary of these views is included below:
Grow arts philanthropy in addition to arts fundraising. In order to help
arts organisations in the UK diversify their income streams and attract
more income from philanthropy, there needs to be a focus on growing a
culture of giving to the arts. It is not sustainable if a growing number of
organisations increase their private fundraising efforts while the pool of
donors does not also expand. One of the reasons why the English
National Opera chose to effectively turn their endowment into an
investment product was to deliberately try something different that they
felt might appeal beyond the very limited number of existing arts donors
who might have given to an endowment. Victoria Pomery, Director at
Turner Contemporary, pointed to the wider need for the sector to
formulate a joint case for support, echoing some of the stakeholders
interviewed for the Catalyst evaluation year 1 report.

How do we position ourselves as a charity, as a
sector as a whole? People giving money out there
want to bring about change!

also added that this quantitative research should be further
complemented by more qualitative research, which could shed more
light on the different motivations behind giving to the arts.
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Recognising the complexity of the tax system is important. There is
still a tension between encouraging donations and then needing to
charge VAT on tickets given to supporters. A rational approach to this is
needed.
High turnover of fundraising executives. Though many fundraisers
remain committed to organisations, there is big churn in the sector.
Organisations report that this is having an impact and good fundraisers
are being lost to other sectors, particularly higher education.

Insights from donors
Our research on tier 1 of the Catalyst programme was further informed by
interviews with two donors who have given to the Catalyst tier 1
endowments organisations. It is not possible to generalise from such a
small number of interviews but key points from the two conversation
include:
1.

The programme was not in and of itself the reason for donors to
give – the relationship with the individual organisation was the key
factor, but having a campaign provided a useful focus for
highlighting the need for support.

2.

The match funding was also not the overriding reason to give,
but it did maximise support from those who gave to the campaigns.

(Victoria Pomery, Director, Turner Contemporary )

Simplify and tailor giving to the arts. Gift aid has been recognised as a
useful tool, but our tier 1 interviewees think it could be further simplified.
They have also reported that further incentives, additional to gift aid,
could be implemented.
More research on arts philanthropy is needed. Organisations think
that more research is needed to understand current trends in arts
philanthropy: who is giving, and where and how reliable is giving to the
arts in the UK? Some organisations, like the Royal Shakespeare
Company and Philharmonia, explicitly referred to the lack of quantitative
research that used to be undertaken by Arts and Business. They have
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Match funding lets you dig a little more deeply
(Catalyst endowment donor)

3.

The reason to give was usually personal, but equally frequently
this was connected to a lifelong appreciation of the arts.
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It’s in the blood to do this
(Catalyst endowment donor)

4.

5.

The campaigns did provide a mechanism for positioning the
organisations as charities within their wider communities and the
general public were amongst the audiences which were targeted
through the campaigns and from whom an extremely positive
response was received. This suggests that campaigns such as this
can be a useful tool in developing arts philanthropy, as well as
maximising fundraising.
Donors viewed the creation of an endowment as fiscally
responsible during a period of austerity. As such they were
supportive of Arts Council England’s vision of helping organisations
develop endowments.

I was initially surprised as to how few cultural
organisations have endowments
(Catalyst endowment donor)

Conclusions
The majority of organisations taking part in tier 1 regard the experience
as a worthwhile one. For less experienced organisations, it was a chance
to explore private fundraising in a new way through a concerted
campaign. For those more experienced with private fundraising, it was a
chance to experiment with endowments and see how they fitted with
their existing work. Endowments are seen by the tier 1 organisations as a
great tool to think about financial resilience in the longer term and how
this can help them be bolder in their work.

Accumulation and use of money
Out of 18 organisations taking part in tier 1, only nine achieved their
endowment target and were able to source the full match available to

them. As a result, £11 million of the total £30.5 million available in match
funding for tier 1 was not acquired by organisations. However, almost
half of this amount (£4.5 million) was accounted for by one organisation
that did not raise or claim funds in the tier 1 scheme. With regard to the
others, this ‘underspend’ should not be read as a simple indicator of
outright failure. There were some extremely ambitious targets set by
some organisations and the new endowments (despite not achieving
their full targets) have been welcomed and seen as positive new
additions to organisations’ financial make-up.
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Learning points for the future
The endowment element of Catalyst has largely been a success and
listed below are some significant learning outcomes achieved by the
programme:
• Set-up and governance – It is important to set up the endowment in a
way that works best for an organisation. In most organisations we
spoke with, a separate development trust or charity structure oversaw
the catalyst endowment (and sometimes other investments) and
made grants back to the core arts organisation. However, good
communication about the future financial resilience between the main
board, the development trust/charity and advisory board (if it exists)
is very important.
• Giving endowments a purpose – Assigning a specific purpose to the
endowment helps the organisation to plan a particular part of the
business plan. Focusing on, for example, educational outreach work
or enabling new and bolder work, not only helps get the fundraising
message right and attract donors but allows better financial planning
around related projects.
• Branding endowments – Some organisations worked very hard on
developing clear and consistent messaging about their endowment
and its purpose. They often approached the endowment fundraising
as a campaign in itself and pitched it as such. Many organisations
branded their endowment very specifically, to good effect.
• Guarantor for bolder work – It was observed that some
organisations were using some of their dividend or parts of their non-
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Catalyst endowment as a guarantee for some of their work, allowing
them to think further ahead and embrace more risk.
• Donor targeting strategy – Most organisations decided to target a
particular category of donors over another, sometimes after an initial
period of experimentation. An interesting feature was the high
concentration of existing donors that supported the endowments by
being asked to give more or extend their gift during Catalyst. New
donors, however, were still a significant feature of the work, although
it is not yet clear how well they will be retained in the longer term.
• Understanding the role of an endowment – Endowments are still a
relatively new practice in arts philanthropy in the UK. Therefore
organisations have, in some instances, had to explain to both donors
and colleagues what an endowment is and why it is a good
fundraising tool for the long-term. For more aware donors, it was
sometimes off-putting as they did not want to see their donation tied
up over a length of time.
• Securing the long term development of endowment – Another
challenge for the organisations will be managing and growing their
endowments over time, to ensure that the long term impact of the
scheme is not lost. This is important given that the investment returns
generated by endowments in any given year are likely to be smaller
than could be achieved through revenue fundraising.
• Be entrepreneurial, enthusiastic and creative and don’t be afraid
to learn by doing – For many tier 1 organisations campaigning for an
endowment was a relatively new experience. Often when
approaching new systems and approaches, organisations have
highlighted the importance of keeping a positive and open attitude
throughout their Catalyst journey.

Measuring success
To evaluate success in a programme, the fundraising context of the
organisation needs to be understood because the challenges, priorities
and ambitions for all organisations are different.
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The success of the programme appears to have been more
prominently felt by organisations that aimed for smaller endowments.
Organisations such as Turner Contemporary and Wigmore Hall have
been able to put their endowment fundraising at the front and centre of
their work. Being able to prioritise and set realistic targets has meant
that they have surpassed their goals. For these organisations, the
scheme leaves multiple legacies, not least the endowment dividend but
also a progressive shift towards greater financial resilience.
Larger organisations also performed well when the endowment
happened at a favourable time and coincided with the organisation’s
broader plans and needs. This is especially the case with the Old Vic,
London Symphony Orchestra and Sage Gateshead, all of which invested
significant time and resources into growing their endowments, to good
effect.
The scheme was not a complete success when larger
organisations like the RSC or the Serpentine, which experienced
significant ongoing levels of existing private fundraising commitments
and activities during the course of the scheme. These organisations
prioritised other fundraising strands and, as such, had more limited
resources and attention available to invest in their Catalyst fundraising
endowment.
In all of these examples, it is important to recognise the
experimental nature of the programme and the lack of regular previous
experience with endowments in the arts in the UK.

Keep on trying new things. Be entrepreneurial,
creative and inventive in your approach.
(Victoria Burton, Head of Trusts and Foundations, Old Vic Theatre)
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4. Year 2 insights from
tier 2 and 3
organisations

8.

Sheffield Theatre, theatre, North

9.

How We Work Together, visual arts, London

Tier 3
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10. Spike Island, visual arts, South West
11. B-Arts, combined arts, Midlands
12. Manchester Jazz, music, North

In this sub-section we return to report about the experience of tier 2 and
tier 3 Catalyst beneficiaries. This section will first outline insights gained
through the new and revisiting Catalyst year 2 case studies. It will then
move on to reflect the key findings from the two learning events run in
February 2015.

About year 2 tier 2 and 3 research
participants
Organisations that have taken part in the Catalyst 2015
learning events
In February 2015, BOP Consulting ran a series of learning events to
facilitate peer-to-peer learning amongst Catalyst beneficiaries. These
events were held in London and Manchester, where registrations
showed 70 organisations in attendance in London and 30 in
Manchester.

Year 2 case studies
Following these learning events, between June and September 2015,
BOP Consulting conducted interviews with 10 of these arts
organisations who are in receipt of Catalyst awards. These case study
organisations include:
Tier 2
1.

Birmingham Hippodrome, combined arts, Midlands

6.

Watermill Theatre, theatre, South East

7.

Akademi, dance, London

13. Free World, literature, London
14. Plymouth Music Zone, music, South West

Catalyst activities and intermediate
outcome – year 2 case studies
In year 1 we sought to identify what organisations have done with the
support of Catalyst. Having discussed this with some of the beneficiaries
themselves, Arts Council England and their partners and stakeholders, it
became possible to group the activities into a small number of broad
activities which seemed to be relatively widespread across the
organisations. These activities are outlined in the year 1 logic model.
In year 1 we were also able to identify a set of intermediate
outcomes. These encompass changes to structures and processes, but
also to attitudes and behaviours, which are key components of
organisational culture. Although they are not the ultimate outcomes
desired by the Catalyst programme (i.e. that organisations have
increased their revenues from private giving and have therefore become
more resilient), these outcomes are early evidence that organisations
are on their way towards this goal.
Insights from the year 2 case studies have confirmed the
evaluation pathway designed during year 1. Year 2 tier 2 and 3 case
studies’ activities and outcomes fall under the sub-categories identified
during year 1. This section then follows the structure of the evaluation
framework, providing a recap of year 1 findings from each subcategory
and integrating these with year 2 findings.
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We would not expect to see all organisations achieving all of the
following activities or intermediate outcomes, as Catalyst beneficiaries
are very different. But equally, it would be concerning if none of the
organisations were reporting any of the following activities or
intermediate outcomes.

Developing new fundraising expertise
One common area of activity undertaken as a result of being awarded a
Catalyst grant has been to develop new fundraising expertise. This is
being implemented either externally, by hiring a consultant, or internally,
by hiring dedicated fundraising personnel and undertaking training for
other key staff members.

Hiring an external fundraising consultant
In year 1, we reported that the majority of the organisations (66 per cent
across both tiers 2 and 3) hired an external consultant to help with their
Catalyst work. The most common activities carried out by consultants
included: reviewing fundraising strategy; formulating a strong case for
support; integrating fundraising to the organisation’s external
communications; and building fundraising confidence and knowledge
amongst staff and board members. Over 90 per cent of organisations
that hired external consultants rated their consultant’s performance as
‘effective’ or ‘very effective’.
Several year 2 case study organisations also hired a consultant,
most of them to good effect. In particular, consultants have often been
pivotal in fostering progress amongst the tier 3 case studies in this year’s
evaluation, such as the consortiums led by Manchester Jazz, Spike
Island and B-Arts. Here, the consultants have played a key role in
identifying a shared vision and in facilitating dialogue amongst the
organisations in the consortium.
In year 1 we had also identified the risk associated with
outsourcing activities to external consultants and not building internal
knowledge and expertise. However, in the main, the year 1 survey
respondents reported that this was being avoided and that they were
able to learn from their consultant.

In year 2 we further investigated how arts organisations have
ensured that knowledge is transferred from consultants to
organisations. The case study of Manchester Jazz and Manchester
Literature illustrates how they undertook a series of actions to ensure
that knowledge and expertise would be transferred to the directors of
the two organisations. The approach was mainly ‘on the job’, making
sure the directors took part in fundraising meetings and familiarised
themselves with making the ask.
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At the end of the day it is having that experience that
gives the best insight – having the contact with the
individual involved. They are just people. Hands on
experience is the best way to learn.
(Consultant, Manchester Jazz and Manchester Literature)

Employing dedicated fundraising staff
In year 1, we reported that Catalyst had increased fundraising staff
capacity. Many of the case study organisations we spoke to had hired
new, fundraising staff or increased the number of hours worked by
existing members of the fundraising team. Our survey confirmed that
fundraising capacity had frequently been expanded across the full range
of roles – from assistants, to officers and managers.
Many of our year 2 case studies also increased their fundraising
capacity. Once again the type of roles varied according to the
organisations’ specific needs.
For example, Sheffield Theatres mainly needed administrative
support to free up fundraising staff and enable them to operate more
strategically. To that end, a fundraising trainee role was created as an 18
month placement, to give three people (over three years) experience in
arts fundraising administration as well as offering space for them to lead
on fundraising campaigns and activities.
The Birmingham Hippodrome also developed two new positions
in the fundraising team. These new posts were pivotal to the successful
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implementation of their Catalyst plan and they will be retained after the
programme has finished.
In contrast, Free Word realised it was lacking a more senior
position

Our organisation is quite small so we really do not
need more than 1.5 people focusing on fundraising.
But we do need that senior role to steer our
direction. This was a very important realisation for
us.
(Eleanor Lang, Executive Director, Free Word)

Upskilling existing staff, board members and volunteers in
fundraising
In year 1, we reported that the majority of organisations had accessed
some form of fundraising training, with 90 per cent of those surveyed
investing in it. Nearly all of the survey respondents stated that they had
accessed training as a result of their Catalyst plans and activity. The
majority (90 per cent) were satisfied or very satisfied with the training.
Several year 2 case studies also undertook training and spoke
positively about their experience and the subsequent impact that it had
on their organisation. Training has been undertaken by both senior and
lower management.
Considering senior management levels, Debbie Geraghty,
Executive Director of Plymouth Music Zone, undertook a one year
training course. Debbie described how the training not only enabled her
to acquire knowledge and skills but also helped steer her towards
understanding what makes for an effective fundraising organisation.

It [training] has completely changed my mind-set. It
has enabled me to think in a very systematic way. I

just see fundraising as much more integrated to the
organisation now.
(Debbie Geraghty, Executive Director, Plymouth Music Zone)
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Directors of the B-Arts consortium were also all able to afford
individual training. This was viewed as really important as the staff levels
of fundraising skills and knowledge varied across the organisation.
Considering less senior staff, the Birmingham Hippodrome
highlighted how training played a key role in engaging the wider
organisation. One of the organisation’s foci was to increase lower level
donations. Training the staff at the box office was an important part of
the plan they designed to achieve this. All members of staff at the box
office benefitted from different training sessions, some of which were
delivered by external consultants and some of which were delivered by
the Birmingham Hippodrome’s fundraising team. Birmingham
Hippodrome soon saw a good return on its training investment with
donations made at the box office averaging 60p more than donations
made through the website (for more information please refer to
Birmingham Hippodrome’s case study in the appendix).

Piloting fundraising methods and tools new to
the organisation
In addition to growing fundraising expertise and skills, Catalyst
participants have invested in a range of fundraising initiatives,
techniques and tools. These have included launching new campaigns
and events, developing new or existing fundraising schemes, and
investing in new ICT infrastructure and tools.

Fundraising events
In our year 1 report, we found that fundraising events were an important
feature of Catalyst participants’ work. They were deemed important as
events increased the visibility and profile of the organisation, projecting
a more donor-friendly image of the organisation, and engaging the
board and non-fundraising staff in fundraising activities. Our survey
showed that 61 per cent of tier 3 and 82 per cent of tier 2 respondents
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reported having organised fundraising events. We also observed that
the experience of Catalyst had, in some instances, an impact on the
quality of their fundraising events. Out of those who organised events,
approximately a quarter stated they were better attended, more
imaginative, more cost effective, and bigger in scale and ambition. 41
per cent stated that they were better targeted in terms of audiences. 31
per cent stated that they were more professionally executed.

Catalyst award. In a similar fashion to events, a quarter of the year 1
survey respondents felt that, as a result of Catalyst, their campaigns
generated a higher response rate, and were more imaginative, more cost
effective and bigger in scale and ambition. 37 per cent felt that they were
better targeted in terms of audiences, and 31 per cent felt they were
more professionally executed.

A lot of the year 2 case studies have used their Catalyst grant to
set up more ambitious and better executed fundraising events. This was
especially the case when high level individual giving featured as a top
priority for the organisation.

The year 2 case studies depict a more nuanced picture. Our
conversations have uncovered many success stories, which mirror the
positive outcomes highlighted by the survey. However, they also
uncovered many learning stories, instances in which new, experimental
campaigns (run during the Catalyst programme) have worked less well.

For example, Akademi used the grant to set up its first fundraising
gala. Through the resources afforded by Catalyst and the generous
support of one of their patrons, they hosted a Secret Bollywood Garden
Gala. Although the financial benefits of the gala were not immediate, it
did successfully raise Akademi’s profile in the South Asian community,
amplifying the organisation’s support networks. This might have more
long term financial consequences for the organisation which should be
further explored.

For example, Sheffield Theatres organised a consultation with
selected engaged audience members and long term supporters to
inform the design and the messaging of their new campaign. The
consultation helped them identify the most powerful messaging and
also to identify a set of ‘no-gos’ (e.g. leaflets should not be prescriptive
about the amount of the gift). Deborah Larwood, Development Manager
at Sheffield Theatre, reported donation levels were substantially
improved.

Spike Island’s consortium also reported similar positive
outcomes. The three visual arts organisations in the consortium – Spike
Island, Arnolfini and Situations – developed a series of joint events to
engage new and existing donors and communicate a case for
supporting the visual arts in Bristol. All of the events proved to be a
success and the three organisations plan to continue putting on joint
events after the Catalyst programme has finished. While the
organisations were successful in securing some new donors, the most
positive outcome reported was a sense of increased profile and
visibility.

On the other hand, How to Work Together, a tier 2 consortium of
three visual arts organisations based in London (Chisenhale Gallery, The
Showroom and Studio Voltaire), decided to carry out a new campaign to
launch a joint offer. The campaign attempted to secure new donors from
the technology sector, beyond the traditional group of arts philanthropy.
However this strategy was not successful and How to Work Together
changed its strategy, eventually going back to target a more traditional
type of arts philanthropist.

Fundraising campaigns
We also reported in year 1 how campaigns were a significant part of the
Catalyst experience, which worked particularly well for those
organisations seeking to grow their individual giving revenues. 73 per
cent of organisations coordinated at least one fundraising campaign as
a result of Catalyst, compared to just 26 per cent before securing the
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Sometimes these mixed experiences have taken place in the
same organisations. For example both Watermill and Birmingham
Hippodrome achieved a lot of success through its direct marketing
campaigns, whether online or through post and printed leaflets.
However they also reported their experimentation with mobile and
phone giving did not work as well as they had hoped.
How to Work Together’s consortium, The Watermill Theatre and
the Birmingham Hippodrome all reported that they were able to learn a
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lot from these experiences and that overall they consider them positive
learning experiences. For example the Watermill Theatre reported:

organisation. Similarly, Free Word also launched a new membership
scheme but have reported slow progress to date.
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Our mobile campaign didn’t work. People seem
much more cautious to give and commit over the
phone. This was a big learning point for us.
(Jo Bycroft, Development Director, Watermill Theatre)

Membership schemes
Our research illustrated that in year 1, some organisations had used their
Catalyst grant to set up new membership schemes or to develop existing
ones: 41 per cent had developed their existing membership scheme and
30 per cent had built a new membership scheme. We reported that
organisations suggest that it takes time to make membership schemes
work well and cost effectively. The organisations that already had a
membership system in place before Catalyst sought to further develop
these through the programme. However, organisations that established
schemes from scratch were still struggling to see the benefits in year 1.
Insights from the year 2 organisations confirm these findings,
suggesting that membership schemes might be more beneficial in the
long term, or at a point when the organisation has enough resources and
time to have grown the scheme to a bigger scale.
The two organisations in the year 2 case studies that already had
well established membership schemes in place (Sheffield Theatres and
Birmingham Hippodrome) raised concerns about their cost benefit,
stressing the amount of administrative work entailed to run them
properly. Encouragingly, Catalyst was able to help improve this by
affording more administrative support, such as in the case of Sheffield
Theatres.

Investing in ICT infrastructure and experimenting with new
ways of giving
In year 1, we observed that prior to Catalyst there was an eagerness from
organisations to experiment with technology. However, we also
reported that many organisations had initial questions about the
effectiveness of technology and that investing would be too risky.
Catalyst provided an opportunity to experiment with new systems.
Almost half reported they had invested in a customer relationship
management system and almost one third (31 per cent) had invested in
wealth screening. We also reported that organisations had mixed
experiences with ICT infrastructure. Some organisations did experience
benefits but others did not as some of the systems were not adequately
tailored to the specific needs of the organisation.
The year 2 case studies that included some element of ICT
infrastructure mainly reported positive outcomes. The Birmingham
Hippodrome substantially invested in customising and making its ICT
infrastructure more sophisticated. The update of their operating system
was seen as an important component of their successful fundraising
strategy (see individual case study in the appendix).
As for new ways of giving, the three organisations in year 2
(Birmingham Hippodrome, Watermill Theatre and Sheffield Theatre) that
experimented with text giving reported it to be not successful, raising
significantly smaller sums than expected.
In year 1, only a few organisations had experimented with
crowdfunding. However, the year 2 case studies do contain one
example, the B-Arts consortium, that used crowdfunding and that was
positive – raising £5,000 through their crowdfunding campaign.

The organisations that have set up membership schemes have
also highlighted challenges or slow progress. Spike Island’s consortium
individual case study (in the appendix) also highlights how setting up a
membership scheme can sometimes be more complex than expected,
especially if the membership scheme is shared amongst more than one
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Communicating the new approach to fundraising
Communicating the new fundraising strategy internally
Existing evidence suggested that it is important for those in charge of
fundraising within an organisation to share it with the rest of their team.
In year 1, we observed that many organisations had shared their
fundraising strategy beyond those who are charged with designing and
implementing it, seeking to include the wider organisation (92 per cent).
In year 1, we also noted some organisations were already showing
increased cross-departmental collaboration (69 per cent) and, to a
lesser extent, greater devolution of fundraising tasks across the
organisational hierarchy (29 per cent).
Year 2 largely confirms these findings and they are prominent
themes across year 2 case studies. Several organisations have strongly
emphasised how wider organisational engagement in fundraising has
been key to their achievements.
Birmingham Hippodrome’s fundraising team invested
considerable resources to involve the broader team. As reported above,
the organisation provided their box office colleagues with several
training opportunities. They also implemented a monthly reward system
to further encourage their engagement in fundraising. According to
Rachael Griffin, Birmingham Hippodrome’s Fundraising Manager,
fundraising is now ‘embedded into the box office’ and the box office
generates a considerable new amount of individual giving revenues.
Sheffield Theatres also invested considerable time in raising the
profile of fundraising within the organisation and, in a similar fashion to
the Birmingham Hippodrome, engaged box office staff as well as other
departments. Deborah Larwood, Director of Development at Sheffield
Theatres, described how fundraising had become increasingly popular
within the organisation. For example, since participating in the Catalyst
scheme, they have found it much easier to get volunteers on board.
Deborah commented:

The programme put fundraising into the spotlight…
There was a lot of activity happening…The team did

a lot of work to raise the profile of fundraising within
the organisation and also to share the work. We
worked very closely with a lot of departments, from
production to communication to finance, to
catering. Because we had the Catalyst target to hit,
the whole organisation was working towards that
target.
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(Deborah Larwood, Director of Development, Sheffield Theatres)

For smaller organisations like Akademi, engaging the wider
organisation seemed more of a must, rather than an option: the planning
of their Bollywood Gala requested ‘all hands to be on deck’ (see
Akademi’s individual case study in the appendix). Mira Kaushik, Chief
Executive, reported:

We just had no choice. Everybody needed to be a
part of it. We just would not have made it otherwise.
(Mira Kaushik, Chief Executive, Akademi)

Communicating the new fundraising strategy externally
Several organisations we spoke to in year 1 had utilised their Catalyst
grant to design a fundraising communications plan or to improve their
existing one. This external communications strategy was either built
from scratch (by 60 per cent) or improved upon an existing one (40 per
cent).
In year 1 we were able to conclude that as a result of Catalyst,
organisations have often revised or further developed their fundraising
propositions. Some organisations, however, were still in the process of
understanding how to strengthen their offer in year 1 of the evaluation.
The case study of the B-Arts consortium provides a good
illustration of how Catalyst helped develop a joint communication
strategy and a joint ask for support. The consortium has launched
Artcity, a joint online platform that aims to improve the creative profile of
Stoke-on-Trent and generate more art in Stoke-on-Trent while also
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encompassing the consortium’s more recent ambition of engaging
young people through a graduate scheme.
Catalyst has played a key role in shaping and launching the
platform as it enabled the consortium organisations to come together
and realise this ambitious joint offer. Significantly, when consulted
during year 1, B-Arts and their consortium partners AirSpace Gallery,
Cultural Sisters, Letting In The Light, Partners In Creative Learning and
Restoke were still in the process of developing their case for support but
managed to finalise this by the end of the programme.

Changes to the organisations’ missions,
structures and process
Mission and vision statements are redefined and rearticulated
In year 1, we identified a positive link between having a strong and
unique mission and vision statement and private fundraising. Indeed,
some organisations have come to redefine or to re-articulate their
mission when formulating their fundraising communication strategy (this
theme is further explored in section 1.4). Several year 2 case studies
provide an illustration of this positive outcome: in the relevant two cases
the organisation utilised research and evaluation to strengthen their
ability to articulate the organisation’s mission and vision.
Free Word’s senior management team commissioned
international research into private fundraising in the literature sector and
set up an event to explain the research findings. They used this as an
opportunity to communicate the importance of fundraising to the whole
organisation, as well as distinguishing the organisation from commercial
publishing companies and communicating this to the general public. As
a result, the organisation as a whole now feels more confident with
articulating its charitable status and its case for support.

Revise their business plan
We also observed in year 1 that Catalyst had enabled some
organisations to unlock new sources of private fundraising. As a result,
some of these organisations went further and changed their business

plans going forward, to target the generation of greater sums from
private investment in the future. Our survey illustrated that 69 per cent of
organisations’ business plans had been revised as a result of their
Catalyst activity.
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In year 2, two case studies reported this as one of the outcomes of
their Catalyst work (Plymouth Music Zone and Birmingham
Hippodrome).
For Plymouth Music Zone, the new income streams that they
unlocked through their Catalyst award now play an important function in
enabling the organisation to become more agile and to grow its ability to
seize opportunities quickly. Debbie Geraghty, Executive Director,
reported:

We have been able to seize opportunities at the
drop of a hat. I hadn’t appreciated just how quick
voluntary donation is – that quickness we found so
amazing, it gives you the ability to do exciting
ground breaking and sometimes riskier work, it
allows you to immediately respond to the needs of
participants. We realised that’s what individuals
giving could do for us so we are committed to
developing further.
(Debbie Geraghty, Executive Director, Plymouth Music Zone)

The board of trustees becomes a stronger advocate and
supporter of fundraising
In year 1, we reported how organisations had been helped by Catalyst to
cultivate a culture of fundraising within their board – recruiting new
members and engaging existing members in fundraising discussions.
Our research also illustrated that before Catalyst, the culture of giving or
fundraising within the board was limited. Insights from the learning
events discussed below would seem to suggest that this is still the case
for many Catalyst beneficiaries and especially smaller organisations in
the regions.
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An example of this can be found with Plymouth Music Zone,
which, with a view of raising their potential appeal to health charitable
trusts, invited Professor Norma Daykin, a leading name in arts and
health, to join their board.
An example can also been found in Akademi, who have
undertaken a board recruitment process, hiring individuals who would
be willing to play an active role in fundraising and share their network.

Recalibrate the risks associated with investing in
fundraising
The first year of the evaluation work also showed that, while many of the
case study organisations were genuinely keen to invest in designing
fundraising strategies and tools, they were also wary about the cost
benefit of doing so. For these organisations, Catalyst helped to
recalibrate the risk associated with investing in fundraising, by enabling
them to experiment.
This was also apparent in some of the year 2 case studies. For
example, Birmingham Hippodrome did not have much experience in
raising lower level individual giving but felt confident enough to target
this new donors’ stream after securing their Catalyst award. Rachel
Griffin, Birmingham Hippodrome’s Fundraising Manager, commented:

Catalyst gave us a lot of confidence. We had never
set up donations at point of sales, this was the first
time.
(Rachel Griffin, Fundraising Manager, Birmingham Hippodrome)

Fundraising strategy is improved
Organisations’ confidence in asking is increased
Many organisations reported in year 1 how Catalyst had boosted their
confidence in a broader and more symbolic way. For tier 2 organisations,
the match funding provided by Catalyst also gave them additional
confidence in making the ask. But inevitably, some of the organisations

in our sample of case studies still felt that their level of confidence was
low in this respect.
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Some of the year 2 case study organisations spoke extensively
about their increased confidence in asking and approaching donors as a
result of Catalyst. Significantly, this also includes organisations which
reported that they were not yet feeling confident when they were
consulted in the first year of the evaluation.
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For example, this year Spike Island reported a substantially
increased level of confidence and ease about the idea of promoting their
case for support and making the ask since we spoke with them last year.
However, In part this change was brought about by bringing more
fundraising expertise into their senior management team. While this may
have been related to the journey that the organisation has been on via
Catalyst, it is important to state that the recruitment has not been part of
their Catalyst award.
For Akademi, this increased confidence in asking for support was
one of the main benefits they associate with their participation in
Catalyst. Mira Kaushik, Chief Executive, reported:

The one thing I have learned is to be shameless and
ask for money! We have covered so much ground. It
was a real cultural change. Years ago I was so shy
about asking for money that when donors were
making an offer I was reluctant to accept.
(Mira Kaushik, Chief Executive, Akademi)

Organisations’ understanding of donors’ motivations is
enhanced
Some organisations in year 1 reported that they had gained a better
understanding of what does and what does not appeal to donors.
Understanding donors’ motivations required organisations to begin to
interact more with donors and Catalyst activities have triggered this
interaction. Other organisations have also sought to understand donors’
motivations before approaching them. Streetwise Opera, for instance,
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carried out an online survey that investigated the motivations behind
their donors’ support to inform the development of a new individual
giving strategy.

approach new donors, as extensively illustrated by the 10 organisations’
individual case studies in the appendix.

In year 2, Manchester Literature, the partner organisation in
Manchester Jazz’s consortium, increased understanding of donors’
motivations proved to be one of the most important legacies of their
Catalyst experience. As Cathy Bolton, Director of Manchester Literature,
reported:

New donors are identified and approached

It has made me much more aware of the importance
of entering into dialogue with potential supporters
to ensure that we can meet their agenda and create
mutually beneficial arrangements.
(Cathy Bolton, Director, Manchester Literature)

Sheffield Theatre also reported substantially increased
understanding of their donors’ motivations for giving. Deborah Larwood,
Development Director, commented:

We as an organisation have a better understanding
of the motivation for giving. Overall we gained a
much clearer understanding of our case for support.
(Deborah Larwood, Development Director, Sheffield Theatre)

Organisations become more proactive in fundraising
Almost all of the case study organisations from year 1, regardless of their
achievements, noted how Catalyst had lived up to its name and
ultimately worked as a catalyst, providing them with the stimulus and the
resources to go out, test the waters and then act. This seemed to apply
to all kinds of organisations, from the less experienced ones to the
organisations that were already familiar with fundraising.
This outcome is repeated when considering the experience of the
year 2 case studies. All of them have been able to test new methods and
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In year 1, it was clear that most organisations in tier 2 had identified and
approached new donors. However, some organisations working in tier 3
consortiums reported that they were still finding it challenging.
Encouragingly, the year 2 qualitative research with tier 3
consortiums suggests that this gap between tier 2 and tier 3
organisations may be decreasing, as all the consortiums in this year’s
case studies reported that they were able to identify and approach new
donors. While tier 3 consortiums, including Spike Island’s, B-Arts’,
Manchester Jazz’s and Free Word’s, reached a more limited pool of
donors than tier 2 case studies organisations, they still succeeded in
identifying new categories of supporters and in making the ask. For
example, Spike Island’s consortium reached out to many new donors
through its joint events. Free Word organised its first fundraising dinner
with new potential individual giving supporters. B-Arts has
experimented with crowdfunding, to good effect. Manchester Jazz and
Manchester Literature respectively secured support from businesses
and trusts and foundations that had not previously given to the
organisation.

Organisations get better at relationship management of
donors
In year 1, as a result of approaching new donors and building fundraising
capacity and expertise, some of the case study organisations reported
that they had improved their donor relationship management skills.
For Plymouth Music Zone, they noted an increase in their
understanding of the different kinds of relationship management by
different kinds of donors. Manchester Literature also reported this with
their Director, Cathy Bolton, stating:

We have also discovered the amount of time and
work involved in servicing and developing
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fundraising relationships – our challenge now is to
maintain this and we hope to increase our
investment in fundraising activities, so we can
create a stable turnover and continue to expand our
work.
(Cathy Bolton, Director, Manchester Literature)

Making sure all members in the organisation are clear with the mission
and vision of the organisation emerged as an example of the kind of long
term planning activity that is recognised as important. However, it is also
one which organisations are often less able to carry out due to an
inability to interrupt day to day business activities that keep their
organisations running.
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Best practices

Further insights from the Catalyst
learning events
In this section we report on the insights gained during the two learning
events hosted by BOP in London and Manchester in February 2015. As
noted above, the Catalyst learning events were the first occasion that tier
2 and tier 3 organisations had had to be able to come together and share
their experience of the programme and learn together.
The 100 organisations that attended over the two separate days
shared best practices and discussed some of the challenges that they
had faced during their Catalyst journeys. In particular, participants’
discussion revolved around the four themes of the day – what were
framed as the four building blocks of a successful fundraising strategy.
The four themes were:
1.

Mission and vision

2.

Marketing and external communications

3.

Governance and internal communications

4.

Innovation

To facilitate discussion, the learning events participants were
invited to reflect upon what had worked well and what worked less well
in respect to the particular theme in focus (e.g. mission and vision).

Mission and vision
Challenges

Many of the best practices around this theme are high level activities
that revolved around creating the necessary head-space and intellectual
leadership into the organisation’s mission and vision. For example:
• Attendees spoke about the importance of reflecting upon the
organisation’s unique selling point (USP) to make sure that the
organisation’s mission and vision is truly reflective of this. Comparing
the organisation’s mission and vision statement to that of other similar
organisations emerged as another useful best practice.
• The input of the artistic director was often seen as key to making sure
that the wider organisation was clear about its mission and vision.
• Some organisations also mentioned that employing an external
consultant had been helpful to clarify what the organisation was and
what it was not. However, this was only successful if the consultant
and senior management worked closely together.
• Away days emerged as a good solution to carve out the time to
discuss and review the big aims and values of the organisation.
Several organisations reported having organised away days during
their Catalyst journey, reporting positive benefits such as a better
understanding of the mission and vision across the organisation and
a stronger awareness of its importance to fundraising.
• Actively connecting mission and vision back to individual job roles –
organisations reported that they were able to incorporate an
understanding of the mission and vision into each employee’s
practice by making it the first responsibility with all job descriptions.
• Communicating messaging more effectively by re-designing the
company website – some organisations reported more explicitly
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outlining their mission and vision on their website, both to
communicate with current and potential supporters but also
internally.

time and experience), and therefore that asking them for financial
support was a step too far:
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Governance and internal communication

Our board bring in so many assets already and they
do that on a voluntary basis. I don’t think they would
appreciate if we also asked them for money.

Governance and internal communication resonated particularly strongly
with participants. Organisations recognised that fundraising works best
when it becomes a process that is owned and shared across the
organisation. One of the Catalyst participants at the learning events
reported:

(Tier 3 organisation, Manchester learning event)

Best practices

We are responsible, but we simply cannot do this
on our own.
(Tier 2 organisation)

Some of the best practices mentioned in this area suggest that internal
resistance might be tackled through empowerment: direct engagement
in fundraising can help build a better understanding of its practices and
break some of the prejudices around it. In particular organisations
mentioned the following practices.
•

Clarifying the ‘why’ of fundraising by organising internal sessions to
explain what fundraising entails and what it enables the
organisation to achieve. This is particularly relevant to larger
organisations which already have a good track record of fundraising
experience.

•

Involving members of staff in fun fundraising activities (e.g. helping
with setting up events and promoting campaigns) and introducing
reward systems (this is also illustrated in the case study of the
Birmingham Hippodrome in the appendix).

•

Investing in training opportunities for staff members outside the
development team. Some organisations suggested online training
often provides a cost-effective solution.

Challenges
The main challenge in this area was a cultural one – a challenge that
reflects the fact that private fundraising has only recently begun to gain
traction in the UK. Some organisations reported facing internal
resistance and scepticism to private fundraising, principally because of
fears that it was viewed as being antagonistic to the ethos of the
organisation as a whole and/or to the artistic vision. Some organisations
additionally reported that their colleagues were wary of the time and
resources required by private fundraising activities, especially in relation
to individual giving. In particular, their colleagues felt that turning to
private fundraising would take away too many internal resources from
artistic programming.
Some of the main resistance came from boards. Asking members
of the board for financial support was still seen as a taboo by some
organisations. Many organisations at the Manchester learning event felt
really uncomfortable about asking their board members to take an active
role in fundraising for the organisation. This particularly applied to small
organisations with stretched resources. Some organisations expressed
the view that their boards were already giving enough (in terms of their

Organisations also spoke about the importance of involving the
Executive Director in taking an active role to promote fundraising (this is
also illustrated by the case study of the tier 1 organisation Turner
Contemporary).
With regard to getting boards more directly involved in
fundraising, participants mentioned that the following best practices
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had been helpful in cultivating a culture of philanthropy and fundraising
within their boards:
•

undertaking a board restructure/recruitment and inviting an
experienced fundraiser to join the board

•

providing any new board members with a full induction to the
organisation that clearly set out new parameters and ways of
working, including embedding fundraising within the board member
role

•

establishing a fundraising advisory group, inviting some board
members and ‘friends of the organisation’ to join.

Marketing and external communication

audience segments. Encouragingly, this challenge suggests that
organisations are now aware of the importance of tailoring their ask to
different types of donors.

Literature and touring organisations reported particular
challenges with regard to marketing and communications. For literature
organisations, being confused with commercial publishing businesses
is seen as a big issue (this is also illustrated in the case study of Free
Word in the appendix). An additional challenge is often provided by the
limited amount of ‘fundraising friendly’ assets these organisations
possess (as illustrated in the New Writing North case study in the year 1
report). For touring dance and theatre companies, the challenge stems
from their limited ability to collect data (as this is often collected by the
box offices of the venues they are present at).
A further significant challenge with relation to marketing and
communication is that of maintaining a coherent approach and case for
support when tailoring the organisation’s ask to different donors and
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Best practices
Some of the best practices brought up by participants in the marketing
and external communication sessions partly respond to these
challenges, suggesting a mixed approach of indirect and direct
promotion of the organisation’s need for support. They also emphasise
the importance of relationship management and highlight how ICT
systems can often assist in the segmentation and cultivation of donors.
Best practices include:
•

raising awareness of the charitable status of the organisation. Many
organisations now clearly highlight their charitable status and case
for support, through banners that articulate the social ethos of the
organisation and visible fundraising boxes at point of sales. Some
organisations have sought to raise the organisation’s profile by
investigating how to increase fundraising awareness through
establishing a ‘visibility’ project team

•

calling ‘all hands on deck’ and organising events to raise the profile
of the organisations. Some organisations particularly referred to the
goodwill of staff and volunteers taking bucket donations at the end
of events

•

implementing systems and processes to ensure responsive
relationship management, even at lower level. Designing ‘thank you’
brochures as well as fundraising ones was seen as particularly
helpful

•

exploiting ICT systems to segment donors and identify potential
regular donors and major donors. For example, an organisation
decided it was going to experiment with providing audiences with
the option of making slightly larger donations when purchasing an
online ticket (e.g. not £2 but £15). The organisation then cultivated
these donors in a more proactive and customised way and
eventually succeeded in engaging these donors and securing larger
gifts

Challenges
When discussing their experience of communicating their case for
support and of identifying and targeting donors, many organisations
reported facing several challenges. First, both in London and
Manchester the organisations reported about the difficulty of identifying
donors who are willing to give to the arts or understand why the arts
should be supported. Having this reported as a challenge was not
surprising as a lack of understanding of arts organisations’ charitable
ethos has been a recurrent finding of this evaluation.
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•

investing time in researching donors’ behaviour and motivations for
giving. As also shown by our research, donors can be willing to
engage in consultation processes such as completing surveys to
help organisations understand why they value and support them.
This best practice is also illustrated by the case study of Streetwise
Opera in year 1. This year’s case study of Sheffield Theatres in the
appendix further shows how identifying audiences’ trends can also
lead to a better understanding of donors motivations for support

Innovation

a good way to engage and grow your supporter base, particularly with
its suitability for social media, but was seen as being hard to adapt for
more general and larger fundraising purposes.
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Another issue related to data was raised by organisations who do
not have a venue or do not control the box office (such as touring or
outdoor arts organisations). Lots of people see their work but the
producers of the work themselves have limited access to data about this
audience, and consequently they struggle to engage them and convert
them into supporters. The relationship with the host venue is sometimes
tense over this issue and there can be resistance to sharing this data, for
both legal and organisational issues.

Challenges
The innovation session at the learning events mainly focused on how
ICT technology can be used to improve fundraising. Within this area,
awareness of systems and best practice around use emerged as an
important challenge. This might be, in part, due to the fact that many
organisations reported prioritising other aspects of their fundraising
strategy and also that it is taking time for a systems to yield the
dividends.
Other organisations also appeared sceptical about the benefits of
investing in ICT infrastructure too quickly. A particular concern related to
investing in customer relationship management systems was that they
would be inappropriate for their needs as an arts organisation (not
specialised enough) or organisations could not customise the system
adequately.
Both the above points of view reflected a salient issue around
innovation. Regardless of the systems organisations choose to employ,
organisations need good data and the ability to actively use it. They
need to know who is in the database, track them and their interests and
share this insight with colleagues. This is where the innovation lies. One
person looking after a database will not suddenly create an upsurge in
giving.
There was a mixed picture of crowdfunding experiences. Some
had achieved real success around discrete projects which leant
themselves well to a standalone crowdfunding campaign. It was seen as

Best practices
Organisations acknowledged the benefits of evolving from a ‘world of
spreadsheets’ to online, user friendly systems, allowing them to
effectively capture their audience and supporters, tracking their
involvement and communication.
•

organisations also see lots of potential in customer relationship
management systems to help them to convert audiences to
supporters and cultivate new donor relationships. Similarly
organisations gained some good insight from wealth screening
systems, allowing them to better target potential donors

•

other online solutions had been experimented with by
organisations. A fundraising friendly website was seen as important
– expressing the mission and charitable status, ensuring people
could give easily. Online donation sites had been used by
organisations and their supporters to develop their fundraising
around particular activities or small campaigns

•

some of the touring and outdoor organisations that struggle with
gaining access to audience data flagged the practice of putting in
place data sharing agreements with venues. However, these
agreements did not seem commonplace. More regularly, these
organisations have tried to interact with audiences directly through
social media and by building a ‘community of supporters’. Some
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have also experimented with i-Beacons which can be used to track
audiences without using ticketing data
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5. The experience of
non-Catalyst
organisations
This session discusses some of the insights gained through discussions
with non-Catalyst organisations – those that had applied to Catalyst but
were not awarded a Catalyst grant. Discussions with these organisations
have added to the body of knowledge about what Catalyst has enabled
organisations to do that they would not otherwise be able to.
However, insights from these conversations should be read with
some caution as they reflect the views of only four organisations. These
have been made anonymous for the purpose of confidentiality and
include:
•

tier 1 comparator: a music organisation which applied to the tier 1
endowment programme

•

tier 2 comparator A: a combined arts organisation which applied to
the tier 2 capacity building and match funding programme

•

tier 2 comparator B: a visual arts organisation which applied to the
tier 2 capacity building and match funding programme

•

tier 3 comparator: a literature organisation that applied to tier 3
capacity building programme

The experience of a tier 1 comparator
organisation
Holding a strong fundraising track record, the tier 1 comparator
had long considered setting up an endowment. The endowment was
seen as a useful tool to manage its larger gifts (e.g. bequests).

What have they done and what have they achieved?
Despite not getting the Catalyst tier 1 endowment award the
organisation has set up its own endowment anyway. The endowment is
now serving its purposes, and it is providing a useful additional tool
within the organisation’s fundraising mix. For the tier 1 comparator, the
set-up worked quite smoothly as they possessed the necessary set of
skills and expertise required to establish and set up an endowment.
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However the tier 1 comparator’s endowment has been set up as a
‘passive’ endowment and has not been campaigned for. This would not
have been the case if the organisation had benefitted from Catalyst. The
Director of Development and Communications at the tier 1 comparator
organisation reported:

If we had got Catalyst we would have launched a
campaign. But without the match funding element
the returns on investment would not be worth a
campaign. We are better off focusing on revenue
fundraising.
(Director of Development and Communications, tier 1
comparator)

What might this tell us about Catalyst tier 1?
The experience of the tier 1 comparator further highlights the key role of
match funding, which worked both as a driver and enabler of tier 1
endowment campaigns.
However, it also poses more questions about the future of
Catalyst endowments once the match funding ceases. The views
expressed by the tier 1 comparator are mirrored by some tier 1
organisations, which have clearly stated their intentions to stop
campaigning for their endowment and to switch the focus back to
revenue fundraising.
It would be interesting to further explore how organisations
manage their Catalyst endowment in the future and the kind of longerterm benefit they will yield.
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The experience of tier 2 and tier 3
comparator organisations
The fundraising profiles of tier 2 and 3 comparators correspond to those
of tier 2 and 3 beneficiaries before Catalyst.
Both tier 2 comparator A and tier 2 comparator B had some
fundraising experience before applying to Catalyst. Tier 2 comparator A
had a long-standing relationship with private trusts and foundations,
such as Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and the Jerwood Foundation, as
well as benefiting from donations from a series of individuals who have
been long-standing supporters of the organisation. Similarly, tier 2
comparator B was also benefiting from the giving of two large trusts and
foundations, which accounted for approximately 20 per cent of their
annual turnover.
In contrast the tier 3 comparator had little experience with trusts
and foundations. Though they identified a number of private trusts and
foundations they could apply to they lacked the necessary resources to
pursue their fundraising ambitions.
All three organisations’ motivations for applying to Catalyst were
similar. They had long thought about intensifying private fundraising but
lacked the necessary time and resources to do so.

What did they want to do with their Catalyst grant?
The comparators’ Catalyst plans differed.
Tier 2 comparator A wanted to focus on growing individual giving.
Their grant would have been used to invest in increasing fundraising
expertise, and to hire an external expert as well as invest in training. The
organisation also wanted to improve its fundraising systems and invest
in a customer relationship management system.
Tier 2 comparator B wanted to create a tier 2 consortium of
different artforms to develop a joint case to support cultural
infrastructure in Coventry. Their investment would mainly have revolved
around developing fundraising capacity, including investing in training.

The tier 3 comparator organisation wished to appoint a
fundraising manager, as well as create extra capacity for the directors.
The intention was to develop attractive initiatives that would be
appealing for private donors.
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What have they done and what have they achieved?
The impact of not getting Catalyst for these organisation was quite high,
as all of the organisations ended up doing/achieving a lot less than they
envisaged in their application.
Tier 2 comparator A progressed but at a slow pace. They
continued to develop systems and expertise to grow their individual
giving. The organisation eventually invested in its ICT system and
purchased Spektrix. This has had a very positive impact as it has
enabled the organisation to become much more efficient and receptive
in managing existing donor relationships.
However the organisation was not able to effectively approach
and cultivate new donors, as it had envisioned. With no changes in
capacity, the organisation lacked the opportunity to act and think
strategically. As reported by tier 2 comparator A’s Executive Director:

We just needed that one fundraising person.
Without it we can only be reactive and not strategic.
We get caught up in the day to day business and we
can’t think long term, we need to think how to stay
afloat in the next six months.
(Executive Director, tier 2 comparator A)

Tier 2 comparator B did not go ahead with its Catalyst plan at all.
The organisations and their partners did not have the necessary
resources to hire a programme coordinator. The organisation also
reported reluctance in approaching private donors on its own.
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For us, the issue is not being able to make contacts with
private donors, but rather being able to seal the deal with
them. We have a good relationship with businesses...
but we don’t know how to put together a sponsorship
package, neither what is the appropriate amount to ask.

benefit is illustrated by the case studies of B-Arts, How to Work
Together and Sheffield Theatres.
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Dedicating time to identify and approach new donors. With
enhanced resources, the organisation is able to test the waters and
approach new categories of donors not currently giving to the
organisation (this is illustrated by the cases of Sheffield Theatres,
How to Work Together and the Birmingham Hippodrome). On the
contrary, if the organisation’s resources are stretched, such as in the
case of tier 2 comparator A and tier 3 comparator, then the
organisation would probably be confined to adopt a more reactive
and opportunistic approach or to approach long-standing donors.
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3.

Developing fundraising expertise. Lack of resources to be invested
in fundraising training and external consultants hinder the
organisation’s ability and confidence to go out and approach new
donors, as showcased by the experience of tier 2 comparator B.

(Director, tier 2 comparator B)

The tier 3 comparator, on the other hand, have made some
strives, but have yet been able to fulfil them. Having employed a
consultant who specialises in private fundraising, they continue their
applications to trusts – for which they have had some success. In an
optic to approach more corporate organisations, they have also joined a
number of business networks such as Downtown Liverpool, one of the
city’s largest business clubs.

The organisation is in a period where we could expand
but we need financial development. The directors need
their time to be freed up from project delivery.
(Director, tier 3 comparator)

What might this tell us about Catalyst?
The experiences of these organisations support some of our findings
around the wider contribution of Catalyst. In particular, how the scheme
has provided that aspiration to diversify their income with the necessary
capacity and skills to act upon their ambitions to grow private
fundraising. In particular, by providing the mirror image of what
happened without Catalyst, the non-Catalyst organisations’ experience
points to Catalyst contribution in:
1.

Enhancing the organisations’ ability to plan and think long term. If
senior management can delegate the more administrative
fundraising task to a fundraising manager/officer assistant, they can
then move on to focus on planning and thinking long term. This
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6. Wider views on the
Catalyst scheme
To date, the evaluation has had a formative element that has looked at
how programme delivery has worked and what might be changed to
improve it – if not in Catalyst itself, then in any follow-up programme. In
this sub-section we integrate the views of the programme identified in
year 1 with year 2 findings, drawing from our research on tier 1, insights
from learning events and the year 2 tier 2 and tier 3 case studies.

A recap from year 1
On the whole, the majority of tier 2 and 3 organisations found the
programme to be a good process. However, they also reported
challenges associated with the process of reporting and claiming
funding, as well as some frustration in tier 2 that there was an obligation
to invest income raised and matched through Catalyst in additional
programming.
Tier 3 participants were also positive about the investment and
welcomed working with other organisations. At the same time they often
stressed the challenges of working in consortiums. In particular, they
highlighted how coming together and building a joint case for support
requires a longer time-scale than the Arts Council or they had expected.
Both tier 2 and tier 3 organisations also highlighted how longer
time scales, greater flexibility and more opportunities for peer to peer
learning could have strengthened the programme.

Insights from year 2
Insights from year 2 reiterate many of the programme views expressed
by programme participants in year 1. The large majority of consultees
interviewed in year 2 spoke enthusiastically about their experience of
the programme. Catalyst has enabled organisations to do and achieve
things they would not have otherwise, at least not within the programme

time-frame. The greatest enablers provided by Catalyst were the time
and resources to carve the necessary head-space to develop a
fundraising strategy and to then put it into action.
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Catalyst also raised the profile of fundraising both within and
outside the organisation. Externally, organisations feel their audiences
are now much more aware of the organisation’s need for support and
charitable status. Internally there is a greater appreciation about what
fundraising entails and what it enables. Organisations across all tiers
also reported that having the support of government and the Arts
Council (as well as the financial investment) helped to convey the
importance and legitimacy of the message.

It definitely strengthened the profile of fundraising
both internally and externally.
(Jo Bycroft, Director, Watermill)

Tier 3 organisations particularly reported how Catalyst motivated
them to come together and join forces to develop a more attractive case
for support. They further reported that in addition to helping them come
together, the programme helped them to stick together, as illustrated by
the case study of B-Arts. Trevelyan Wright, Executive Director at B-Arts
commented:

Catalyst has helped us coming together and joining
forces. Previously we had interacted but we had
never come together as a partnership, Catalyst
brought us together and gave us a lot of time. And
this is needed.
(Trevelyan Wright, Executive Director, B-Arts)
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Match funding is an empowering tool
Tier 1 and 2 organisations shared similar, positive views around match
funding. Though the organisation’s ask needs to be supported by a
sound fundraising strategy, the possibility of matching donors’
donations helped organisations to develop confidence in asking and
creating stronger cases for support.

One of the key messages was: there has never been
a better time to give.

organisational resilience) as long term goals that can only be achieved
through long term support. As one tier 2 case study interviewee
commented:
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There is just not enough time, in that sense the
programme is completely unrealistic. Cultural
change is not going to happen within that time.
(Director, Tier 2 organisation)

(Victoria Pomery, Director, Turner Contemporary)

In some instances, the match funding element was perceived as a driver
as well as an enabler of fundraising. This was particularly the case from
some tier 2 organisations:

Lloyds Bank Foundation funded us. The reason we
got their support was because of Catalyst. What
made them decide was the possibility of doubling
their money.
(Debbie Geraghty, Executive Director, Plymouth Music Zone)

The incentive for new donors was the match
funding, not the plain ask.
(Jo Bycroft, Director, Watermill Theatre)

Longer time-scales are needed
Across all the case studies in year 2, interviewees almost unanimously
agreed that to properly reap the benefits of a programme such as
Catalyst, longer time-scales are needed. Their rationale for building
more time into the programme is also similar: they view Catalyst’s key
objectives (e.g. diversifying income streams and building greater

Many tier 1 organisations suggested a similar message, clearly
conveyed in Halle Orchestra Director of Development Kath Russell’s
quote above.
Tier 3 organisations further reiterated how collaborating in
consortiums requires longer time-scales. Their view is that they are just
starting to see the benefits now Catalyst has come to an end. This is
clearly visible in the case studies of Free Word, B-Arts and Spike Island’s
consortiums.

It [working in consortiums] does take a lot of time:
after three years of working together we still don’t
know enough about one another.
(Trevelyan Wright, Director, B-Arts)

There is a need for post-Catalyst support mechanisms
As in year 1, several organisations in the year 2 research raised
questions about the sustainability of Catalyst’s legacy. Organisations felt
they had learned a lot but were uncertain about whether they would then
have the necessary resources to implement this learning and bring their
private fundraising activity forward. While this view was shared across
all tiers, concern is more widespread within smaller and medium
organisations. This potential issue is illustrated by the individual case
study of Akademi but is shared by many other organisations (e.g. The
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Watermill Theatre, Plymouth Music Zone, How to Work Together,
Manchester Jazz and Manchester Literature, and Free Word).
Clearly, organisations understand the increasing scarcity of
available public funding and are aware that it is not possible for all
Catalyst beneficiaries to benefit from another round of Catalyst funding.
However, they have highlighted how more light touch support
mechanisms might help sustain the legacy and the long-term effects of
the programme.

More openness and flexibility is needed
In a similar fashion to year 1, Catalyst beneficiaries in the year 2 research
highlighted two important limitations of the scheme.
First, Catalyst was too prescriptive about how income should be
spent. Both tier 1 and 2 organisations felt that the requirement to spend
the income raised and matched through Catalyst in additional artistic
programming worked against the very objectives of the scheme as it
prevented them from further investing in strengthening their fundraising
infrastructure.
Second, Catalyst’s definition of philanthropy and eligibility for
match funding was seen as too narrow. In particular, the exclusion of
corporate sponsorship posed challenges for some beneficiaries.
Given that private fundraising for the arts in the UK is still gaining
traction, organisations feel that a programme aimed at incentivising
fundraising should have provided maximum flexibility to allow them to
test different pathways and to invest in fundraising systems and
structures.

are not alone in facing challenges. When reporting about their
experience of the Catalyst learning events held in February a tier 2
organisation commented:
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This is what we have been waiting for: the simple
opportunity to get into a room, get to know one
another and talk. But it would have been much more
helpful to have this after the first year of the
programme rather than at the end.
(London learning event participant, Tier 2)

The second was associated with the possibility of benchmarking their
performances against those of their colleagues to gain a better
understanding of their own level of progress. A tier 2 year 2 case study
reported:

We have now reached the end of the scheme and we
feel we know very little about how our performance
compares to that of other organisations.
(Director, Tier 2 case study organisation)

More peer to peer learning opportunities should be
provided
Reiterating the observations of year 1, Catalyst beneficiaries taking part
in the year 2 research process talked about how the programme could
be further improved if there were opportunities for peer to peer learning.
Two main rationales for this were advanced by organisations involved in
the second year of research. The first rationale was associated with the
potential benefits of learning from one another and understanding they
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7. Conclusions
Although only the second of three evaluation reports, this year’s report
marks an important milestone as it documents the period of time during
which Catalyst has ended, in terms of the distribution of Arts Council
England investment. While this is not the final summative report of the
evaluation – which is due in December 2016 – it does allow for a firm
assessment to be made of the Catalyst programme to date.

Tier 1 endowments
The tier 1 endowment scheme will be looked back on as a once in a
generation experiment to try and stimulate a form of private giving that is
rare in this country in the arts. As with all good experiments, there has
been a lot of learning gained. Endowments are technical and not sexy.
Several tier 1 organisations had to work hard to communicate and
convince their boards about their value, let alone the general public. In
making endowments communicable and attractive, assigning them a
specific purpose and creating a focused campaign that was distinctly
branded were used to good effect.
Arguably, endowments are also more suitable for certain types of
gifts (larger ones) and to certain types of donors, so targeting is very
important. tier 1 organisations reported the importance of high net worth
individuals within their giving strategy, and even more particularly, those
with either prior awareness of endowments (e.g. those from the US) or
those with backgrounds in professions that give them a better grasp of
the mechanics of an endowment (e.g. finance). However, the Catalyst
tier 1 experience does suggest that the general public and lower level
donations can still be generated, but only through dedicated campaigns
and the previously mentioned strategies of branding and purposing.
All of the above means that the tier 1 organisations would have
faced much greater struggles in raising private funds if it were not for the
match funding component of the scheme. Organisations reported that
for those that could not grasp endowments, the idea that the
government would match it cut through as a core message that either
spurred them on to give more (if they were already a supporter) or to

give afresh as a new donor. In terms of the balance between existing and
new donors, with some important exceptions (e.g. Sage Gateshead), the
endowments found greater success among those who already gave to
the organisation rather than attracting new donors. As identifying and
securing new donors is one of the key objectives of Catalyst, tier 1 does
not appear to have been as successful here as the other tiers.
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In terms of tier 1 organisations’ performance against their
financial targets, a shortfall of £11 million might initially raise some alarm
bells. However, almost half of the shortfall is accounted for by one tier 1
organisation that did not raise or claim any funds. A more meaningful
statistic to consider, then, might be that only 50 per cent of
organisations met their targets (compared with 84 per cent in tier 2). This
demonstrates what a challenge the endowment scheme has proved to
be for the participating organisations, and the extent to which their
ability to fulfil their goals was unknown at the point of application.
In addition to the challenges outlined above, some organisations
struggled to devote sufficient time and resources to fundraising for their
endowments due to existing fundraising campaigns. It is also notable in
the data that the organisations that were more cautious in the size of
their targets were also those that met them. But failing to be able to tick a
box stating that the fundraising target has been met should not detract
from the genuine achievements of those that did not, several of which
set the most ambitious targets (and therefore raised larger sums despite
not meeting their targets).
For the individual organisations that participated, they have learnt
much and in the main gained tremendously through their participation in
tier 1 of Catalyst. However, looking more strategically at the degree to
which Arts Council England has met the wider goals for the programme,
one is entitled to consider what the likely opportunity cost of the
endowments scheme has been. Because of the nature of endowments, it
was only ever going to be possible to make a small number of large to
very large investments. To this extent, it was never going to be possible
to equitably spread the Arts Council’s endowment investment, as it
would have been through a different scheme (and as it has in tier 2, for
instance). Also, even tier 1 beneficiaries report that some potential
donors were put off from giving to endowments because they wanted
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their gifts to have a more immediate and direct impact in the here and
now.
Set against the issues that make endowments quite difficult – and
therefore might potentially be grounds for not having included them
within Catalyst in the first place – is the fact that endowments are also
the least practised and understood form of private giving within the
context of arts philanthropy in the UK. It is therefore easier to make a
case for government intervention to incentivise them and study them as
a policy experiment.
More pertinent perhaps would be to consider the timeframe and
composition of organisations within tier 1. As the political impetus
behind the endowments scheme came directly from the Minister for
Culture at the time, Jeremy Hunt, endowments were the first element of
Catalyst to start, despite the fact that they were the area where least was
known. It might be the case that, given more time, the composition of the
tier 1 cohort would have been more optimised.
• First, half of the organisations within tier 1 already had direct
experience of an endowment, although most were admittedly
‘dormant’. But this did mean that the learning took place among a
group of organisations that contained some of the already most
knowledgeable organisations.
• Second, two tier 1 organisations also had major ongoing competing
fundraising campaigns that meant they found it hard to prioritise
Catalyst, and one tier 1 organisation did not raise or claim any funds at
all. With a longer lead in time, it might have been possible to discuss
more in advance with organisations what existing fundraising
commitments they had and how they anticipated balancing these
with their endowment schemes.
• Third, while always difficult to ‘balance’ the composition of the group
for such a small and specific scheme, the preponderance of music
and London-based organisations in tier 1 has meant that potential
learning across other artforms and regions was less than it might
otherwise have been – had there been less time pressure to recruit
organisations and commence fundraising.

In conclusion then, Catalyst tier 1 has been a very useful
experiment – albeit one that is not likely to be repeated in the near future
with public money. The participating organisations can point to many
more pluses than minuses. Taken as a group, the tier 1 organisations’
experience has shown that endowments will never be appropriate for all
arts organisations, but they can be relevant for many larger art
organisations. In this, Catalyst has acted as a demonstrator programme
– to raise awareness of this type of giving in the arts and to shed more
light on its pros and cons. It has also gone some way to ‘normalising’
endowments within the arts sector to show that, for the right
organisations, at the right time, they can be a valuable and distinct
element within an organisation’s funding mix. Year 3 of this evaluation
will be very valuable in investigating if organisations have been able to
secure the long term development of the endowments.
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Distribution of Arts Council England’s investment
In terms of how the Arts Council distributed the investment in Catalyst,
as discussed above, tier 1 was always going to be difficult to achieve a
‘balanced’ portfolio, but it was particularly lopsided in terms of artform.
Some evidence has previously suggested that it is really only the visual
and performing arts that have had the potential to raise large sums of
private giving income, but the tier 2 findings show that this is not
necessarily the case.
In contrast, analysis of the much larger tier 2 cohort shows that
this was relatively well balanced in terms of artform, geography and size.

Raising private giving income
The analysis of the Arts Council Catalyst management data provides a
rich and rare insight into the ability of arts organisations to raise private
giving revenues. Overall, tier 1 and tier 2 organisations have collectively
raised almost £50 million, slightly more than the eventual Arts Council
England investment in these organisations. Large individual sums were
raised by organisations in tier 1 whereas the average sums raised by tier
2 organisations were much smaller. It should be remembered that all
figures are estimates and that they do not consider other types of noneligible fundraised income that might have been raised simultaneously
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by Catalyst beneficiaries. Also, tier 2 was explicitly designed for
organisations that needed to improve their fundraising capacity and
expertise.
Alternately, it should also be remembered that these sums were
raised with the added incentive of Arts Council match funding. For tier 2
organisations, then, the modest average sums raised (in the region of
£30– 40,000 per year) suggest that fundraising in the arts remains hard
work for many organisations. It could also be construed that this
provides some evidence to suggest that the cost benefit of, for example,
employing dedicated full-time fundraisers is likely to be negative or
marginal for some arts organisations. But equally, it should be
considered that moving towards a more diversified revenue mix, with a
greater component of private giving income, is a long term process and
one that many arts organisations are just beginning. Also, both this
year’s report and year 1’s provides evidence that a simple financial
bottom line calculation does not capture all of the benefits of having
greater private income streams. In this report, organisations cite greater
flexibility and artistic freedom and risk taking as non-financial outcomes
of generating more private income.

Factors affecting the ability of arts organisations to
fundraise
Overall across both tiers, the analysis of the Arts Council Catalyst
management data provides empirical support to previous evidence that
suggests that a) being based in London and b) being larger in size is
associated with a greater ability to raise private giving income. There are
some caveats to this overall picture however: organisations in the South
East are not particularly prominent and the largest average amounts
raised in tier 2 were generated by organisations based in the North West
and the East of England.
Size seems a more unequivocal factor in influencing outcomes. In
tier 2, the smaller organisations raised the smallest average sums and
generated a smaller proportion of private income than would be
expected on the basis of their representation within the programme.
Similarly, the larger organisations in tier 1 were also the most successful
at fundraising. It is perhaps worth noting here that many charitable trusts

give funds in proportion to the scale of the recipient organisation (e.g. as
measured by a percentage of an organisation’s turnover) – which has the
inadvertent effect of perpetuating differentials in size between
organisations. Although charitable trusts are only of the types of
charitable giving eligible within Catalyst, this may have contributed to
this finding.
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Going further, the econometric analysis proves that there are
statistically significant correlations between larger size and a location in
London and the South East and private giving income raised. However, it
should be stated that correlation does not equal causation. Indeed,
when tested for, size and geography also account for relatively little in
terms of the variation in private income raised, despite the correlation.
This points to the importance and influence of other factors in the
achievement of private income. The year 1 and year 2 report contains
plenty of qualitative evidence on what other organisational factors are
important in the ability of arts organisations to fundraise (e.g. fit for
purpose governance and management structures, appropriate
fundraising strategies and the supporting ICT infrastructure, and the
attitudes, skills and behaviours of staff towards fundraising).

A more nuanced picture across tiers 2 and 3
The data analysis of tier 2 has provided a more varied and interesting
picture of arts fundraising within the regions and by artform than might
have been anticipated, given the existing anecdotal and empirical
evidence. Revisiting some case study organisations from year 1, as well
as undertaking new ones and organising the learning events that were
completed as part of the second year of the evaluation, has also
produced a more detailed and nuanced picture of the overall experience
of Catalyst beneficiaries in tiers 2 and 3.
At the learning events, some of the more challenging aspects of
fundraising were surfaced – in addition to the successes, tips and best
practice. It was clear that even within some Catalyst organisations, there
is a resistance to certain elements of fundraising, particularly in smaller
organisations and particularly regarding the involvement of boards.
Specific challenges were also highlighted regarding:
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• greater ability to plan and think long-term, by providing resources that
free up capacity
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• dedicated time to identify and approach new donors – as opposed to
relying on more reactive and opportunistic approaches from existing
donors
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• categories of organisation such as touring companies (which
struggle with access to audience data)
• umbrella organisations (that do not want to compete in fundraising
campaigns with the organisations they are there to support)

• opportunities to develop fundraising expertise through training and
the use of consultants that are otherwise hard to justify financially

The events also showed a relatively low awareness and
understanding of the potential of technology to help organisations to
innovate in their fundraising strategies. On the other hand, the case
studies provide three examples of different organisations that tried new
technologically supported fundraising – in this case text giving – and
have all had disappointing results. Offsetting this, this year’s case study
of the B-Arts consortium provides a successful example of
crowdfunding in the arts.

This evidence builds on the picture established in the year 1 survey of
the extent to which Catalyst has made a difference to its beneficiaries in
relation to prior processes, structures and strategies. The final year of
the evaluation will re-visit and explore this issue quantitatively.

• certain artforms (e.g. literature), that lack ‘attractive donor assets’
(though the data analysis for tier 2 suggests that this perception may
not reflect the overall reality of literature organisations within Catalyst)

More strategically, many Catalyst organisations have tended to
target existing arts philanthropists and trusts and foundations, leading
to a realisation that the latter will become ever more over-subscribed
and the pool of existing arts philanthropists will soon be saturated.
These concerns are not helped by a lack of up to date data and
information on who currently gives to the arts in the UK. More
fundamentally, as in year 1, some organisations reported that the small
pool of arts donors signals a bigger problem: the lack of a major public
campaign that communicates to the public the need to give to the arts.

The additionality of Catalyst
This year, four organisations that were not successful in their Catalyst
application were included in the research, to provide a limited
perspective on the ‘counter factual’, ie what might have happened
anyway within beneficiary organisations without Catalyst support. While
it is hard to generalise from a small number of organisations, overall the
findings suggest that Catalyst has made a difference to organisations
(over and above what would have happened regardless), in particular
through:
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8. Data appendix:
supplementary data
tables
Organisation

Figure 12: Tier 1 Catalyst match funding target and qualifying private
income and non qualifying private income raised
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Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Total grant

Ratio

Arts Council

Income eligible for

Total Catalyst

Other income (not

Estimated total

income (match

match funding

endowment value

eligible)

endowment

funding)
Aldeburgh Music

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£40,000

£2,040,000

Birmingham Royal Ballet

£1,000,000

1:1

£925,505

£925,505

£1,851,010

£20,000

£1,871,010

City Of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

-

£2,000,000

English National Opera Ltd

£3,000,000

2:1

£2,444,266

£4,888,532

£7,332,798

£867,202

£8,200,000

Halle Concerts Society

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,001

£20,000

£2,020,001

London Philharmonic Orchestra

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

-

£2,000,000

London Symphony Orchestra

£3,000,000

2:1

£2,927,854

£5,855,708

£8,783,562

£150,000

£8,933,562

North Music Trust

£2,000,000

2:1

£2,000,000

£4,000,000

£6,000,000

Old Vic Theatre Trust 2000

£5,000,000

3:1

£1,245,381

£3,736,143

£4,981,524

£440,449

£5,421,973

Opera North

£3,000,000

2:1

£649,900

£1,299,800

£1,949,700

-

£1,949,700

£500,000

1:1

£500,000

£500,000

£1,000,000

-

£1,000,000

Philharmonia Orchestra

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£400,000

£2,400,000

Royal Shakespeare Company

£1,000,000

1:1

£658,482

£658,482

£1,316,964

-

£1,316,964

Serpentine Gallery

£3,000,000

2:1

£0

£0

£0

--

£0

Turner Contemporary

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£90,000

£2,090,000

Whitechapel Gallery

£1,000,000

1:1

£805,617

£805,617

£1,611,233

£10,000

£1,621,233

Wigmore Hall Trust

£1,000,000

1:1

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£350,000

£2,350,000

Wordsworth Trust

£1,000,000

1:1

£335,079

£335,079

£670,158

£100,000
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£770,158

£19,492,084

£30,004,866

£49,496,950

£2,447,202

£51,944,152

Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment

Totals

£30,500,000

£6,000,000
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Figure 13: Tier 1 Catalyst beneficiaries by artform 2012-15
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Artforms

No of organisations

Dance

1

Literature

1

Music

11

Theatre

2

Visual arts

3

Total

18

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Figure 14: Tier 1 Catalyst beneficiaries by region, 2012-15
Geographical location

No of
organisations

East of England

1

London

9

North East

1

North West

2

South East

1

West Midlands

3

Yorkshire and The Humber

1

Total

18

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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Figure 15: Tier 1 Catalyst beneficiaries: average amount of
private income raised and Arts Council England match
funding, by artform, 2012–15

Figure 16: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries: average amount of private
income raised and Arts Council England match funding, by artform,
2012–15

www.bop.co.uk

£163,913
Combined arts

Visual arts

£107,234
£169,926

Literature £0.3m
£0.6m
Visual arts
£0.6m
£0.9m
Dance
£0.9m
£0.9m
Theatre

£112,286

Combined arts

£114,960
£172,238

Literature
£2m
£2.1m

Arts Council
match funding

Music

£170,587

£1.3m
Music

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

£105,832
£162,561

Not art form specific

Private funding

Not art form specific

£119,244
£179,066
£122,761
£146,497
£125,940

Theatre
Dance

Private funding

Arts Council
match funding

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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Figure 17: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries: average amount of private
income raised and Arts Council England match funding, by region,
2012–15

East Midlands
South East
West Midlands
Yorkshire
South West

£150,273
£98,659
£153,113
£106,614
£169,680
£110,204
£172,319
£112,466
£170,129
£113,100

London
East
North West

£114,494
£173,347
£122,577
£175,189
£123,297
£171,834
£125,750

£1.4m
£2.4m
£1m
90-119 £1m
£3m
70-89
£0.6m
50-69
£0.6m
£0.8m
30-49
£0.8m
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120+

£265,561
North East

Figure 18: Tier 1 Catalyst beneficiaries: average amount of private
income raised and Arts Council England match funding, by size
(number of permanent employees), 2012–15

£6m

20-29
10-19

£0.5m
£0.5m

5-9
Private funding

Arts Council
match funding

0-4
£1.2m
N/A

£3.3m

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)

Private funding

Arts Council
match funding

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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Figure 19: Tier 2 Catalyst beneficiaries: average amount of private
income raised and Arts Council England match funding, by size
(number of permanent employees), 2012–15

120+
90-119
70-89
50-69
30-49
20-29
10-19
5-9
0-4
N/A

Private funding
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£190,491
£153,028
£194,351
£132,695
£214,672
£156,922
£211,500
£152,077
£170,166
£122,478
£175,694
£125,895
£156,865
£100,729
£143,237
£96,160
£160,769
£103,613
£164,143
£99,784
Arts Council
match funding

Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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Individual case studies
Figure 20: Year 2 Catalyst case studies at a glance
Tier 1 case studies

Artform

Geographical area

Catalyst tier

London Philharmonic Orchestra

Music

London

Tier 1

North Music Trust (Sage Gateshead)

Music

Midlands

Tier 1

Visual arts

South East

Tier 1

Artform

Geographical area

Catalyst tier

Birmingham Hippodrome

Combined arts

Midlands

Tier 2

B-Arts’ Consortium

Combined arts

Midlands

Tier 3

Visual arts

South West

Tier 3

Artform

Geographical area

Catalyst tier

Combined arts

London

Tier 2

Visual arts

London

Tier 2

Combined arts

South West

Tier 2

Sheffield Theatre

Theatre

North

Tier 2

The Watermill Theatre

Theatre

South East

Tier 2

Literature

London

Tier 3

Music and literature

North

Tier 3

Turner Contemporary

Revisited tier 2 and 3 case studies

Spike Island’s Consortium

New tier 2 and tier 3 Case Studies
Akademi
How we work together Consortium
Plymouth Music Zone

The Free Word’s Consortium
Manchester Jazz’s Consortium
Source: BOP Consulting (2015)
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London Philharmonic Orchestra: renewing the
governance of the organisation
What challenges and opportunities was the organisation
facing?
As a long established organisation, the London Philharmonic Orchestra
has a history of private fundraising. Whilst this has always been an
important element of the Orchestra’s mixed funding model, there has
been a need in recent years to significantly increase both the absolute
level of private income and the proportion of its contribution to the
organisation. This has already shown success. Back in 2007, funding
from private sources represented about 12 per cent of London
Philharmonic Orchestra’s £8 million income. By the end of the 2013/14
financial year, this had risen to approximately £1.6 million, representing
16 per cent of total income (approximately £10 million). The Orchestra is
now projecting record private fundraising income levels of close to £2.5
million (23 per cent) for 2014/15.
As part of this, the London Philharmonic Orchestra had also
considered and explored the viability of an endowment campaign back
in 2004. While this was ultimately not considered as feasible at the time
due to ongoing revenue priorities, a small amount was nevertheless
established (approximately £100,000). Fast forward to 2012, and the
London Philharmonic Orchestra began to build a Catalyst-supported
endowment. By 2015, the Orchestra has now achieved a £2 million
endowment fund (£1 million raised + £1 million matched).

What did they do?
The London Philharmonic Orchestra branded its Catalyst-supported
endowment the ‘Sound Futures’ fund. This was done to clearly articulate
to donors what the endowment fund is for, and to help distinguish this
campaign from ongoing revenue fundraising. The aim of the fund is for
the London Philharmonic Orchestra to work with its partner venues,
including Southbank Centre, to achieve three key objectives:
• to offer more of the creativity and adventure that audiences expect
from London Philharmonic Orchestra performances

• to produce more landmark collaborations with Southbank Centre,
their world-class home
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• to inspire more young Londoners through music education and
community initiatives with the venues in which it works.
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Sound Futures was a key part of the new journey that the
organisation has been taking in the past three years. In 2012, the board
expanded to increase the number of non-executive directors to 11
(previously the board consisted of seven musicians and six nonexecutive directors). At the same time, an active advisory council was
established. This was done to help strengthen the governance of the
organisation and to increase the number of high level advocates
working on behalf of the Orchestra. At this point, the London
Philharmonic Orchestra also began to actively re-explore how to secure
its future sustainability, and the decision to apply for a Catalystsupported endowment was a key part of this.
London Philharmonic Orchestra’s transformation didn’t happen
overnight, but building the endowment fund helped the new board and
council to develop a broad understanding of existing issues around
fundraising as well as to take an increased responsibility for both giving
and finding funds.
Buy-in from the board helped to strengthen the London
Philharmonic Orchestra’s fundraising approach to build the endowment.
A diverse approach was taken, seeking to draw in a mix of funding from
major gifts, trusts and foundations, as well as from individual giving. The
Orchestra’s musicians, particularly the playing members of the board,
facilitated fundraising by building relationships with donors and helping
to provide memorable backstage and behind-the-scenes moments that
helped donors feel closer to the organisation.

What have they achieved?
Fundraising now has a greater focus within the new governance
arrangements of the organisation. Catalyst was one of the biggest
campaigns that the London Philharmonic Orchestra has taken on, and it
is perceived by the organisation to have worked well. Its endowment
fund remains open to new donations and there will be future campaigns
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to increase it, now that something has been achieved on which the
London Philharmonic Orchestra can build further. Most of all, the
endowment is supporting the work that will help the London
Philharmonic Orchestra push the boundaries of its creative work and in
turn, will help the organisation develop the new audiences and
supporters that are vital for the future sustainability of the organisation.
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North Music Trust: implementing
communications led campaigning
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Sage Gateshead and all aspects of its work regionally, nationally and
internationally are managed and programmed by North Music Trust.
Realised through a major fundraising campaign to create the £70
million Norman Foster designed building, an endowment (now worth £11
million) was also established, and Sage opened in 2004.
At the time of the launch of the Catalyst programme, the
fundraising team was composed of six people and was raising around
£700,000 per annum, in addition to statutory funding. Income was
increasing annually, but at a slow rate of growth and the focus was
predominantly on trusts and foundations with this accounting for around
75 per cent of income raised from voluntary sources. Income from
individuals at the time was only a small proportion with the emphasis
being a membership club, rather than major gifts.
With the tenth birthday approaching in 2014, it was identified that
the platform the anniversary offered was a way of further developing the
endowment to create a significant and sustainable income source for
the organisation at a time when philanthropy was slow to grow.
The board and senior management were confident that
relationships with founding donors were still positive and could be reapproached at this time and as a result were firmly behind the initiative
and the opportunity it offered.
A strategy was developed with a clear story focusing around the
tenth birthday of Sage, led by the then Chairman, Lord Puttnam, who also
led the recruitment of 20 patrons for the campaign, from a range of
sectors including music, business and even athletics, such as Jonathan
Edwards.
A strategic decision was taken to maximize this opportunity,
although every effort was made to maintain revenue income.

What did they do?
The North Music Trust applied to the Arts Council for a tier 1 endowment
grant on a 1:2 ratio that would have required them to raise £6 million with
a £3 million match requirement, which would have given them a total of
£9 million had they achieved their goal. They were awarded a grant,
which required them to raise £4 million with £2 million in match funding,
which they ultimately achieved. This success was enabled through the
bringing together of clear communications with fundraising expertise in
a campaign focused around the tenth anniversary.
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Rather than creating a stand-alone parallel campaign for the
endowment, Sage used the birthday as a way of taking a holistic
approach, integrating the message into all existing fundraising and
communications platforms. Whilst the timing of the scheme was
undoubtedly highly fortuitous, Sage capitalized on this opportunity
through the campaign, which used the combined pull of the time limited
nature of the match funding, to a very positive result.

What was achieved?
The campaign was a success in several regards; not only did it
reinvigorate donors who had supported the capital project, it also
recruited a limited number of new major donors, two of whom gave over
£50,000, and one of whom had said he would not support an
endowment until he was made aware of the match funding that would be
levered as a result.
Perhaps most significant of all was the fact that Sage chose not to
limit the campaign to high net worth individual target groups and ran
mass communications reaching over 60,000 people per quarter. As a
result, more than half of the almost 800 donors were community based.
These donors undertook lots of different ways of raising money,
including events more traditionally associated with mainstream
charities, such as fun runs and sponsored groups taking grade 1 exams
on a range of instruments. The endowment campaign helped to get the
message out that Sage is a charity which plays an important role in the
wider community. A number of donors have given another gift
subsequently, not to the endowment.
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What lessons can be learned?
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One of the key lessons of the campaign was that simplicity in the
communications was key. Sage didn’t promote the detailed aspects of
the contract, they kept to a very simple message – every £1 you give, we
get 50p more.
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Not only has the endowment campaign been a great success for
Sage financially, it has also led to fundraising and the understanding of
the organisation as a charity being more embedded, internally and
externally. Senior staff and members of the orchestra and administrative
staff all supported the campaign and become more actively involved in
fundraising as a result.
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Turner Contemporary: leading from the top
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Turner Contemporary opened to the public in 2011 so when Catalyst was
launched in 2012, the organisation had little fundraising experience.
Despite having run a successful capital campaign, the gallery still had a
limited fundraising infrastructure. For example, there was only one
dedicated fundraising post and the organisation not have a customer
relationship management system. Their list of contacts for potential
donors was also limited. ‘There was a sense that people were going to
support us – but people didn’t know us so it was hard to tell’, reported
Victoria Pomery, Director at Turner Contemporary.
Recognising Turner Contemporary still needed to build their
basic fundraising infrastructure, the organisation decided to apply for
the Catalyst tier 2 match funding and capacity building programme.
However, after consultation with their Arts Council England relationship
manager and extensive internal discussion, Turner Contemporary was
encouraged to apply for the tier 1 endowment programme.
Setting up an endowment at such an early stage was a great
challenge, but one that the organisation embraced.

What did they do?
Turner Contemporary set its Catalyst endowment target at £2 million on a
1:1 match funding ratio. The organisation agreed that its Catalyst
endowment income would support: the commissions in the public realm;
events outside the gallery; residency programmes; acquisitions in Kent;
and activity to increase the Turner Contemporary’s audience.
At first, the organisation faced challenges in securing funding. In
addition to its limited experience and capacity, fundraising for an
endowment posed particular challenges: ‘the word endowment is hardly
sexy – it reminds people of mortgages. After six months, we still hadn’t
gained much support. So I asked myself how are we going to do this?’
Victoria recalls.

One of the key turning points was that of changing the way in
which the organisation went about communicating what the Catalyst
endowment was. As set out in their original strategy, Turner
Contemporary was determined to target the general public for support.
But to do this, it changed the focus of the messaging from simply the
endowment per se to the match-funding element of the programme.
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Victoria and the rest of the executive team also decided that, to
meet their tier 1 target in full, the wider organisation needed to be
engaged in fundraising. The first years of setting up Turner
Contemporary had shown Victoria the importance of personal
relationship management and donor cultivation: ‘People give to people,
and relationship management needs to be second to none’.
The Catalyst endowment was therefore promoted as an important
joint mission within the organisation, one that everybody should
contribute to. As Victoria explains, ‘I was very clear with the rest of the
organisation: all of you need to be fundraisers, not just the development
team’. Turner Contemporary also purchased a customer relationship
management system called ‘ThankQ’, which all members of staff were
trained to use.
Victoria energetically promoted the importance of being
responsive to donors – regardless of the amount given. As she sees it, a
donation is not the end of the mission, but the beginning of the journey:
‘that’s when you follow up, you gather data, you send greetings and
postcards’.

What was achieved?
Eventually Turner Contemporary was the first tier 1 organisation to meet
its endowment target in full, and now holds an endowment of over£2
million. The Catalyst endowment is now a great, additional resource for
supporting the organisation’s future growth and development, as well as
its financial sustainability.
Turner Contemporary’s endowment is made up of a combination
of funding from a variety of sources. An important proportion is made up
of larger gifts from high net worth individuals. In particular, the
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organisation benefited from the support of a generous New York-based
benefactor, who was originally from Margate.
In line with the organisation’s all-hands-on-deck strategy, Turner
Contemporary’s current endowment value is the result of a real team
effort. For example, high net worth individuals were approached and
engaged by Victoria, the executive and the development team, as well as
by Turner Contemporary’s board. Lower level donations were largely
secured by other members of staff who understood the importance of
fundraising for the organisation and actively contributed to growing and
cultivating the organisation’s donor base.

Catalyst endowment has been key in communicating that fundraising is
not just ‘the development department’s job’ but eventually needs to be
engaged with by the wider organisation. As Victoria reflected: ‘Staff and
trustees see me doing it...and it makes a difference’.
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Eventually, in Victoria’s own words, this resulted in ‘a real cultural
shift towards becoming an income generating and entrepreneurial
organisation that is run like a business and is not afraid to make the ask’.
This cultural shift is not only pertinent to fundraising, but to the wider
management of the organisation: ‘It’s about learning to think about your
networks and make the ask for money, make the ask for loans of art
works and help. What is the worst thing that can happen?!’
Though Catalyst was not the only trigger of this cultural shift, it
made a very important contribution: ‘It contributed to alert me that we
needed to bring about change and that we also needed a strategy to
support this change’.

What lessons can be learned?
Similarly to the example provided by the National Centre for Circus Arts
in the first year of the Catalyst evaluation, the case study of Turner
Contemporary illustrates how engaging the organisation as a whole can
substantially boost an organisation’s fundraising strategy. Fundraising
strategies are most successful when fundraising is not just a separate
activity – an independent task carried out by a few people within the
organisation – but rather when fundraising becomes a process that
permeates the entire organisation, a process that is owned and shared
across different levels and different departments.
The case study of Turner Contemporary also highlights the
importance of senior management’s commitment to fundraising.
Victoria’s proactive approach and involvement in raising funds for the
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Birmingham Hippodrome: developing a holistic
fundraising strategy
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
The Birmingham Hippodrome had long understood the importance of
diversifying its income streams. According to Rob Macpherson, Director
of Marketing and Development, income diversification started to gain
prominence in the organisation’s agenda over 10 years ago.
Indeed, Birmingham Hippodrome is not new to fundraising. In the
past 10 years, the organisation has benefitted from both corporate
donations and sponsorship, having established a well-structured
corporate scheme. The Hippodrome has also built a network of mid to
high value donors and regularly runs cultivation events. Prior to joining
Catalyst, the organisation had also run a successful campaign to replace
its main stage.
However, at times, the cost-effectiveness of its fundraising
activity was not always positive. ‘Although some of our private income
streams, and especially corporate, were very strong, the financial impact
of these relationships was pretty low’ commented Rob, explaining how
the costs associated with dinners and galas had not always paid off.
Catalyst was seen as a good opportunity to refine the
organisation’s private fundraising strategy, to experiment with new tools
and different private income streams.

What did they do?
The organisation decided to focus a substantial amount of its Catalyst
award on widening their pool of lower level donors. To support this
objective the organisation undertook a wide range of activities.
First, the organisation sought to develop a more appealing and
consistent case for support. This is something that was seen as
particularly important and critical: ‘We are an independent charitable
trust. But lots of people think we are commercial. They don’t know we
are a charity. The messaging is one of our biggest challenges, being
able to articulate what we are, what we do and what we are not.’
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To that end, the organisation has experimented with video
storytelling, to good effect. The video told the story of the Hippodrome
and in Rachael’s own words was able to communicate what the
organisation is, does and what it is not and does not in an engaging way.
The video was shown at cultivation events such as their major grants
dinner, but also in one to one meetings with donors. The video was also
embedded in the Hippodrome’s website and email, gaining a good level
of hits. According to Rachael Griffin, Development Manager, Individual
Giving and Trusts, ‘the video worked really well and was received very
positively’.
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The Hippodrome also expanded their fundraising capacity,
developing a new position dedicated to fundraising. According to
Rachael, the new role is also going to be kept in post, now that the
organisation has completed its Catalyst tier 2 cycle.
The Hippodrome also developed their existing customer
relationship management system by implementing a series of specific
customisations that most effectively assist their fundraising aims.
The organisation worked to increase cross departmental
fundraising efforts. All box office staff received training, delivered by the
fundraising team and external consultants. The training was both
technical and strategic. Members of staff were trained to use the new
systems but the fundraising team also took time to explain why
fundraising was important and how to best approach donors. The
fundraising team eventually also developed a reward scheme for
members of staff: the staff member bringing in the highest donation
would receive a prize.

What have they achieved?
The organisation’s attempt to grow its lower level donors base was a
success. Throughout its Catalyst journey, the organisation has reported
a year-on-year increase in lower level donations, starting from £13,000 in
the first year to eventually attracting £60,000 in the final, third year.
The emphasis on training members of staff at the box office was
found to be worthwhile. According to Rachael, donations made through
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the website averaged £2.10 while donations through the box office
systems averaged a higher £2.70.
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What lessons can be learned?
The success of Birmingham Hippodrome illustrates how successful
fundraising strategies are often well-rounded and holistic. The same
success would probably not have been achieved if Birmingham
Hippodrome’s strategy was one-dimensional and only looking at
effective messaging or at ICT systems in isolation.
Their work on identifying a clear message and their
experimentation with innovative communication means, such as
storytelling, stand out. Video storytelling can convey complex messages
in an appealing and powerful way and as such can be particularly apt for
fundraising.
However, the increase in effective use of customer relationship
management systems and development of holistic partnerships across
departments are both crucial to the success of their new strategy.
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Spike Island: understanding when to work
together
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Spike Island was the lead for a consortium of three visual arts
organisations in Bristol. Together with Situations and Arnolfini, Spike
Island sought to develop support for the visual arts in the city.
Like many Tier 3 organisations, Spike Island needed to develop
knowledge and experience of private fundraising, as it had previously
only benefited from small amounts of private giving. The majority of its
income generated through fundraising was from trusts and foundations
and secured on a reactive and opportunistic basis. Equally, Spike Island
did not have a dedicated fundraising post, meaning fundraising tasks
were shared between the Director and Curator, alongside other
responsibilities. Additionally, the organisation’s charitable status was
not explicit in its external communication.
Finally, the consortium faced challenges in identifying potential
donors from their audiences. As their venues and public art interventions
are free to experience, they do not benefit from the same data collection
methods as other art forms.
Catalyst provided an opportunity for the consortium to increase
fundraising knowledge and expertise, in addition to developing a joint
offer for donors to support the visual arts in Bristol.

What did they do?
In line with their ambition to develop a collective offer, Spike Island,
Situations and Arnolfini initiated a series of collaborative activities.
These included creating a joint patrons’ scheme, ‘Patrons of New Art
Bristol’, organising a series of joint cultivation events and setting up a
shared database.
The first joint fundraising event launched the patrons’ scheme
and took place during the first Bristol Art Weekender. The event included
a live performance and was held in the Lord Mayor’s Chapel in Bristol.
The second, hosted by the Mayor of Bristol, honoured the city’s year as

European Green Capital 2015 and the significant contribution the visual
arts would make throughout the Green Capital year.
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During the events, the three organisations took the opportunity to
promote the joint patrons’ scheme. Annual giving to the scheme was set
at £500 per year, with the funds being used to support the
commissioning of new artworks for the public programme of each
organisation.
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The events and patrons’ scheme were very well received. Lhosa
Daly, Spike Island Deputy Director, noted ‘The offer came across as very
powerful and generated enthusiasm amongst the three organisations’
donors and audiences’. However, although 12 patrons have joined the
scheme since its launch in May 2014, this number was not substantial
enough to continue the collaborative initiative, especially once the
Catalyst grant period had ended. The consortium identified that the
patrons’ scheme may have achieved greater success were it supported
by three organisations with strong individual donor bases and more
established fundraising experience.
Nevertheless, during their Catalyst journey, the organisations
came to understand their different needs in terms of donor
segmentation. For example, Spike Island wanted to engage with a broad
range of potential donors to create an active network of supporters for
activities across the organisation, whilst Situations sought to build
relationships with high-net-worth individuals to support large-scale
public artworks. Arnolfini is also going through an organisational review,
the outcomes of which will influence the type of donors they want to
target.
At the end of Year 2, Spike Island, Situations and Arnolfini
reviewed the merits of the joint patrons’ scheme. This process
established that each organisation would develop distinct individual
giving programmes. The umbrella scheme, Patrons of New Art Bristol,
will remain as a way for donors to engage with all three organisations via
one collaborative fundraising event per year. Lhosa observed, ‘we are
aware of the disappointment this might cause some of our patrons, who
share our enthusiasm in the delivery of an entirely joint offer. But the joint
patrons’ scheme is just not economically viable at this stage’.
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What was achieved?
The consortium feels that a great deal of valuable learning was achieved
through the process of creating and developing the patrons’ scheme.
The three organisations are now more aware of the types of donors they
need to engage with, whilst the joint events were also very successful in
increasing the visibility of the visual arts in Bristol. Furthermore, the three
organisations’ networks and potential donor bases are now substantially
wider. Consequently, Spike Island, Arnolfini and Situations will continue
to host annual joint fundraising/cultivation events going forward.
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What lessons can be learned?
The case study illustrates that consortia sometimes work best when the
organisations involved undertake both shared and individual activities.
Lhosa added: ‘we have learned when collaboration works best and when
it doesn’t. We are very good at setting up events together but we are
better at building meaningful donor relationships as individual
organisations’.
Spike Island’s case study also highlights that it is not always
possible to determine whether collaboration will work well from the
outset and that undertaking such activity is sometimes the only way to
find out. Support mechanisms such as the Catalyst scheme helped to
decrease the risks associated with learning by doing, and enabled each
organisation to build much needed capacity in the area of fundraising,
which has helped them all build strong foundations for future fundraising
activity.
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B-Arts’ consortium: exploiting technology to
develop a joint offer
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
B-Arts is a combined arts organisation based in Stoke-on-Trent. B-Arts
and their consortium partners AirSpace Gallery, Cultural Sisters, Letting
In The Light, Partners In Creative Learning and Restoke have a vision to
work together in Stoke-on-Trent and North Staffordshire to develop its
cultural infrastructure and increase cultural engagement and
participation in the area. Private fundraising is seen as an important
resource to realise this vision.
However, private fundraising in Stoke-on-Trent poses particular
challenges. ‘Stoke-on-Trent is not what you would call a fundraising
friendly environment, especially in the arts,’ commented Trevelyan
Wright, Executive Director of B-Arts. ‘There are very few large private
sector companies, the arts infrastructure is much weaker, per capita
investment in the arts is low. Philanthropic giving is mainly focused on a
few, prominent local medical charities’.
B-Arts and its fellow consortium organisations realised that
income diversification in such a challenging landscape could be
achieved more easily by joining forces and formulating a common case
for support.
Trevelyan reported, ‘we think that working together we can start
to create the kind of stories and evidence the kind of impacts that are
attractive for the private sector. We could achieve scale and then attract
large companies such as Michelin and Vodafone. They would not be
interested in us individually.’ Catalyst therefore provided a good
opportunity to come together and realise this plan.

What did they do?
First, the consortium started meeting regularly: ‘we had a Catalyst
update meeting every couple of months. As we are reaching the end of
the scheme, we have met over 12 times’. According to Trevelyan, it was
not always easy to keep participation up. Small organisations often lack

the resources to sustain more strategic and longer term planning
activity. They often need to prioritise more pressing needs.
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But the consortiums pulled through and stuck together. The
consortium also appointed an external facilitator to help formulate a
shared vision: ‘It was very important to have someone independent
looking at us and thinking about the “common denominator”’. Through
the facilitator, B-Arts identified a mixture of activities they would
undertake together and a mixture of activities they would undertake
separately.
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Catalyst also afforded individual fundraising training for all
organisations in the consortium, something that was seen as particularly
important. Although there was a strong willingness to come together,
organisations in B-Arts’ consortium were not all at the same level in
terms of fundraising expertise.
To facilitate the development of their individual and joint offer, the
consortium led by B-Arts set up Artcity, an online platform. This would
help them advertise and promote the consortiums’ mission and their
initiative, as well the individual organisations.
Artcity was developed through a three-year gift granted by Esmeé
Fairbairn. According to Trevelyan, Catalyst played an important role in
securing the grant to the consortium in that Catalyst gave the
consortium more credibility and visibility. Catalyst also brought the
organisation together and provided them with capacity and resources to
formulate a joint pitch to the private trust.

What was achieved?
Artcity has now been set up and it is fully functioning, eventually also
securing support from Stoke-on-Trent Council. Its three main aims
reflect the consortium’s original vision of improving the creative profile
of Stoke-on-Trent and generating more art in Stoke-on-Trent – while also
encompassing the consortium’s more recent ambition of engaging
young people through a graduate scheme. The platform promotes
events and initiatives such as creative agencies and public
performances.
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According to Trevelyan, ‘we have not fully demonstrated the value
of Artcity yet, but we have a set of ideas and a vehicle’. B-Arts is still at
the very formative stage, focusing on articulating the scope and the
impact of their work. Yet there is confidence that the consortium can be
bigger together than individually.
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What lessons can be learned?
The case study of B-Arts illustrates two important points. First, it
highlights the power of technology in bringing multiple parties together
and to facilitate the cohesion of projects that entail multiple
stakeholders. Within the context of Catalyst tier 3 this is particularly
valuable. Second, it highlights how coming together to realise a
common vision takes time and resources that small cultural
organisations such as B-Arts and its fellow organisations often do not
possess and that schemes such as Catalyst can help support.
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Akademi: how can Catalyst’s legacy be sustained
beyond the programme?

database and customer relationship management system, and sought to
develop a more fundraising-friendly website.
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Akademi then moved on to actively implement its Catalyst plan,
which entailed targeting three main categories of individuals: local
Asians, people from Indian companies working in Britain and British
companies working in India.
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What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Akademi is a contemporary South Asian dance company based in north
London. Akademi has a diverse programme, including productions,
commissions, artist development, a South Asian dance website and
activities that focus on education and mental health. Having long
identified the need to diversify its income streams, the organisation had
started fundraising from private sources over 15 years ago.
At first, in early 2000, the organisation focused on individual
giving and developed a proactive and strategic approach to this. In line
with their artistic work, which also appeals to South Asian communities,
Akademi sought to target affluent individuals in the South Asian
communities based in London. However, after several attempts,
Akademi eventually turned to private trusts and foundations instead.
Mira Kaushik, Chief Executive, reported:
‘We realised it was more appropriate to write those applications
and be treated like professionals. We kept on moving in and out of the
Asian community without getting a lot of money, while our applications
to trusts and foundations were successful. We got support from many
trusts, including Esmeé Fairbain Foundation, Paul Hamlyn Foundation,
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the Baring Foundation and the John
Lyon Charitable Trust.’
While income from private trusts and foundations still constitutes
an important strand of the organisation’s revenue mix, Akademi is aware
of the increasing scarcity of such resources.
Catalyst, therefore, was seen as a good opportunity to make
another proactive push to develop Akademi’s individual giving base.

What did they do?
First, Akademi invested in its fundraising infrastructure and particularly
focused on updating its ICT systems. The organisation developed a new

To strengthen its ability to reach and appeal to these donor
categories, the organisation carried out a review of their board of
trustees, recruiting some new members from the South Asian
community. These members brought their specialist knowledge about
the people and companies based in the London region.
Initially, Akademi ran online crowdfunding campaigns which
helped support the move into online giving. The organisation also began
to organise small fundraising events, the first of these events being
hosted by one of its board members. These events were successful: with
the support of its updated ICT system, the events helped Akademi to
develop a much more comprehensive and detailed donor database as
well as eventually secure some important gifts.
After carrying out a series of these small fundraising events,
Akademi decided to use part of its Catalyst grant to run a bigger-scale
and more ambitious event: a fundraising gala. The organisation planned
to organise an unusual living Bollywood gala, which would recreate the
atmosphere of the Bollywood fairytale, Umrao Jaan, with music, dance
and storytelling performances by Akademi’s artists and friends.
The set-up of the gala was not without challenges. The main
challenge was that of identifying a suitable location and finding
sponsors. Due to the lack of sponsors, when the organisation was about
to give up the idea, HS and Surina Narula, a generous South Asian
philanthropist couple, offered to host the gala in their nine-acre garden.
Akademi was then left with three months to set up the gala, which
was held in June 2015. Everybody in the organisation began to invest a
considerable amount of effort and resources in the set-up of the gala.
Particular effort was invested in preparing the music, dance and
storytelling performances from Akademi’s artists and volunteers, as well
as in designing the set-up.
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The hard work paid off and ultimately, the gala’s ambitious scale
and unconventional, original concept were a success. The event
attracted a lot of attention, and attendance on the day was high, with
many high-profile guests from the South Asian community.

What was achieved?
According to its original ambition, Akademi has succeeded in making a
start to grow its individual giving income. Through the small cultivation
events and their web campaigns the organisation managed to raise
£7,000, which is a still a small proportion of total turnover but a
considerable outcome, given that individual giving was zero prior to
Catalyst. The financial outcome of the gala was less positive. Though it
generated only £9,000, Akademi was very focused on the creation of a
quality experience which meant that they spent more than £25,000
putting the event together; this reduced their total income.
Some unexpected logistical challenges seem to have
compromised opportunities to secure donations on the day. For
example, fundraising galas are usually seated events, with the seating
plan facilitating opportunities for interaction between fundraisers and
donors during the auction. Akademi’s gala was not seated and the scale
of the space (a nine acre garden) made it more difficult to interact with
potential donors.
Nevertheless, Akademi feels that the gala marked an important
step in their fundraising experience, substantially raising the profile of
the organisation amongst several high net worth individuals in the South
Asian community. An important achievement was thus that of
strengthening the organisation’s position in the South Asian
community’s ‘giving map’. ‘Wealthy Indian people living in London
usually prefer giving money to religion, health and education back in
India’, commented Mira. ‘They are not used to give money to a dance
company.’

After the end of the gala, Akademi’s members of staff were
drained. The senior management team reported having had much less
time to dedicate to the organisation’s artistic programming. Capacity felt
extremely stretched as staff participated in a project which was the first
of its kind for the company and had to learn on the job. Nevertheless,
Mira reported: ‘Though it took so much time and resources, we would
love to do another gala. We think we would stand a much stronger
chance to make this more successful financial wise, now that we have
gained the experience and we already have a date of 5 June 2016 with a
new film to work with. We have factored in more time to raise resources
and I think Arts Council England should set up an investment fund to
support organisations with ambitions to raise private funding.’
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What questions arise?
It may be useful to end Akademi’s story with a question mark, rather than
a lesson learned. If Akademi’s resources were already stretched during
Catalyst, will the organisation be able to capitalise on the positive
achievement of its first gala – such as its expanded networks, more
visible profile and greater fundraising event management knowledge
going forward? How will they be able to sustain this?
This question is topical to many organisations that have
benefitted from the Catalyst tier 2 capacity building and match funding
scheme, who will not benefit from the next phase of Arts Council
England investment.

These achievements highlight the positive outcomes of the
organisation’s proactive push towards individual giving. However, the
wider impact of Akademi’s Catalyst journey and activity is more
nuanced.
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How to Work Together: does reaching outside
the traditional philanthropy pool of donors pay off?
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
How to Work Together is a collaboration of three visual arts galleries
based in London: Chisenhale Gallery, The Showroom and Studio
Voltaire. The three organisations decided to formulate a joint application
to the Catalyst scheme.
The three galleries had already interacted quite closely prior to
Catalyst through Common Practice, an advocacy network of nine
contemporary arts organisations based in London, and had long
realised that they faced similar opportunities and challenges.
For example, all three are affected by stretched resources and
limited staff capacity, often hindering their ability to plan and think longterm. As How to Work Together Project Manager Victoria Lupton
explains, ‘the three galleries are constantly fighting to stay afloat. We
constantly need to focus on the next six month period.’
The three organisations’ fundraising history has also been similar
in many respects. All three organisations have limited capacity for
fundraising, with the director-curators taking much of the responsibility
for this. However, while all of them had been active in private fundraising
(both individuals and foundations) prior to Catalyst, they generally
focused on different types of donors:
• Chisenhale predominantly targeted individual givers
• The Showroom was more experienced with public and private trusts
and foundations
• Studio Voltaire drew much of its funding from its income generation
initiative, a pop-up shop called House of Voltaire.
Catalyst was seen as a good opportunity to build a partnership
and develop the critical mass to afford the resources to plan and think
long-term and more strategically, while at the same time developing a
more unified and sophisticated fundraising strategy.

What did they do?
After successfully securing their Catalyst grant, the three galleries
appointed a project manager (initially Elisa Kay, subsequently Victoria
Lupton), to help them realise How to Work Together’s vision.
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With the help of the project manager, Chisenhale Gallery, Studio
Voltaire and The Showroom started to undertake a set of shared publicfacing activities, including a joint artistic programme, joint external
communication activities and a joint website. The consortium’s website
has been particularly important in providing a platform to build How to
Work Together’s profile and identity.
To further strengthen How to Work Together’s profile, the three
organisations also hired a PR company. Meanwhile, Catalyst funding
was used to backfill the directors’ roles as each gallery was able to hire a
part-time development or communications staff member, freeing up
some of the directors’ time and creating more headspace to focus on
long-term strategy.
The directors then began to increasingly focus on developing a
shared vision, with the support of the project manager. According to
Victoria, maintaining a balance between the three organisations was
crucial, but not always easy. For example, there were some concerns
among the partnership about sharing their existing donors and
supporters with each other.
When formulating their fundraising strategy, the three
organisations therefore decided instead to focus on developing new
donors who were not currently giving to the organisations. Within this
category, they opted for a bold and original approach: to identify new
donors from fields that have not traditionally supported the arts. As
Victoria explained, ‘the aim was to focus on smart, techy and innovative
organisations – these could be start-ups or large tech companies like
Google or Skype. The point is that How to Work Together is a
collaborative and innovative initiative from three cutting edge galleries
and these kind of companies are all about innovation and collaboration’.
Based on this, How to Work Together spent the first six to nine
months concentrating on cultivating this potential new category of arts
philanthropist. However, the strategy did not pay off as expected – no
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funds were raised from these new potential philanthropists, whilst funds
were raised from more traditional sources.

What was achieved?
Based on this initial experience, How to Work Together changed its
approach, turning to more traditional and familiar art philanthropists. The
consortium was more successful in this: How to Work Together
managed to secure a large corporate donation from Bloomberg,
alongside funding from long-standing art supporters like the Jerwood
Charitable Foundation.
Nevertheless, securing funds from these traditional donors was
not always easy. According to Victoria, many other trusts and
foundations were impressed by the idea of a collaborative initiative, but
were eventually unable to support the consortium, often due to the
increasingly high volumes of applications they have received.
In the meantime, How to Work Together also targeted individual
givers, approaching both new and existing donors. The three galleries
opened their contact books and identified over 40 donors, who they
were willing to target jointly. However, in the end only two donors
responded to How to Work Together’s request, and only £8,000 was
raised out of the £50,000 target they set for individual giving.

were able to use their Catalyst capacity-building funding to increase
their staff teams.
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The case study of How to Work Together also raises an
interesting point. We know that recent years have seen a growth in arts
fundraising in the UK cultural sector. This is reflected in the higher
volume of applications to trusts and foundations that have traditionally
supported the arts (as outlined in the findings of the year 1 evaluation of
Catalyst). But beyond this, very little is currently known about the growth
(or otherwise) of arts philanthropy in the UK. In year 1, our evaluation
research has highlighted how the arts have traditionally benefited from a
relatively limited pool of donors. The journey of How to Work Together
illustrates the challenges that arise when reaching out beyond the ‘usual
suspects’ to donors that have not previously given to the arts. The scope
and scale of these challenges, and the factors behind them, are still
unclear. More research is needed to better identify both potential new
groups of arts philanthropists and how to cultivate them.
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What lessons can be learned and what questions arise?
Despite the fact that donor response was not as high as expected, How
to Work Together succeeded in drawing down all the match funding
available through Catalyst, thus securing important resources that
enabled the project to take place and to build some fundraising
capacity.
The consortium also feels that significant lessons were learnt
along the way. As Victoria says, ‘we have definitely learned a lot from the
process. Even when it did not turn out as well as expected the work
hasn’t gone entirely to waste’. In particular, Victoria highlighted that the
three organisations substantially increased their knowledge and
contacts of different types of donors. Most importantly, the galleries
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Plymouth Music Zone: weaving impact
measurement into your case for support
What opportunities and challenges was the organisation
facing?
Plymouth Music Zone is a community music charity working with
vulnerable children, young people and adults across Plymouth and
beyond. The organisation has long worked on its management systems
and invested proactively in increasing its organisational resilience. As
early as 2007, it was one of the first arts organisations in the area to
become trained in using a full cost recovery financial model. The training
was delivered across the third sector by the Association of Chief
Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) who were leading the
charge in delivering best practice training to help the sector increase its
financial resilience. Plymouth Music Zone had also developed its
business practices through securing Investors in People status in 2010.
It went on to reach Silver status in 2013 and is currently working towards
Gold accreditation.
Private funding, then, became progressively viewed as an
essential resource to the organisation’s growth and development. For
example, Plymouth Music Zone had long wanted to commission more
sophisticated impact assessments of their work but had lacked the
resources to do so.
Although the organisation had started to fundraise privately in
1999, Plymouth Music Zone still possessed very little private fundraising
knowledge and skills when the Catalyst scheme was launched.
According to the charity’s Executive Director, Debbie Geraghty, there
was little awareness of donor relationship management and also a low
level of board engagement in private fundraising. Securing enough
capacity for fundraising was also an issue, with the Executive Director
having to juggle responsibility for fundraising alongside many other
responsibilities.
The Catalyst scheme therefore provided a good opportunity to
develop fundraising expertise and to eventually grow private income
streams to sustain Plymouth Music Zone’s future initiatives.

What did they do?
The Catalyst journey of Plymouth Music Zone is similar to that of an
obstacle course – the achievements of the organisation paved the way
to new opportunities but also to new challenges as a result.
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Plymouth Music Zone’s journey began with a review of the
organisation’s fundraising strategy, systems and expertise. Debbie
benefited from a one-year, accredited Institute of Fundraising’s
certificate in fundraising training course and the ICT and customer
relationship management systems were renewed through new hardware
and software. The organisation began to: grow individual giving
pathways; include more ‘fundraising asks’ at their regular performance
events; and invest more time and resources in communicating their
need for support. When communicating their case for support the
organisation was always careful to integrate evaluative insights that
highlight its scope of impact and positive effects on participants’ lives. It
was also careful to ensure that staff at all levels were aware of the crucial
part they play in the fundraising cycle, which marked a change in culture.
This first ‘private fundraising push’ attracted a considerable
amount of private income from a variety of sources, amongst which there
was a large grant from Lloyds Bank Foundation’s Older People’s
Programme. According to Debbie, match funding was critical in
supporting these early successes as only 15 grants were awarded
nationwide, so it made Plymouth Music Zone’s application more
competitive. ‘Lloyds funded us because they knew they would be able to
double their gift and because they knew we had existing support from
other funders like Arts Council England and the Big Lottery Fund. This
was seen as a sign of quality’, reported Debbie.
The private funds raised and matched through Catalyst were then
invested in additional programming. These new strands of activities
were pioneering and cutting edge. Plymouth Music Zone had been
designing some of these new strands of work for a long time prior to
Catalyst but had lacked resources to realise them. Once they had
benefitted from Catalyst, ‘we were able to do work which would normally
take at least six to nine months to fundraise for’, reported Debbie.
These new, exciting and more specialist strands of partnership
work in the arts and health sector gained the organisation considerable
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visibility, attracting the attention of the wider social sector, research
agencies and academia. In 2014, Plymouth Music Zone was eventually
able to link up with the University of Plymouth and carry out an
independent evaluation of their work with older people in residential
homes. Of the £26,000 report, Plymouth Music Zone covered £4,000
and the university contributed the additional £22,000 with in kind
support. A further evaluation by Professor Jocey Quinn and Claudia
Blandon followed suit in the same year, this time studying the impact of
music making in a domestic refuge in helping mothers and their children
navigate transitions away from domestic abuse. This high quality
evaluation was similarly funded by enhanced support from Plymouth
University.

What was achieved?
Plymouth Music Zone’s practice and the first independent evaluation
carried out by the University of Plymouth eventually gained national
recognition in the Royal Society for Public Health’s Arts and Health
Awards 2014. The charity was one of only six organisations to receive a
special commendation for ‘innovative and excellent practice’ in
enhancing the creative wellbeing of older people. This further enhanced
Plymouth Music Zone’s reputation as an arts charity operating in the
health and social sector.
It was shortly followed by winning a national Inspiration Award in
the National Music Teacher Excellence Awards 2015 and then the first
prize in the Arts and Health South West Prize 2015. According to Debbie,
this contributed to the organisation’s success in obtaining significant
grants both at public and private levels. For example, the organisation
successfully bid for one of eight Arts Council research grants awarded
nationally in 2015 to look at the impact of music making for people with
profound communication difficulties. Dunhill Medical Trust, which
specialises in medical research, then visited the organisation and
offered to help support its need to build its specialist music leader
capacity further. A second foundation followed suit, again recognising
the charity’s need to further invest in its workforce following the
increased demand. Both foundations awarded grants to Plymouth Music
Zone on the basis of its enhanced credibility, the specialist nature of its

work, its desire to share best practice and its need to respond to the new
opportunities brought about by its increased profile.
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Debbie observed: ‘Our story reflects our favourite quote from New
Philanthropy Capital’s ‘Little Blue Book’ on what makes an effective
charity, “The game changers are weaving impact measurement and
communication into their DNA. They are pursuing and building
remorselessly on their approach each year. And those who succeed will
turn their hard work into higher levels of trust, increased levels of
donation, improved strategic planning and a bigger impact on
beneficiaries for the same funds.”’
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This quote seems to reflect quite accurately Plymouth Music
Zone’s change in the composition of revenue streams. The organisation
was able to significantly increase income, especially from trusts and
foundations. Individual giving has not grown at the same pace, but it is
slowly evolving. What Catalyst has enabled Plymouth Music Zone to do
in terms of individual giving is highlight the organisation’s charitable
ethos. Debbie stated, ‘what we have been able to flag up is: hello we are
charity, hello we need money! It has certainly initiated a cultural shift in
the way we are perceived externally. So people are now more inclined to
think of us in that way’.
These new income streams now play an important function in
enabling the organisation to become more agile and to grow its ability to
seize opportunities quickly. As reported by Debbie, ‘we have been able
to seize opportunities at the drop of a hat. I hadn’t appreciated just how
quick voluntary donation is – that quickness we found so amazing, it
gives you the ability to do exciting, ground breaking and sometimes
riskier work, it allows you to immediately respond to the needs of
participants. We realised that’s what individual giving could do for us so
we are committed to developing it further.’

What lessons can be learned?
First, the case study highlights the positive relationship with impact
measurement and fundraising. It is also a good illustration of how impact
measurement and evaluation have become increasingly important to
many kinds of donors, from trusts and foundations, to high net worth
individuals, to even lower level donors. Plymouth Music Zone used their
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stories of impact to create strong and tailored fundraising propositions.
This is especially applicable to organisations that deploy arts
interventions to tackle social issues.
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Second, it also highlights the advantages of private income and
how it can be leveraged to best effect. The case study of Plymouth Music
Zone provides a good illustration of how private funding can be very
important in complementing other income streams, and not just because
it increases the total amount of resources. Additionally, the quicker and
more flexible nature of much private funding often open doors and ways
of working that public funding does not allow.
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Sheffield Theatres: understanding existing and
potential donors’ motivations
What challenges and opportunities was the organisation
facing?
Sheffield Theatres started formal fundraising from private sources
around 2005. The organisation began to focus on individual giving,
corporate partnership and sponsorship with some initially good results.
The income was predominantly a mixture of funds from the individual
(benefits driven) membership scheme, which attracted some 1,500
people alongside a well-established pool of corporate supporters.
However, private funding still accounted for only a relatively small
proportion of overall turnover. The cost effectiveness of the corporate
fundraising was also dubious as each partnership required a lot of
administrative time and resources and the value of some of the benefits
that were delivered to corporates was disproportionately high.
The common theme in the department was that the time required
for administrative tasks compromised the cost benefits of these
corporate relationships and left little room for prospecting and
developing new campaigns and donor relationships. It also meant that
day-to-day priorities crowded out the space to build a long term
strategic vision for fundraising.
Catalyst was thus seen as an opportunity to review and reimagine
the organisation’s fundraising strategy in order to grow the share of
private giving income.

What did they do?
Sheffield Theatres first invested in developing fundraising capacity,
training the current team to better utilise the organisation’s ticketing
system (Audience View) to make processes leaner. Alongside this, a
fundraising trainee role was created as an 18 month placement, to give
three people (over three years) experience in arts fundraising
administration as well as offering space for them to lead on fundraising
campaigns and activities. The traineeship programme has now been
running successfully for two years and trains arts fundraisers for the

good of the wider industry as well as offering the fundraising team in
Sheffield vital support to be able to expand and develop its work.
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Greater capacity meant that the organisation was able to focus on
refreshing its fundraising strategy and headline case for support. Key to
achieving this was to support the entire organisation to comfortably and
confidently articulate the charitable message and its need for support.
Information, figures, anecdotal stories and donor feedback were all
shared with staff across the company to connect everyone with the
fundraising activity. This shared ownership of fundraising has already
generated rewards: the box office team has yielded a total of £40,000
over the past 18 months by asking customers for a donation at point of
sale.
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Sheffield Theatres also carried out work to assess and better
understand donors’ motivations to give as they were interested in
creating a philanthropic regular giving programme which, unlike the
membership scheme, would not centre on an exchange of benefits.
Consultation was carried out with long term supporters and engaged
members to collate their views on what motivated them to support
Sheffield Theatres and to canvas their opinion on what this income
stream should support. The feedback was invaluable and enabled the
organisation to create a regular giving campaign with donors able to
make a monthly donation from as little as £1, and with some at the higher
end giving £50 per month. This new fundraising campaign already
generates over £6,000 per annum with very promising scope for further
growth.
The organisation also wanted to harness their audience’s passion
for creating, developing and nurturing new work by establishing a group
of major donors to solely support this strand of work. The fundraising
team began by identifying individuals who frequently booked for new
work productions and cross referenced the data with individuals who
had multiple donor relationships with Sheffield Theatres (e.g. gala
auction prize winner, large one off donation, seat sponsorship). The
result was a relevant prospect list who were approached individually to
join the New Work Group by making a donation of £1,000 per year. The
team set a target to secure 15 new work donors which was achieved
within five months. According to Deborah Larwood, Fundraising
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Manager at Sheffield Theatres, Catalyst created more confidence
internally which helped when making this ask.
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What was achieved?
The Catalyst programme has enabled Sheffield Theatres to redouble
their fundraising efforts, galvanise both colleagues and loyal audience
members and foster a more philanthropic culture of giving. They are
continuing to shape and increase the visibility and impact of these new
activities and are currently forecasting to grow revenue fundraising by
40 per cent this year. This new culture, together with the newly
established strands of giving, provides a great opportunity to continue
to grow their supporter base as well as the levels of giving. One of the
most significant changes within the organisation has been the
confidence to articulate the case for support and make the ask. Catalyst
created the space to assess the fundraising landscape and their own
potential for growth, formulate a compelling charitable message, and
cultivate prospects through to conversion.

What lessons can be learned?
The case study of Sheffield Theatres provides an important illustration of
the importance of understanding donor motivations to formulate a
tailored and strategic fundraising strategy. At the higher end of the
donor spectrum, carefully selecting a smaller sample of potential donors
and customising the ask according to their particular preferences is
crucial to success.
Finally, similarly to the case of Birmingham Hippodrome, Sheffield
Theatres’ success can be associated with their well-rounded and holistic
fundraising strategy, which included refreshing their case for support,
increasing the strategic impact of their external communication,
involving the broader organisation in fundraising and utilising
technology to support and inform their new fundraising strategy.
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The Watermill Theatre: turning audiences into
supporters
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?

The first initiative conducted was an experimental telephone
campaign. However, the result was disappointing and it was halted.
Evidence showed reluctance from telephone recipients to give personal
financial information over the telephone and those who gave generally
didn’t want to commit to giving long term.

The Watermill Theatre in Newbury has been actively fundraising for over
15 years and has a small dedicated fundraising team of two. Following a
particularly successful capital campaign between 2005 and 2008, the
theatre firmly established an ethos of giving amongst its audience,
dramatically raising its fundraising profile and strengthening its
capacity. However, fundraising campaigns which followed were affected
by a level of donor fatigue, compounded by the economic downturn.

One area that proved very successful was the introduction of a
benefactor scheme. Research from a newly installed customer
relationship management system database identified some very wealthy
individuals who had the potential to give greater sums than through the
Friends Scheme (£45 and £30) and The Watermill Circle (£500). Further
research was undertaken, looking at audience profile which resulted in
tailored approaches to specific prospects.

Despite the challenges facing the development department,
theatre attendance remained consistent and the loyal audience
continued to support a number of small campaigns which focused on
help to deliver the artistic programme. However, it was apparent that the
theatre needed a ‘hook’ to encourage new donors to support its future
work.

To engage the potential benefactors, a series of events were
launched and literature was produced. This ran throughout the entire
three-year programme and was the most successful element of their
Catalyst campaign with £106,000 generated. However, as with the
telephone campaign, many donors gave on a one-off basis and relatively
few signed up to regular giving. It is worth noting that the fundraising
team stated that new benefactors seemed to give more when the ask
featured more about the extent and range of work The Watermill
undertakes, both on stage and off stage, through education and
outreach work (for example, 13,000 people from the local community
participate in Watermill activities throughout the year).

Catalyst provided a real opportunity for The Watermill to reengage with its existing ‘giving’ audience and reach out to a new ‘giving’
audience, to experiment with new ways of fundraising and remove some
of the previously prohibitive costs.

What did they do?
The Watermill Catalyst campaign was simple and focused on growing
individual support. It aimed to: encourage new individuals to donate
(primarily through a new individual giving campaign); re-engage with
lapsed donors; and increase donations from existing donors.

Another successful approach was offering donors a chance to get
closer to the organisation. As a 200-seat theatre with a diverse artistic
programme, The Watermill can offer exciting experiences that bring
supporters closer to the artistic work, interacting with artists and
directors or taking backstage tours.

The Watermill created a clear identity for their Catalyst campaign
at the outset. A new logo was designed – an image of a parcel wrapped
up in a £50 note, with a tag reading ‘A gift to The Watermill Theatre’. This
distinctive logo was included on all publicity and marketing materials
relating to Catalyst and caught peoples’ attention and, with the addition
of the match-funding message, it motivated people to donate.

The existing Friend’s Scheme was re-launched with a drive to
increase new donations. The new database identified potential
members and lapsed members. As a result, 230 new friends joined the
scheme – a lift of 25 per cent and it is anticipated that many will renew
their support. The Watermill also re-energised their legacy campaign,
with the aim to further contribute to their overall future sustainability.
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The success of The Watermill’s campaign was influenced greatly
by the match funding incentive. The ability to unlock match funding was
a major motivation for new donors to give. Benefactors were more
willing to give knowing that their money would be doubled (in years 1
and 2). This created a positive talking point and the match funding
message became an integral part of the ‘ask’.
Throughout the campaign, it was evident that The Watermill
understood its donors, what made them give and why. There is a clear
strategy for personal engagement with donors, which resulted in the
donor feeling connected to and part of the organisation. This will stand
in good stead for the future.

What was achieved?
The Watermill exceeded its Catalyst target by 32 per cent. Its culture of
fundraising has been strengthened by Catalyst both internally with the
team and board and externally with audiences and supporters,
highlighting the need for ongoing fundraising and increasing
awareness.
The increased income has lifted the theatre’s artistic ambition,
and, with the help of the additional income gained during Catalyst, they
have been able to increase the number of shows with a bigger cast,
create more opportunities for emerging directors and work with more
people in the local community. The challenge now will be to create work
that builds on this, despite the inevitable loss of match funding income.

What lessons can be learned?
The Watermill has demonstrated that it is crucial to give a campaign an
identity. Communicating why support is needed is vital and
understanding why your donors are supporting your cause is important.
The theatre’s level of personal involvement with donors was exemplary,
and this delivered the results. It is also important to note that being
adaptable and flexible in your approach and using different methods of
engagement with different types of donor is key to success.
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The case study also demonstrates how building on existing
relationships with your audience can help identify new supporters:
communicating a compelling story in a new way can unlock potential
support within an existing audience base. In addition, making use of
unique assets (such as an intimate theatre space) can help create new
experiences and ways of engaging supporters.
Sustaining a new increased income can however be unrealistic.
Audiences can respond well to new investment and enhanced
production values but the ongoing challenge is to ensure that the
necessary funds can be raised to meet the raised ambitions of the
organisation and its audiences going forward.

The Catalyst campaign has engaged with over 500 new donors
and this engagement will create new opportunities in the future. There is
a programme in place to continue to develop these new relationships
and to further engage with Catalyst donors in the forthcoming years –
particularly during the celebrations planned for the theatre’s 50th
anniversary year in 2017.
The challenge now is to sustain the momentum that has been
gained. The match funding element of Catalyst provided an important
incentive for donors. The Watermill will continue to work hard to retain
current levels of support and they will further engage with high net worth
individuals as part of their future fundraising programme.
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Free Word: the challenge of literature
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Free Word is an international centre for literature, literacy and free
expression. From their London hub, they develop local, national and
international collaborations that explore the transformative power of
words.
While Free Word already had ambitions to increase private
funding prior to getting involved with Catalyst, it had not yet managed to
realise any real success. It had started fundraising in 2009 with a focus
on some key trusts and foundations, predominantly raising money for
specific projects. This in many ways was a reactive process, as projects
generally originated from partnerships created through Free Word’s
networks and connections.
At that point, fundraising was the responsibility of Free Word’s
director, with support from the Executive Director. However, it was felt to
be very challenging, and the ambition was there to do more. Free Word’s
first fundraising strategy was written just before Catalyst. Although
support from a number of trusts meant Free Word was in a stable
position, it was clear to the director that it needed to change the way it
fundraised. They were also keen to identify new ways of fundraising for
an artform that is not traditionally presented publicly through shows or
exhibitions.

What did they do?
Free Word’s Catalyst journey was divided into four stages:

• present your organisation firmly as a charity, and communicate the
difference you create. It is important to differentiate your organisation
from the commercial publishing sector
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• use social media to create networks and encourage them to support
the work in principle. Then look at ways to develop relationships with
individuals and build on these
• strengthen the board and provide a clear role for them in fundraising
• work with other organisations to fundraise collaboratively.
2.

Disseminating knowledge internally and externally

The organisation then shared the findings of their research within their
organisation and with other organisations that they work with, as well as
with supporters. This helped to raise awareness of the existing issues
and to activate the support from staff and the board in particular.
3.

Capacity building and piloting

Free Word employed a new full time member of staff, with half the role
being related to fundraising. They also placed a fundraising fellow in the
organisation via the Arts Fundraising and Philanthropy Programme
Scheme.
The research provided recommendations for particular activities
which Free Word piloted during this phase, namely:
• to research and approach more trusts and foundations, building a
relationship with them over time
• to pilot a membership scheme to attract individual donors

1.

Commissioning research on international literature work

Free Word wanted to learn more about other similar literature
organisations around the world and how they raised funds. They
commissioned a consultant to speak to funders and organisations in
other countries. It confirmed that the challenges they faced were not
unique and offered the following valuable insights:

• to pilot online giving
• to develop small cultivation events and one large fundraising dinner.
4.

Implementing new strategy
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Having piloted a number of new strands of fundraising, Free Word then
developed an updated fundraising strategy based on the findings from
the pilots.

charitable arts organisation with adjacent commercial ones (e.g. a
commercial publishing organisation in the case of Free Word).
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What was achieved?
Overall, it is felt that the organisation has become much better at
articulating its charitable status, and the impact it has as a charity. The
membership scheme was difficult to set up and progress and has
consequently been slow. But achievements to date are seen as a start,
and the scheme has enabled the organisation to talk to donors and
affirm their status as a charity.
Free Word have a much clearer fundraising strategy now, with a
defined approach to raising funds from trusts and foundations as well as
through individual giving. Corporate giving is also planned as a feature
within the strategy in the future. Free Word’s fundraising capacity is
however still quite low in terms of staff numbers, and it is felt that the
organisation will need to invest in this over time.
In addition, participating in the Catalyst activity has also resulted
in a much greater awareness of fundraising across other parts of the
team (such as marketing and communications).

What lessons can be learned?
This case study illustrates how different types of artforms can sometimes
face additional challenges when they fundraise in the private sector. In
the case of literature and organisations like Free Word, limited public
facing activity can limit opportunities to identify and target new donors
or to cultivate existing one. To make up for this, these organisations
often need to invest extra time and resources. The challenges faced by
specific artforms as well as possible support mechanisms to mitigate
them should be further explored.
The case study of Free Word also illustrates the importance of
investing time in promoting the charitable status of the organisation. As
shown in the Catalyst evaluation year 1 report, arts organisations are
often not seen as charitable. Sometimes the general public confuses
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Manchester Jazz: learning from your consultant
What kind of challenges and opportunities was the
organisation facing?
Manchester Jazz Festival is 20 years old; Manchester Literature Festival
has been active for 10 years. While both share a very similar artistic
outlook, they work with authors and musicians in different ways. They
came together to collaborate around their private fundraising.
Prior to Catalyst, both festivals had their own individual
experience of corporate sponsorship. Manchester Literature Festival
had worked with HSBC for about three years. Manchester Jazz Festival
had worked with Starbucks, and is now supported by Thwaites.
However, both festivals’ broader fundraising experience was limited,
and both had important resource issues related to fundraising, which
they were keen to resolve.

What did they do?
The festivals took on a highly experienced fundraising consultant to
support them. The bulk of their Catalyst tier 3 grant was spent on time for
the consultant to work closely with the two organisations to build
fundraising systems and experience.
Together with their consultant, the festivals started by
undertaking a review of what they could offer to a sponsor or a donor,
considering what they were already doing, and how this could be
developed. The organisations then worked with the consultant to
develop fundraising materials, which were disseminated through their
networks. Both organisations also began to look at what the capacity
they needed to further develop private fundraising in terms of their
board membership and the role of festival members.
With the consultant’s support, the approach developed for both
organisations was to start by targeting the corporate sector and trusts
and foundations in year one of Catalyst, and then move on to target
individuals in year two.

What was achieved?
Fundraising has been very successful in both cases, with achievements
in signing up significant sponsors.

Catalyst Evaluation Year
Two
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Notably, corporate sponsorship for the jazz festival was easier to
raise due to its more commercial nature: it showcases a huge range of
artists, some of whom have strong mainstream appeal. Securing
sponsorship for the literature festival was trickier, as it is far less
‘mainstream’ in terms of its content. But it is now strengthening its
fundraising through support from trusts and foundations, as well as
being supported by corporate sponsor HSBC.
In terms of individual giving, both organisations have been
successful. The jazz festival’s membership base has grown by 25 per
cent. High net worth individuals’ involvement with the jazz festival has
increased. The literature festival did not have an individual giving
scheme, so a new one was developed called Get Closer. Through this,
they have been able to cultivate a small number of larger donors.
As a result of Catalyst, the festivals’ relationship management has
increased, and the organisations have significantly increased the time
and effort spent on cultivating relationships with (potential) donors.
More specifically, both organisations have also gained an
understanding of the value of having donors represented on their board.
Cathy Bolton, Manchester Literature Festival Co-Director
explains, ‘It has been a very helpful and illuminating process working
alongside our fundraising consultant. It has made me much more aware
of the importance of entering into dialogue with potential supporters to
ensure that we can meet their agenda and create mutually beneficial
arrangements. Our consultant's input has enabled us to diversify our
income streams beyond the public sector, with significant success in
attracting corporate sponsorship, growing investment from trusts and
foundations, and the development of an embryonic individual giving
scheme. We have also discovered the amount of time and work involved
in servicing and developing fundraising relationships – our challenge
now is to maintain this and we hope to increase our investment in
fundraising activities, so we can create a stable turnover and continue to
expand our work.’
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What lessons can be learned?
The learning from the case study of Manchester Jazz Festival and
Manchester Literature Festival centred on the relationship between the
fundraising consultant and the consortium. When expertise is
outsourced, it is important that the knowledge is transferred, so that the
organisations can benefit from retaining lasting insight and experience
from the consultation. This was particularly important for the festival
directors, who play a pivotal role in leading the organisations and
making them sustainable in the long-term.
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Whether through taking the organisations into meetings with
potential donors, making introductions, or considering how to manage
relationships, the consultant’s role was based on supporting the
directors to develop the required skills and systems to be better
fundraisers. While the consultant led on the approach taken, the plan
was thus always to transfer her knowledge to the two festivals.
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